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Lefters to the editor
It is, indeed, very thoughtful of nncHtto have a global coverage of events relating to human settlements, with particular regard to developing nations. The problems relating to
TECTURAL REcoRD

housing

in

such countries are quite

staggeri ng, and adm ittedly tremendous

efforts need to be dedicated to providing means to overcome them. Dean
Kilbridge (nrcono, April1977 , page 37 ,
and May 1977, page 37) has in a very
perceptive manner captured the main
theme of the problem-a tendency on
the part oi the cities of the developing
world to start off as "transplanted European cities" and to attempt to continue
in that manner.
A similar parallel seems to have
been generated from the transfer of

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD (Combined
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very close contact needs to be established with the appropriate authorities
in the developing world. The mere understanding of physical symptoms and
their subsequent diagnosis is not

Calendar

sufficient. The way people live in those
parts of the world, their cultural and social background, their economic microstructure, and above all their mentality should be grasped. This undoubtedly would require dedication before

Apple, IDCA, P.O. Box 664, Aspen,

the problems can be understood

at

their roots and solutions are found to
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12-17 The 27th Annual Conference of
the lnternational Design Conference in
Aspen, "Shop Talk." Contact: Mary
Colo. 8161 1.
13-14 Conference, "Design and Construction Opportunities in Arab Countries," sponsored by Business Week
and Engineering News-Record; Vlal
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solve them.

221 Avenue ol the Americas, New

Your article on the revised AIA documents [March 1977] makes very timely
comments on the standardized form

York, N.Y. 10020.
14-1 7 Construction Specifications
Canada Annual National Convention,
Bayshore Hotel, Vancouver, B.C. Contact: John Carenkooper, Construction
House, Construction Specifications
Canada, 2675 Oak St., Vancouver,

medicine to the developing worlddisease and mortality rates dropped

contracts, especially those sections

B.C.

which have rarely so far been brought

16-17 "Planning Long Term Health

sharply only to be substituted by population explosions. This is not to say that
human suffering from disease should
have been disregarded; to the contrary,
some foresight and understanding of
social and cultural patterns, in particular those relating to resistance against
birth control, would have gone a long
way towards instituting a plan involving both a proliferation of medicine

to light. l, as a foreigner, hope you continue to exert successful endeavors in

Care Facilities," seminar sponsored by
the University of Wisconsin-Extension;
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What a oleasure to see REcoRD credit
my father for the two photos of River
Oaks Shopping Center rePrinted 37
years later. Well done!
Steven Peters, AlA,
PCA Associates, Houston, Texas

In relation to the Point made bY
Dean Kilbridge on the Precedence
food, health seryices and education

Our client, Paul ThorYk, was verY
pleased with your coverage [APril

wish to state
that this may not be entirely so. The
problem relating to human seftlements
is woven into a far more intricate somust take over housing, I

1

9771 of his design for the Broad house.

UnfortunatelY, the name of the
structural engineering firm which was
given to you was incorrect. The credit

cioeconomic infrastructure than the article seems to reveal. The European social oatterns have been transplanted in

E. Foley & Associates.
Robin Maydeck, Vice President
The Cail Stooza ComPanY

should be R.

addition to the mere physical transplant o{ the European city to the devel-

La Jolla, California

oping world. And, not much unlike
Western society, significant emphasis
seemingly is placed on the location of
the house (the neighborhood), the size
and qual ity o{ the house; in fact, people
react in a compulsive manner and will

part with lewelry and whatever little

they have to be able to have a house in

with sufficient

lighting, sanitary provisions and other
"necessities." The drivingforce is more
o{ten than not the "keeping up with the
Joneses" syndrome. The answer, once
again, seems to be a somewhat more

integrated approach involving basic
education, in addition to directing the
urban growth Process in a Planned

manner. Once again the Problem

Your Housing the Aging article in May

covered the field remarkably well, I
think, and key Problems were examined in a concise and informative way.
Peter Samton, FAIA

Cruzen & Partners, New York CitY

Your positive coverage o{ the DaileyButler Renovation of the Chicago Navy
Pierwas both responsible and stimulating. After reading the eight-page coverage of the proiect, I yearned for further
details. lnstead I found eight pages of

the "Best" calamitY. How could You
desecrate the old structure by including
the latter in a professional magazine,

find its answer in the Western
institutions of research and educa-

much less the same issue? ls this an insinuation that "Architecture" is in the

tion-perhaps a mistake being

Dast?

seems to

re-

peated.

It is my personal oPinion that
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and mass education.
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In his final building, completed after his
death, Kahn, according to Yale History of
Art professor Vincent Scully, "arrived at a
kind of order which was itself not far from
the old classicizing mode: static, trabeated,
and laconic, . . . All movement, all voices,
all color, are outside and around the British
Center, like the reflections in its window
panes. Avoiding speech, it is the wordless
image of Kahn's deep constructor's soul."
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A theatrical approach to
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Architects are Bull Field Volkmann
Stockwell.
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tube columns and weathering steel
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Building Types Study: Religious buildings
Religious buildings offer to the architect
some of the most challenging design problems
he or she ever encounters, with rewards
as great as the perils. Next month's
Building Types Study features a rich collection
of churches and church-related buildings
from across the United States and from foreign
countries as well. lt gives a good look at
the current state of the art of design as
applied to programs for religious buildings.
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Central Power House
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Rogers, Butler & Burgun, architects.
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EDITORIAL

Solar energy: some hopes and some concerns
I had the very good luck to attend a very good
conferencel on solar energy utilization last
month. I came away-after listening to some
very thoughtful and very experienced speakers-with a conviction I hadn,t had before:
that solar energy can make a major contribution to the energy problems in this country,
and that it stands-with energy conservationaltogether on the side of the angels. That is to
say it uses no non-renewable resources (in_
deed, is infinitely renewable for, say, the next
couple of million years), requires no environmental intrusions, and generates no waste to
be disposed of into the air or into salt mines

where

it ticks away for 25,000 years. And

there's a feeling about solar energy that those
who have worked with it for a long time seem
to share, and which also seems important. lt is
well expressed in architect Donald Watson,s
fine new book, Designing and Building a Solar
Housd. He writes: ,,A solar house, in its rela_
tion to the land and the surrounding commu_
nity, can embody our most profound feelings
about living with nature and with sociew. Ani
through the intelligence of the design, it can
bring into form the ideals with which we hope

tolive...."
I

do not pretend to have become an expert

on solar energy in a day and a half, but I did
come away with some thoughts on advancing
the cause. Herewith:

i. What is involved here is not techno_
logical revolution. The talks by some verv so_
phisticated architects and engineers_Don
Watson of the yale School of Architecture.
Byron Winn of Colorado State Universitv (both
of whom talked primarily about solar energy at
the residential scale), Fred Dubin (whose riany
energy conserving designs include the well_
known Manchester, New Hampshire, proto_
Harry Fischer of Oak Ridge National
Vq"),
"nd
Laboratories-made
clear that the iechnology
has long been understood, and what is needej
now is urgent professional effort to perfect not
just the.collectors (the glamorous part
every_
one looks at) but the heat storage hardware,
the controls, and the over-all syst-m design.
2. One of the most important concepts is
that-before solar energy can work effective_
ly-all of the passive tools of energy conser_
')un Uttttzatton Now, Knoxville, Tennessee, Uay 12th

and

3th; sponsored by University of Tennessee.s Center for Industrial Services and Environment Center, East Tennessee
State Continuing Education, Energy Opportunities
Consor_
tium, Creater Knoxville Chamber of Commerce, and ASC
1

Industries, Inc.

'zCarden Way Publishing, Charlotte, Vermont 05445. Zg2
pages, 98.95.

vation need to be designed in first. We,re not
here talking about a new tool which can even
hope to overpower-as we have learned to do

with hvac systems---{ur design mistakes.
Once all of those techniques have been
used and applied by the architect, then a solar
energy system, carefully designed, can make
that major contribution. . . .
Some of the thoughts I took away from the
conference are concerns:
3. A solar system---€ven one designed
with the greatest possible skill-mav not ever

"pay off" in the time span that we seem to

have come to expect. The five-year ,,return on
investment" for solar hot-water heating which
the enthusiasts proudly point to (it,s longer for
solar heating---even in just the right parts of the
country) is not the kind of number which gets
the undivided attention of your average specu_
lative developer. Which means, I think, that
along with continuing efforts to try to perfect
solar systems and market the hardwaie. we
need to try to promote the needlor using solar
energy-for all the reasons that we need to
conserve energy.

4. The other concern I left the conference
with is the danger of over-promoting solar en_
ergy. lt seemed apparent, to this unitiated, that
the hardware and system design for solar en_
ergy usage are far from perfected. We need to
press on, for all of the reasons stated, as

quickly as possible; but I think we need to
make that speed carefully. We cannot stand, in
the name of progress, to build too manv Edsels.

I think the responsible manufacturers in
this field need to find a way to police the ped_
dlers of dubious technology who are bound to
be aftracted to such a ,,glamor market,, with a
product that can be produced in a garage.
Finally, I think we need to worry

a lot

about the fact that there are precious few pro_
fessionals in this country who are really experts
in solar-system design. Besides Don'Waison.

Byron Winn, Fred Dubin, and Harrv Fischer

(who spoke at the meeting), one thinki
of Frank
Bridgers, Ceorge Lof, Dick Rittleman, Marx
Ayres, Malcolm Wells. There are undoubtedlv
many more-but I doubt there are ten times as
many. lf there are .|00 times that many, that is
not enough to ensure quality system design
(not to mention responsive building
designfif
solar really starts moving.

And

so-l

hope those involved in solar_

energy design and manufacturing do not an_
nounce a revolution; but press with all respon_

sible speed for

an

important evolution._
Walter F. Wagner, Jr.
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HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS
REQUIRED READINC

President Carter's eagerly awaited energy program was offered to Congress last month. The
legislative proposals
would include standards for new buildings and money to retrofit old ones. Unlike the sections covering
fuel pioduction
and consumption, the sections affecting construction are likely to move through Congress
with little aifficutiy and with
only minor changes. Details on page 34.

March contracts for new construction moved nine per cent ahead of last year,s
figures to total $9,936,7g4,000,
according to the F. W. Dodge Division of McCraw-Hill Information Systems Company.
Nonresidential contracts, ai
$3,002,531,000, were up 22 per cent, with a strong showing in the commercial and industrial
sector. ,,Almost all of
March's increase was concentrated in commercial and industrial building contracts (up
more than 40 per cent), as
institutional building value was little improved over last year's amount," said
George A. Christie, Dodge chief economist. Residential contractsgained 42 per centto reach a record dollar volumeof
$!,t+S,t93,000, while nonbuilding
contracts, which recorded not a single new electric power project, fell 41 per
cent.

sert, faclson and Associates of cambridge, Massachusetts, have received the
Architectural Firm Award for 1977
from the American Institute of Architects. Jose Luis Sert, then Dean
of Harvard's Craduate School of Design, Huson
Jackson and Paul Zalewski founded the firm in 1958; they were later joined by principals paul
H. Krueger and William
Lindemulder' Conferringrhe honor on the firm, the AIA
Jury on Institute Honors called its work ,,a humanist endeavor
to enrich the quality of life through the physical environment.,,
Eliel saarinen's Christ lutheran church in Minneapolis will
receive the AlA,s 25-year Award, an honor conferred
on architectural design of.enduring significance ani restricted
to structures at least 25 years old. Saarinen,s last completed work was designed in association with his
son Eero and with Hills, cilbertson and Hayes, and was completed
in 1950' The AIA iury praised the building as "a living symbol of
architectural integrity providing
inspiration to
countless architects attempting to understanJ the unique requirements
of a changing .hr"rlh.,I
Richard Meier, FAIA, has received the $25,000 R. S. Reynolds
Memorial Award for his design of the Bronx Developmental Center in New york City. Details on page 35.
The AIA has distinguished 17 architectural designs in its
29th Annual Honor.Awards program, including six projects
receiving Honor Awards for Extended Use andlive receiving
surti"tt Awards for their attention to the needs of the
handicapped. Details on pages 41_43.
The U'S' l-eague of savings Associations has undertaken
a maior study on financing neighborhood rehabilitation in
an effort to ward off unwanted government contrgls.
Details on page 3i.
The Administration proposes to reduce capital
spending for hospitals by 50 per cent-much of tnat money
intended
for the new construction. Details on pug" 32.

A National Advisory committee on Earthquake Hazard
Reduction would be established by legislative proposals
now
under consideration by both houses of the congress.
Detairs on page 37.

Architect Robert S' Hutchins, FAIA, of New York, City,
has been elected president of the National Academy
of Design.
He succeeds Alfred Easton Poor, FAIA, who had
served since rgoo. nithe same time, the Academy announced
the
election of Lawrence B. Anderson, FAIA, as an Academician.
The second Annual Building and construction
Exposition and conference will be held November 1-3
in chicago
at the Merchandise Mart under the aegis of the
Producers' Council. rhe 1977 BCEC, designed to attract
architects,
engineers,contractors, building o*n"riand operators,
developers and producers, will inJlude an Alternate
Energy
conservation Division for solar, wind and geot'hermal
energy systems
conservation products.

"nj "n"rgy

The American Academy in Rome has named recipients

of its 1g77-TBRome prizes in Architecture and Design:

Judith
DiMaio' Lexington, Kentucky, {or Architecture, and cordon
Corcoran Baldwin, Taos, New Mexico, and Donald Lee
Peting' Eugene, oregon, both for Environmental
Design. rhe fellowship,
carry about $10,000 in expenses and
stipend for a year's study at the Academy.
"".h

The second edition of "Hospital/Healthcare
Building. costs," published last month, offers construction
professionals in this field such material as average costfigure;fo;Jriiir*Ii
vp"s and qualities of structures, a 183-city index
for making local cost adjustments, and c"ase histories.
Available tor'iqz (prepaid, with appropriate sales tax) from
Dodge Building Cost services, Room 2051, Mccraw-Hill
Information systems Company, 1221 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New york 10020.
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President Carter offers his comprehensive energy program to Congress

S&Ls

might result in a findingthat energy efficiency was unnecessary. Solar standards, Mr. Epstein said, could stifle
technological innovation.
Be that as it may, most organizations representing construction de-

dustry. He proposed fat tax creditsup to 40 per cent-for homeowners
willing to buy and install solar appliances, at the same time promising
businessmen faster write-offs and investment tax credits for their use. He
signers and builders applauded also proposed a maior purchase of
Carter's plan and offered encour- solar equipment for Federal office
agement. Homebuilders, professional buildings in a move calculated to inengineers, mortgage brokers, and con- terject economies of scale in solar

Jimmy Carter may not be able to win
approval of his entire energy program,
but those portions dealing with the
built environment seem assured of favorable Congressional action. As a re-

sult, new business opportunities
should open up for construction designers and builders who will be employed to improve the energy efficiency of buildings and homes.

The debate over the President's
plan centers on various proposals to
reduce gasoline consumption in automobiles and to manipulate the price of
oil and natural gas. By contrast, the

favorably.

Interest groups were at work im-

mediately upon Carter's announcement, quibbling with some details and seeking modifications in their
sel{-interest. The President expected as
much.
lohn M. McGintY, President of the
American Institute of Architects, wired
the President to pledge the organization's support, saying "this is one interest group that won't fight" the proposed measures.
A couple of weeks later, however,
an AIA spokesman went to Capitol Hill
to argue against two legislative proposals----one requiring life-cycle costbenefit analysis, and another establishing solar equipment standards. Neither
were specifically part of Carter's plan,

but both could be lumPed in with

what is now being considered a com-

preservat

The lending industry, which

utilities to provide energy efficiency

whole building envelope and every-

analysis and improvements, and then
to bill the homeowners for the cost of
this effort, is particularly controversial.
This, too, is expected to get approval
though perhaps with modification.
carter's energy campalgn may result in benefits even before specific
legislative proposals are enacted. For
example, the National Association of
Home Builders took the occasion of
Carter's announcement to report that it
has developed a set of energy conser-

Savings Associations hired Nathaniel
H. Rogg, recently retired executi
vice oresident of the National Associ
tion of Home Builders, "to draft a program aimed at expanding the housing
rehabilitation industry, including the
promotion of increased lending in city
neiehborhoods."

notable exceotion was Don

sociation of Home Manufacturers.
"Carter and his people are throwing
insulation at the problem," he com-

President Carter.

neighborhood

means using incentives, loan guar
tees, grant programs, tax credits
other financial leverage to moderni
housing and to build the ini
to forestall neighborhood blight.

plained, "and the problem is the

A

notice.
Congress is sure to PUt its stamp
on the buildings section. The changes
are likely to be minor, while the thrust
will remain the same as that offered by

The Carter Administration is
ted to an enlarged Federal program

been under heavy fire for redlini
and otherwise contributing to the de

Cilchrist, president of the National As-

with more energy efficiency in buildings and homes are
winding their way through the lawmaking process with relatively little

a program

equipment manufacture.
Only in those areas of Carter's
plan which place new responsibilities
on electrical and natural gas utilities
are the new programs subject to tough
lobbying. The proposal to force the

tractors, reacted

sections dealing

willwr:te

for city neighborhood

body knows it except them.
Mr. Cilchrist proposes the use of
existing model codes "that are there
and ready to go." But, he adds,
"We've heard nothing really specific
from Carter on new buildings."
Actually, Carter did-at least obliquely-address the problem of new
buildings. He ordered his Department
of Housing and Urban DeveloPment
to advance the writing of new energy
efficiency building codes, expressed in
performance terms, within one year.
While this proposal was lost in the debate over other matters, it is significant

that Carter does not need Congressional concurrence. By executive fiat,
the President ordered the new code
into use bv SePtember 1, 1980-that
is, a year earlier than the deadline imposed by last year's energy legislation.

Virtually all code-writing iurisdictions
must go along, or builders there will
be unable to use Federally insured or
chartered lending institutions.
Joseph Sherman, who heads the
office at HUD writing the codes, saYs
the imolementation date will be

prehensive energy Program.
Herbert Epstein, an lnstitute vice
oresident, said the tuvo popular pro-

moved up one year bY comPressing
the code preparation time about six
months and by winning their enact-

posals had laudable goals, but said
they could actually frustrate energy
savings obiectives' He warned that
life-cycle analysis is sublective and

more quickly than Planned.
Carter made a deliberate effort to
boost solar technology into a maior in-

ment on the local level six

months

vation guidelines for its

members.

These guidelines are the product of a
special committee on energy headed

cline of central city housing, is al

trying to come up with a plan of
own that would stave off

i

Federal regulation. The U.S. League of

to

The idea, according
president John

pose ways

League

A. Hardin, is to "Pro-

of

involving

in

rehabil-

itation work some of the residential

construction

resources--€xpertise,
management, equipment and labor-

now concentrated in new construction."

by builder lvan Wohlworth of Long ls-

land, New York. lf followed, the

Mr. Rogg agrees that now many
S&L loan officers know how to make

NAHB says, they will result in a 16 per
cent increase in energy efficiency over
present practices. A greater lmprovement is hard to achieve, an association

inner-city loans. There is a different
risk, he says, compared to their normal
practice of lending only to the affluent
who are financing homes in the best

official says, "because we found

suburban neighborhoods.

builders are doing a pretty good iob already."
Once in use, the NAHB guide-

solve the problem." But he adds that

lines would enable a builder in anY
section of the country to determine
what sort of energy conservation materials and practices he should adopt in
his market. "Rate cost, climate cost-

everything-will be plugged into it,"

He

saYs,

"No big national Program is going to

the leadership of the S&L

industrY

"knows they'd better get into this."
The savings and loans have favored co-insurance of riskier loans,
which would have the Federal government taking perhaps 80 per cent of the
risk, but there is no unanimity on this.

it will be easier to understand" than

lonathan Brown, with RalPh
Nader's Public Interest Research
Croup, thinks co-insurance will be the

builders.-Miliam Hickman' World

Administration's answer in the end. In

says an association spokesman. "And

other similar guides for homeNews, Washinglon.

addition, HUD Assistant

Secretary

Larry Simons says that, given the fidu-

ciary responsibilitY of the S&L's,
Carter's energy Program in brief
. Buildingcodes: HUD is ordered $800 and 15 per cent oi the next
to promulgate mandatory perform- $1,400 spent on conservation
ance building codes for energy measures, if the spending occurs
conservation by September 1, between April 20, 1977, and De1980-a year earlier than had cember 31, 1984'
been scheduled. This means

all iurisdictions will have to

that .

adopt

the codes, or builders there

sanctions.

will

lnstallation labor: recipients of

funds {rom the Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act (CETA)

will provide labor for the weatheri-

risk borrowing
Conservation loans: the Sovern- zation program Ior low-income
ment will open a secondary market families'
Master metering: the governfor residential energy conservation
loans through the Federal Home ment would outlaw a single master
electric meter for a structure' such
Loan Mortglge Corporation
as an apartment house' and insist
the Federal Nitional Mortgage
instead on metering for each indithat
capital
ensure
to
sociation

.

'

and
Asis
available at reasonable rates from vidual unit'
private lending institutions.
' District heating: utility commisr lnsulation iax credits: home- sions will encourage district heatowners will be entitled to a tax ing schemes, such as small central
credit of 25 per cent of the first steam plants, through regulatory

14
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provisions involving siting certification and rate-making rules.

. Appliances: mandatory energY
efficiency standards {or appliances
such as air conditioners, furnaces,
water heaters and refrigerators will
be set as soon as Possible.
Utility assistance: gas and elec-

r

tric utilities would offer customers

a residential energy

conservation
audit and then, if necessarY, would
install energy efficient equipment
and offer loans to be rePaid on
monthly utility bills.
Low-income assistance: the existing low-income residential con-

r

or

weatherization Proto $130 million
in fiscal year 1979 and to $200
million in the two subsequent

servation
gram

will

years.

increase

"There has to be a [government] guarantee down the road."
One of the most successful neighborhood revival programs is that of the
Urban Reinvestment Task Force, run
by William Whiteside under the spon-

sorship

of the

Federal Home Loan

Bank Board.
The task force, oPerating through
the "neighborhood housing service,"
has organized neighborhood groups in
50 cities, bringing in city officials and
local banks to help homeowners catch
a declining neighborhood before permanent blight becomes inevitable.
Mr. Whiteside is fighting attempts

by Federal officials and legislators to
make a "national Program" out of

something that has been successful in
large part, he claims, because he has
insisted on small proiects and slow

growth.-Donald Loomis, World
News, Washington.

r\LvvJ Nf.r\_rNt J
The 1977 Reynolds prize
goes to Richard Meier
Richard Meier, FAIA, of New York
City, has received the 1977 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award for his design of

the Bronx Developmental Center,

a

complex planned for the training and
housing of the mentally retarded. The
award, which carries a 925,000 honorarium, is conferred annually for distinguished architecture using aluminum. (This is the second award bestowed on Mr. Meier's building within
a month; see AIA Honor Awards story
on pages 41 -43.)
Commissioned seven years ago
for New York State's Department of

Mental Hygiene, the complex

has

lately been entangled in a great controversy over the proper treatment of
people with developmental disabilities. lts opening and even the completion of its interiors have been delayed
by a public debate whether institutionalization should be the preferred
method of handling these patients.
Whatever the merits of that dis-

family-like groupings-a group of
eight will share a suite containing

agreement/ however, no One disagrees
that the building is a masterly work of
architecture-critic Ada Louise Huxtable has called it "a landmark before its
doors ooen."
The center comprises rwo marn

buildings-one for resident

three bedrooms and a living room, and
two of these groups will share dining
and recreational facilities. The education wing contains classrooms as well
as a cafeteria and offices, and the gymnasium wing provides a swimming
pool and other therapeutic and athletic facilities.
To the passing motorist, nowever,
it is the bright taut skin wrapping and
dramatizing the building's form that

patients.

and one housing educational facilities

for

residents and outpatients. The

buildings are joined by the gymnasium
wing at one end and by two bridges-

one of them enclosed-spanning and
defining the large interior courtyards.
The residential building, where curvi-

rivets the eye. The panelization system-there are i 5 different panel con-

linear stair towers mark discrere wlngs,
will house 384 patients in small units
designed to maintain an intimacy of

East Germany restores

a fenestration
of ordered complexity.

figurations-produces

pattern

Variously shaped penetrations in the

cropius's Bauhaus workshop for its 50th anniversarv

Woli Luching

natural-colored aluminum panels accept round-cornered lights: long hori-

zontal windows

in

classrooms and

corridors, smaller windows-and
corner windows-in the residential
units, small floor-level windows, offer-

ing a view out to children playing on
the floor, represent one of the measures taken to expand the sensory rmpressions offered to patients.

In addition to the

honorarium,

Mr. Meier will also receive, as part of

the award, an aluminum sculpture

specially commissioned from llya Bolotowsky. Members of the jury were
Louis de Moll, FAIA, Roberr B. Marquis, FAIA, and last year,s award winner, Norman Foster, RIBA.

when it proved that the heavy mul-

lions required would destroy the

of the original fenestra_
tion. Plate glass was installed instead,
proportions

as in the original building.)

The floor plan of the building,
which had been adapted to a variety of
uses over the years, was restored, as
were the colors and wall decorations
conceived originally by Cropius and
the Bauhaus workshop. In addition,
'1
60 metal chairs designed for the
building by Marcel Breuer, ano reconstructed from photographs, were in-

rr

stalled.

On December 4, 1976,50 vears
after the building's first dedication, the
East Cerman government arranged a

Walter Cropius's Bauhaus workshoo
building at Dessau, East Cermanv, is
the very embodiment of modern archi-

tecture and the lnternational Style. To
celebrate the 50th anniversary of its
dedication, the national government
and the town of Dessau restored the
building, now a protected landmark,

to its original condition,

.

Abused during Hitler,s regime, building,s appearance almost
beyond

the building suffered grievous

damage

recognition.

during world war rr, when, among
Theteam of restoration architects
other devastations, the famous grasi and artists, who had assistance
and adcurtainwallwascompletelydestroyed vice from former Bauhaus members
in bombing. The structure was en- now living in East Cermanv, worked
closed to provide much-needed with specLl care, even .oniirr.,inf"

shelter immediately after the war,

these emergency repairs altered

but
the

mock_up of the curtain wall. (A plan to

use thermal glass here was reiected

gala attended by former members of
the Bauhaus and by scholars from both
East and West Cermany. Suggested
uses for the restored building include
a school and a museum of Bauhauproduced objects such as ceramrcs
and hangings. A number of plays have
already been produced in the theater.

Further restorations

of

Crooius,

buildings are also planneo, among
them the Faculty Houses for the Bauhaus masters, the Unemployment Of-

fice, and housing for Dessau-Toerten.
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AIA retrofits headquarters

for energy conservation
Energy consumption in the

headquarters building of the American lnstitute of Architects

will be reduced by

one half under a retrofit effort now
being planned. Institute officials want
the structure to be an energy efficiency
model for the nation.

In announcing the program, the
Institute said the four-year-old building is already more efficient than most
similar structures, but because it was
designed-by The Architects Collaborative-and built before the era of energy consciousness, it reflects the "na-

tional attitude" that energy would
always be plentiful and inexpensive.
Specific steps to improve energy
efficiency have not been determined,
but options include a reduction in artificial lighting and cutting the solar heat
load.
The prime consultant for the work
is Sizemore and Associates of Atlanta,

with the engineering assistance of
Newcomb and Boyd.-William Hickman, World News, Washington.

Administration cuts funds
for hospital construction
The Federal government plans a further reduction in the amount it is will-

ing to pay in support of the con-

struction of new hospitals.

This became clear last month
when the Administration provided details for its hospital cost containment
program. There is a proposal for a 50
per cent cut in capital spending-most
it meant for new construction.
The slash is substantial, since Fed-

eral support for capital spending is
now running at about $5 billion annually. But the country can easily absorb the cut, the Administration reasons, because roughly 100,000 of the
more than 900,000 hospital beds in
place are not needed.
The Administration also proposes
to limit increases in in-patient revenues by roughly 6,000 acute-care hospitals in the nation.
Congress is expected to okay the

construction spending reduction._

Michael Mealey/William Hickman,
World News, Washington.

Proposed law would create

earthquake advisory group
Legislation intended to reduce damage
earthquakes through governmenlsponsored development of eco-

from

nomical earthquake resistant

struc-

tures and materials seems assured of
Congressional approval this year.
Both houses of Congress are considering the proposal, which has gen-

erated little opposition. The bills call
for three-year funding, beginning with
$690 million in fiscal year 19ZB and
continuing with gB0 million in fiscal
1979 and $85 million in fiscal 1980.
The legislation calls for creating a
new l5-member National Advisory
Committee on Earthquake Hazard Reduction. The chairman is to be ao-

pointed by the President, with the
other members drawn from research
institutions, government, and industry.
As stated in the legislation, the
basic purpose is to perfect earthquake
technology and to develop design and
construction methods for areas of high
seismic risk.
Functions of the program would
be divided behveen the U.S. Ceological Survey and the National Science
Foundation, with half a dozen other
agencies contributing.-Seth Payne/

William Hickman, World

News,

Washington.

Mass transit may receive

transferred highway funds
The Highway Trust Fund, long considered sacred, may come in for changes
under the Carter Administration.
The Federal Highway Administra-

tion (FHWA) is preparing to offer a
plan for the transfer of Trust Fund
money into a surface transportation
fund. Doing so should mean more
money for urban transit systems.

William M. Cox, Highway Administrator, says that changing the
Fund's mission is an option in an upcoming reorganization of the Department of Transportation.
"A unified fund would more adequately reflect the interdependency of
one mode on the other," says Mr. Cox.
He concedes that road construction
would not get the same level of funding that it gets now, but it may be unnecessary. Once the interstate highway system is completed, the Highway Administration will be reduced to
iust two functions: researching highway programs and funding highway
maintenance.- Roger Smith/Wil I iam
Hickman, World News, Washington,

Carter Cabinet ferments ideas

for urban rehabilitation
The Carter Administration,s plan for
tackling urban rehabilitation will be
explained to skeptical city officials in
mid-June against a scramble by three
Cabinet officers who want this job for
their own departments.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal touched off the rivalry recently when he proposed an ,,urban
bank" to help market city debt instru_
ments and to make loans to develoo_
ers. This idea may lose favor, however,
because it threatens to create a new
bureaucracy and may distort the mu_
nicipal bond market.

Another suggestion, by Com_
merce Secretary .luanita M. Kreps, has
her department's Economic Develooment Administration (EDA) combining
grants and loans to help private devel_
opers play a larger role.
Still another scheme is proposed
by Secretary Patricia Harris of the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

lt would combine

an

EDA-Iike agency and the already pro_
posed $400-million ,,action grant,, to

finance specific urban rehabilitation

proiects.-Herfurt

Hickman, World

Cheshi re/Wi I I iam
News, Washington.
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HABITAT plus one:

what gives?
On the first anniversary of HABITAT:
the UN Conference on Human Settlements held last year, and in answer to
REC)RD'S curiosity about the real consequences of that event, the L)N's Eric
Carlson submits this report on human
settlements activity over the last year.
Mr. Carlson, who is with the United

Nations Environment
(UNEP)

in Nairobi,

in the preparatory

Programs

was a guiding
stages

light
of HABITAT

and has followed futh the conference
and its aftermaths with close attention.
His report will appear in two parts: this
month he discusses actions taken---ir
not taken-by UN bodies, and in July
he will conclude with a view of recent
governmental and non-governmental
efforts influenced by HABITAT.
A year has passed since HABITAT: the

UN

Conference

on Human

Settle-

ments, held in Vancouver after three
years of preparatory efforts in all regions, and costing millions of dollars.
HABITAT was to begin the building of
a new international order for human
settlements, where people's shelter
would find its priority place in national
planning endeavors. lt produced 230
films and a mountain of oocumentation and national reports. lt also produced a declaration of principles, 64
recommendations for national action,

and an inconclusive resolution on an
international program.

But was it all simply show-andtell? What actions have really fuen
taken since HABITAT adiourned? And

what remains to be done?
On the official scene, the UN
Ceneral Assembly took up the HABITAT Conference recommendations at
its 31st session in New York, but still
did not "bite the bullet" regarding the
decisions required to establish an international program for human setflements. Instead, the General Assembly
decided to defer until its session this
fall action on the type of intergovern-

mental body for human seftlements
and on the "organizational link,'and
location of the proposed human setuements secretariat. In effect, the Cen_
eral Assembly passed the buck by re-

questing that the UN Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) at its session

in Ceneva in luly 1977 take up the

whole matter of follow-up

to the
HABITAT Conference at the ,,expert or
highest appropriate level,, and submit
to the Ceneral Assembly ,,concrete
recommendations on definitive institutional arrangements for human settlements within the [UN] system.,,
The General Assembly did, however. adopt six resolutions and two decisions in response to HABITAT. Some
of the key operative paragraphs:

1. "Urges the Covernments of all
member states to consider, on a priority basis, the recommendations for national action contained in the reoort
and to take those recommendations
irito account when reviewing their existing policies and strategies in the
field of human settlements.,,

2. "Calls upon the regional commissions and urges all other international organizations within and outside the [UN] system to take intensified and sustained action in support of
national efforts, including exchanges

of information and assistance

.

in

the formulation, design, implementation and evaluation of prolects to improve human settlements."
3. "Requests the Secretary Ceneral to convene regional meetings . . .
to establish guidelines for the coordination, within each region, of action to
be taken in order to deal with human
settlements and to report to the Ceneral Assembly on the results of their
deliberations no later than at the 32nd
session."
4. Requests member states and
the Secretary Ceneral "to bear in mind
the measures that protect the decent
living environment of the most vulnerable social groups, such as children,

youth, the elderly and the handicapped."
5. Invites the Secretary Ceneral
to ensure that the international bodies
responsible for implementing HABITAT recommendations "study the specific possibilities and effective conditions for collaboration between the
[UN and] non-governmental organizations."
6. "Authorizes the Secretary

Ceneral

to conclude an

agreement

with the appropriate Canadian authorities for the lafter to provide the facilities and financial support to the [new]
UN Audio-Visual Information Center
to carry out the Center's resoonsibilities for the custody, reproduction
and international distribution, [and] to
ensure the widest possible use of the
material by governments and other interested bodies, for the period up to
March 1980, of the audio-visual materials prepared for the Conference, and
calls for a review of the agreement in

1979."

7. Requests all the United Nations bodies concerned, particularly
the United Nations Development program, the United Nations Environment

Program, the Center for Housing,
Buildingand Planning, and the United

Nations Habitat and Human Settle-

to ensure that the
recommendations of HABITAT are
taken into account in their resoectrve
terms of reference, and to make their
consultative services and resources
available, as appropriate, for the implementation of national programs of
action and in strengthening regional
ments Foundation,

coooeration.
B. As for the two draft decisions
transmitted by ECOSOC, one refers to

the United Nations Habitat

and

Human Settlements Foundation, and

"affirms the significant role

of

the

Foundation in promoting the implementation of the objectives and recommendations of HABITAT; invites
the Foundation to promote regional
cooperation for human seftlements;
invites non-governmental organizations, financial and other institutions to

collaborate with the Foundation .

. .;
continued on page 39
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HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
continued from page 37

Twomillioncycles
of testirEtotough
ANSIspecsp'rovethe
reliability of the Russwin
2800 Series doorclosen
A continuous. 2 million cvcle
test, conducted by Electrical Testing
l,aboratories, Inc., documents the
dependable design and performance
of the Russwin 28m Series door
closer.

urges governments to support the
Foundation on a voluntary basis [and
to promotel the implementation of the

objectives and recommendations of
the Conference; and affirms that the
Foundation should be appropriately
strengthened so that it may achieve the

full potential envisaged for it. . . ."
These conclusions hardly reflect
the maneuverings that took place during Ceneral Assembly discussions, as
one draft resolution after another was
tabled in the effort to line uo sufficient

support on the institutional arrangements question. But the ball is now in
the court of ECOSOC, a body of 58
member states, which will have special sessions this month in Cerfeva to
come to grips with the questions of international institutional arrangements.
Meanwhile, at the regional level,

there is considerable progress.

For
Latin America it has been decided that

there will be a regional office for
human settlements established in
Mexico, under the wing of CEpAL, the
UN Economic Commission for Latin
America. For the African region, it has
been agreed also that an intergovernmental commiftee on human seftle-

ments

will be established, with

a

strengthened secretariat, to function
under the Economic Commission for
Africa. ESCAP, the UN Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific, held its regional meeting on
HABITAT in May, in Bangkok. All of
the regional activities will benefit from

support of UNEP for research and
demonstration projects on innovative
"human settlements technology.,,
The new UN Audio-Visual Information Center for Human Seftlements,
established at the University of Vancouver, is also progressing. A group of
international experts met last month in
Vancouver to propose a series of sug-

Tested to ANSI specification

4156.+1972, the closerwas doora static load and activated every 4 to 6 seconds over an
eight month period. In post-cycling,
static tests, it functioned flawlesslv

mounted under

inevery areaofoperation: range of

checking control; adjustable ciosine
speed; closing force; closing effi9le1cy and cylinder operations. eual-

rned m every respect as an ANSI
Grade I door closer. Ever-enduring
cast iron alloy body.

On institutional building projects, specify the Russwin 2800 Series
door closer . . . the closer that made
the grade. Write for more details on
tf9 cgmple-te Russwin line of dependable door closers.

EJ',*,*l*tflLriiri,fTifri,,,,,,*n,n,
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ENERGY. Naturalty superior u-factors ol

lightweight block enhanced with

granular fill.
f

NSURANCE. Maximum security at low_
est cost with fire-rated walls.

GOV'T. REGS. Meet TJSDA & OSHA
specifications for health, sanitation
and safety.
MAfNTENANGE. No refurbishing ever.

gestions for its policies and operarrons.

Canada will give this Center significant support to ensure that the audio_
visual presentations prepared for HAB-

Permanent factory finish cannot
peel or blister. Easy to clean and
keep clean.
CONSTRUCTION. Buitd & finish rn one
operation. Large block go up faster.
One trade. Thru-wall load bearing
units eliminate expense of back-up
wall. Job-site delivery.
APPEARANCE. 48 colors. plain, scored
or sculptured faces.

ITAT will receive worldwide utilization and distribution.
Another important area is that of
financing. The UN Habitat and
Human Seftlements Foundation convoked an International Workshop on
Housing Finance in London in March
for a selected group of experts from
developing countries as well as representatives of key financing institutions,

including the World Bank and regional banks. The Workshop devel-

@U.S. Pat. Off., Can., & oth€r countries by
THE BURI{S & RUSSELL CO., Box 6063, Battimore, Ud. ZtZSt.
3O1/a37.0720. 4.4/Bu in SWEET's @

oped a series of recommendations for
expanding the flow of international
capital in the field of human settlements, taking special account of the
requirements of long{erm investment

in conditions of inflation. The Workshop recommended that an interna_
tional housing investment service be
established where client countries and
potential investors could come to grips
with investment package requirements

for different situations, including
guaranty terms.
To

fu concluded in July.

For more data, circle 22 on inquiry card
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The new buildings earning AIA

Maine; Edward Larrabee Del Rio, A|A/Edwardo

Honor Awards this year include: (7) Bronx Develop-

Barnes, FAIA. Jury comment:
"5imple, understated and restrained, these buildings as a
group make a mini-community

mental Center, New York City;
Richard Meier and Associares.
Bartfeft Award. Jury comment:

out of a 'house' on a very special

"This is a very elegant con-

piece of the Maine landscape."

struction of aluminum and glass
at a pleasing and communal
scale." (See also page 35.) (B)

(See ntcono, mid-May 1976,

Vacation House,

Mt.

Desert,

pages 72-73.)
(9) Elderly Residential Proj-

ect, Cidra, Puerto Rico; Jorge

Lopez.

Jury comment: "This charming

little complex exemplifies

the

manner in which the problems
of restricted budget, restricted
scale and, very likely, restricted
quality requirements can demonstrate that Federal housing
projects need not be inhumane
or unattractive." (10) John Hancock Tower, Boston; l. M. Pei &

Partners. Jury comment: "lt is
perhaps the most handsome re-

flective glass building; history
may show it to be the last great
example of the species." (See
also pages 117-125.) (11) The
Penn Mutual Tower, Phila-

delphia; Mitchell/Ciurgola Architects. Jury comment:

"Ihis

office tower add ition to an otoer
area in Philadelphia sensitively

retains the remnants of the
nal townhouse facades,
grating them with the new hi
rise structure behind them."

(12) 1199 Plaza

ap

ments, New York Cit
Hodne/Stageberg PART
Bartlett Award. /ury
"This great brick construc

effectively a city within a c
Its mass steps down toward

,:!::

ir
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ront, giving the complex a
." (13) Hu-

se of presence. .

nities & Social Science
lding, Southern lllinois Uni-

sity, Carbondale;

Ceddes

:cher Qualls Cunningham.

llett Award. Jury

comment:

s rhythm is varied, allowing
.letrati ng cross-campus walkrys and providing classrooms
d offices on several stories."

(14)William J. Campbell Courthouse Annex, Chicago; Harry
Weese & Associates. Jury comment: ". . . an architectural attempt to overcome the traditional barred jailhouse image.
The narrow windows in random
panern indicate a spet ial use,

nity." (15) Spelman Halls,

(16) Concord Pavilion,

Princeton University, New Jersey; l. M. Pei & Partrrers. /ury
comment: "The building marntains a geometric relationship to
the existing highly ornamented
dormitories and the resulting

Concord, Calilornia; Frank O.
Cehry & Associates. Jury comment: " Ihe rolling Caliiornia
hills are emulated by the earth
berms shaped to iorm a natural
bowl enclosing a central stage

mane correctional tacility

tension between the two systems sets up a special sense of
place." (See nrcoto, January

image projected on the commu-

1976, pages 1 23-1 30.)

but one does not find an inhu-

. . . seems an effortless solutrorr

1976, page 97.) (17) Pennzoil
Place, Houston; Johnson/Burgee Architects. Jury comment:
"This speculative high-rise [ofiice buildingl is. . . a sophisticated urban composition that
dominates in a pleasant way
from a distance and enhances

to gather thousands of people the human environment at close
for theatrical and musical en- range." (See REcoRD, November
ioyment." (See REcoRD, June 1 976, pages 1 01 -1 1 0.)

rf it were possible to bring to one

See th,e

I

literc;ture"greots"

place all the information you need
about construction systems, sound
control and fire resistance; a place
where you could find the technical
data, the practical research, and the
advice and assistance of experts;
such a place might very well be
called "Architectlandl'
Of course, no one place is big
enough to encompass the wealth of
information and service that United
States Gypsum offers to architects.
So it comes to you where gou need
it wherever United States Gypsum
systems or materials are to be used.

6l/
t

naming it the finest in the industry.

I*tArch;itect

To insure that this information is
as current and comprehensive as
possible, U.S.G. emPloYs its own

Setrtices be

got4;r

ear after year. U.S.G. technical
literature receives awards

guide

professional staff of technical
writers and illustrators.

Clhese architects and civil engir neers,workingoutofour

"Riditrg"th;e
builditrg sgstetrus

Chicago headquarters, have developed specialties which have
made each, one of the nation's top
experts.The services ofthis team
are available for consultation, for
speaking engagements before technical groups and to author Professional articles on these subjects:

Partttion Systems

Ceiling Systems

CurtatnWqlb
FloorSystems
ShaJtWalls

(ff
u

RooJDecks
Seruice CetlingsJor
I nte rs titial Space D e sig n
Fire Resrstiue Design

and Field Technical RePresentatives have at their disPosal the
industry's most advanced research

facilities. While constantly" taking
the products for a ride" through
rigorous testing, the forte of the facilities has been the creation ol
structural, sound and fire control
systems that have been totallY new
concepts for building. U.S.G. laboratories developed breakthrough
systems for the NewYork World
Tfade Center and Chicago's Sears
Tower, Hancock Center and Water

Sound Control (Both
Atte nua tio n a nd Ab so rP tio n )

Industriqlized Housing and
Mobile Homes
nergg Conseruation D esign
P e t'o rmanc e S P e c lftc a tio ns
A Building Code Consultant is also
available to discuss Problems
associated with all:
E

ModelCodes

Tower Place.

Major Cttg Codes
ANSI Speclflcations
ASTM Stqndqrds

"Architectland" exists to serve the
architectural profession. There is no
charge for consultation on anY

Fede ral Sp ec ifi"catio ns

and other Preuaili'ng standards
In addition to this central Architect

structure where

Chicago, Illinois 60606.

IJN t rE D

srArEs aYEFll,ltl^
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U.S.G. sYstems

or

materials are to be used. Architectural & Construction Services.
lol South Wacker Drive.

Serrice $roup,Technical Representatives are alailable to workwith you
from local offices.
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REQUf RED READINC continued from page 45

others to do the same. The many fans of the
late Robert W. Schmertz FAIA-an architect
and teacher of architecture whose avocation
was writing and performing ballads about his
native Pittsburgh, architecture, life, love and
other subjects-will be happy to know that the

legacy preserved in his recordings has now
been augmented by a songbook.

Publication has been made possible by
of Gretchen Schmertz Jacob, a
daughter of Mr. Schmertz, Jo Davidson and
other members of the group of Pittsburgh folksingers who performed his songs with Mr.
Schmertz over the years on and off the recordings. lt was a labor of love for all concerned.
And what a songbook! The page layouts
were designed, lettered and illustrated by Mr.
Schmertz himself, an occupation of many

the efforts

years completed after he retired from practice
and teaching and only a iew weeks before he
died in June 1975 at the age ol 77. fhe drawings combine the innocence and verve, and
the pure joy in color, of a child's drawings with

the sophisticated irreverence and sure technique of a master cartoonist. The drawings
were done in pencil, in crayon or in watercolor, according to the impulse of the moment,
and are a delight in themselves for all who love

drawing. They are superbly reproduced, and
credit is in order for the craftsmen responsi_
ble-Buzzards' Nob Associates, Dover, pennsylvania, and Printing plate Craftsmen, york,
Pennsvlvania.

And then there are the songs, 2l of them,
transcribed and arranged ,,for the parlor pian_
ist" by Lee B. Thomssen, who has thoughtfully
pitched them into normal voice range. Though

Mr. Schmertz wrote scores of songs,

and

played and sang hundreds more, he could nei_
ther read nor write musical notation; and few
of his songs were in print until Mrs. Thomssen
some years ago offered to transcribe and arrange them. Mrs. Thomssen also drew the mu_
sical manuscripts for printing.
For those who know the songs, it will be
enough to say that those included in the book
range from "Monongahela Sal,,, ,,The Forks of
the Ohio" and "Mon petit Lapin,, to ,,palazzo
Massimi," "Hyacinth Harry,,and ,,The
eueen
Anne Front (and the Mary Ann Behind).,, For
those who don't know the songs, perhaps it
should be added that rhese are ballads which
describe the adventures and misadventures of
human experience, and sometimes of archi_
tecture, with delicious impertinence, wit and
erudition, at once irreverent and compassion_
ate. Above all, they are songs lor singing, lrom
a loving heart.
The best way to get acquainted with the
songs of Bob Schmertz always was to be one
of the crowd in somebody,s living room when
he played his banjo and sang his own songs.
(lt made for the best session at many an Atn
convention.) Now the best introduction would
have to be the records, but no songiest in any
architect's living room ought to be without the
Robert Schmertz songbook.
M. Davern, a freelance architectura! journalist mct
editorial consultant, is a former managing ditor
o/lncHttectunlr RecoRo.

Jeanne

Architectsand
EngineersEE(}
Like Art and Architecture, insurance underwriting is a
continually evolving discipline. Keeping pace with everchanging conditions - escalating claims, an inf lationary
economy, changing industry standards and morerequires constant adaptation and evolvement of new,
bette r ap p roaches to p rofess ional iab i ity u ndenruriti n g.
Shand, Morahan & Company is Ameriba's second
largest underwriting manager-of architects and engineers insurance. But, we're America's foremost underwriting manager of "claims-made" insurance-today's
most advanced and effective form of professional
liability coverage.
With limits to $10 million-additionat capacity may
be arranged Shand, Morahan can very tikely improve
your.preqenl -protection while keeping rates competi_
tive, thanks to the claims-made concept.
I

I

Theffiof theart.
,. lncreasingly accepted as the preferreO

liability coverage by more
and more professionals
lawyers, accountants, physicians, even insurance
agents and brokersclaims-made insurance is
definitely fhe state of the
underwriter's art for Architects and Enoineers E&O.
Shand, Mo-rahan's g rowing number of top EN-R 500
clients attests to the fact
that there rs a better answer to professional liability insurance
We're proving it with
every Architects and Engineers policy we write. For
more information call your
insurance agent or brbker.

fo-rm-of

-

=m

Shand, Morahan & Company, fnc.
For more data, circle 26 on inqurry cara
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FULt$PACE:..
thefilewiththe
movoble oislel
lf you tried to provide your clients with this much

storage or file space using ordinary files or shelves'
4 times the
iloottp".". FULLSPACE does it with just one aisle
that opens where it's needed. Furthermore, when
the aisle is opened, all the space on both sides is
exposed, greatly reducing access time.
But there's more to FULLSPACE than space-saving
and efficiency. High qualityfinishes in handsome
wood grains or colored laminates create handsome
furnituie that complements any decor'

vou'd need 6 aisles and up to

Want more inf ormation? Write today' or call us collect'

I^-

TUNDIA:
The Wbrld s Record

Holders'
'

Genetal Services Administratton

LUNDIA, MYERS INDUSTRIES INC
600 Capitol WaY
Jacksonvrlle, lL 62650
217 /

243-8585

FSC Gtoup
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BUILDINC ACTIVITY
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OFFICE MANACEMENT

Regulatory codes: one firm's check list for industrial projects
by Joseph E. Compton

We are now in an era where code requirements at the Federal, state and local levels make it
mandatory for architects, engineers and planners to take positive steps to prevent possible violations before they occur, rather than to take expensive and time-consuming action after the fact.
The time is past when the local triumvirate of planning, zoning and building department regulations wgre the only criteria that the building owner had to meet. Regional, state and Federal
bodiesrlbd by OSHA and EPA, have superimposed a host of new regulations, not always predictable and/or reasonable, that must be met under penalty oi delay and possibly, legal action and
restraint. In an attempt to keep abreast of these changes in requirements at all levels, Smith,
Hinchman & Crylls has set up a systematic approach to the review of building, structural, mechanical and electrical systems, as well as manufacturing processes when the building is an
industrial facility. While the system is applicable to all SH&C buildings, it takes on an extra
importance in the industrial area which, by its very nature, includes more serious elements of
noise, heat, dust, pollutants and safety.

Our most common assignment is that of providing A/E services for a new industrial facility,
beginning with an analysis of the site itself. By
their very nature, industrial facilities tend to involve large plots of land, suburban or rural, in

which many adjoining property owners-as
well as the general public-have an interest.

Michigan.

Applicable Code

Building

UBC, BOCA, NBC,SSBC, city
and state
Local building iurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
OSHA

Mechanical
Plumbing
Employee
safety

Electrical
Energy

Local building iurisdictionlstae

conditioning
Refrigeration
Physically
handicapped

Local building jurisdiction/state
ANSI or state

Pressure vessel
Elevator
Fire

Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local bui lding jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local building jurisdiction/state
Local bui lding jurisdiction/state

Hospital
X-ray

quire code review, using a check list (see illus-

School

tration) of all of the applicable Federal, state
and local codes. Most frequently, this involves
those regulations governing fire door exits,
washroom facilities in relation to the number
of employees, and identification of hazardous
areas. This check list identifies 21 different

Highway & road
Sewer & garbage

rials involved were actuallv finished and
painted strips, which were brought into the

"paint room" for physical tests. Therefore, sim-

Local building jurisdiction/state
ASHRAE 90-75

conservation

Air

work, along with the client, the project manager, and the architects and engineers. During
these early discussions, the Specialist will
identify all areas of decision-making that re-

Where forest cover must be cleared, or where
drainage or run-off affects a stream, the environmental impact takes on paramount importance. Only rarely is the architect consulted on
the basic decision of land selection or pur- subjects of various codes, as well as an all-enchase, and SH&C relies heavily on the exper- compassing "Other." The specialist will report
tise of the environmental planning firm of to the designers (in all disciplines) any specific
Johnson, Johnson & Roy, Ann Arbor, Michi- criteria with which they may not be familiar.
gan, to identify environmental problems that
must be considered in our building decisions. At all design stages, plans are
In almost all of our recent major industrial reviewed for code violations
commissions, JJR has been involved at the ear- Upon completion of the design development
liest date, and has worked closely with our stage (as well as all Owner reviews and
civil engineers as well as our designers, to en- changes to date), the Code Specialist will again
sure that the building has the least possible adreview the drawings and the outline specifiverse effect on the surrounding environment.
cations in greater detail, in order to determine
As a check-point for all of our disciplines,
potential areas of code violation.
we have set up the position of "Code SpecialLike preventative medicine, this review is
ist," whose primary responsibility is to keep in- far more effective and less costlv than remedial
formed of the latest information and rulings of treatment. Recently, we worked on a plant
that
the various regulatory agencies to prevent the called for a Materials Laboratory including
a
designing-in of violations, and the time-con- room that the owner had designated as a
suming delays in the approval ol plans by "paint room." Had this room actuallv been
agencies with review responsibility and au- used for the purpose that the name implies, it
thority. (Even worse are citations for violations would have meant the use of volatile solvents,
that are issued after the facility has been com- and would have required special ventilation,
pleted and production begun. lf the first is ex- hazard-proof electrical gear,
blow-out panels,
pensive, the second is catastrophic.)
non-static materials and other precautionary
We insist that the Code Specialist be pres- equipment. However, our staff made further
ent at the initial review of the over-all scope of inquiries of the owner and found
that the mateMr. Compton is vice president and director, lndustrial Division, Smith, Hinchman & Crylls Associates, Inc., Detroit,

Subiect

Water pollution

Air pollution
Incinerator

Zoning
Other

This SH & G code check list, based in the firm's exareas affecting the design of most buildings. Generally, applicable codes
are provided by local and/or state building jurisdictions except in the case of employee safety, en-

prience, identifies key code

ergy conservation and handicapped provisions,
where there are Federal guides. ln identifying cdes,
this check list deals with life-safety issues only, and
does not identify possible insurer requirements for
the protection of structure and contents.

ply changing the name of the room avoided a
costly delay in obtaining the permit, and the
economic burden of needless precautions.
During the development of the final drawings and specifications, the Specialist is once

again consulted for code interpretations,

which are not always clear and unambiguous
in their wording for a complex building (like a
hospital). He would normally review the contract documents when they are approximately
80 per cent complete.
Changes in manufacturing techniques
can save violations and money

There are a growing number of industrial as-

signments where our Manufacturing Engineering Division is retained by the client in adARCHITECTURAL RECORD tune
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provide

used as a result of the reduction in the quantity
of sand required in the alternate process.

plant layouts, manufacturing process layouts,
materials handling systems, etc. During the development of the manufacturing processes, a
number of discipline specialists are responsible for reviewing the designs and plans in
order to avoid code violations. This group is
composed of specialists in materials handling,

In a final check for code violations, it is
our practice to have all plans produced by our
firm checked by our Construction Management Division to assure ourselves that the project has been designed in as safe and compliant
a manner as possible ior actual construction. In
fact, no plans may be put out for bid until they

air handling and ventilation, metal

cutting,

have been signed off by Construction Manage-

piping and foundry engineering. Each discipline is charged with reviewing the manufacturing process at its conceptual stage to avoid

ment. While it is not the primary function of
this check to review for code variations, the

continued from PaBe 65

dition to our normal A/E services, to

design errors involving codes. They check for
code infractions for noise, heat, stress, safety,
air and water pollution, and all other pertinent
areas.

The Director of Manufacturing

Engi-

neering and the Manager of Foundry Engineering, where appropriate, review all final
plans and specifications completed by their
staffs for possibly overlooked violations. Re-

personnel who do the construction checks are
familiar with code requirements and they, too,

will flag any situation which looks questionable. This gives us a belt to supplement the
suspenders of the earlier system.
When a new building is commissioned,
this properly puts primary emphasis on an-

ticipatory planning; many current clients are
askingthat we help them correct existing situations that are no longer acceptable to regula-

computer programs for the prediction of storm
water run-off from the large roofs and parking
areas of a modern industrial plant. These programs anticipate the various loads that rain will
put upon the municipal sewer or waterway
that receives it, and acceptable ponding that

the roof or the parking area can contain in
order to reduce the run-off to a manageable
volume. Again, an early determination of this
problem can provide the best siting oi both

building and parking, and can provide the
building designers with the data they need.
In another example, our industrial engi-

neers, working

with our waste treatment

group, were able to decrease the amount of
waste water from a plant through the re-use of
rinse water for a chrome plating system. They
set up a hierarchial system in which the waste
water is passed from the cleanest rinse stage to
the dirtier initial rinse stages. The dirtiest water

cently, a routine check at this level provided us

tory agencies, and for which citations may

is then treated in a concentrated form. Previously, wherever water and energy were
cheap, the owner would pipe city water

with the opportunity to delete a spray oil mist

have already been received. In these cases, we
are asked to provide solutions for problems,
the most common of which involves air or
noise pollution, heat, safety, or stress. Here,
our architects and engineers must locate the
source of the problem and suggest solutions
within the owner's budget, always guided by

through each stage and divert the waste directly into sanitary sewers or into nearby
streams. By use of the new system, large
amounts of water were saved, and the waste
treatment simplified considerably. And the entire change was brought about by a request
that we look at the waste treatment facilities to

used for cooling a machine cutting operation,

and to substitute a flood of oil over the part
being machined. This simple change reduced
the amount of mist produced; the amount of
ventilation required in that area of the building
to remove oil and dirt from the air was greatly
reduced, along with energy requirements.
Where OSHA or EPA are involved-and
the building in which they are not involved is
becoming a rare assignment, indeed-we require that the SH&C corporate discipline
heads (civil, mechanical, electrical and structural engineering; architecture and design) also
overview all the plans and process situations
that might create environmental problems. lf

such are identified, the discipline head will
consult with the designer and the project manager to see if the problem can be mitigated or
eliminated by a change in process. Since this
involves production itself, the owner is the kev
member in any decision.
An excellent example of this occurred last

year, when our Manager

of Foundry Engineering was asked by the owner to submit rec-

ommendations for reduction of air pollution,
which had resulted in a citation from a regulatory agency. The owner's first reaction was to
request additional ventilation and the addition
of air scrubbers to combat the pollution, but
SH&C's engineer concluded that it would be
to the owner's benefit to first review the molding operation that was producing the pollution.
This study showed that by changing from a
"green sand molding" system to a ',no-bake,,
system, the benefits in both cost and effectiveness would be substantial. Not onlv was
the air pollution problem resolved, but the
foundry's castings could be produced more economically. In addition, since the ,,no-bake,,
process requires considerably less machinery,

the ambient noise level was decreased, and a

safer environment was provided for the
workers. A completely unforeseen benefit was
a substantial savings in the amount of energy

the special expertise of the Code Specialist.
Several new requirements have further
complicated the design and engineering of
buildings: the "barrier-free" requirement that
takes into account the physically handicapped,
and the needs of women in what were formerlv
male-only employment situations.

An example occurred when an in-plant
office was located near an access stairwav to
the roof. lt seemed logical to put a conciete
slab over the offices and to locate a stair landing at the slab level, which could then be used
for minor storage of office supplies, and for
access to certain electrical equipment. Unfortunately, the logic of this planning escaped the
city inspector who looked at the slab in relation to its possible use by the handicapped.
When the contractor took the plans to the
agency for the building permit, the inspector
insisted upon an elevator servicing the storage
area for use by handicapped personnel. Although this may appear farJetched, it was onlv
through the owner's persistence, and a referral
to a higher ranking state agency that the ruling
of the local body was overturned and the elevator requirement eliminated. We finallv had
to add a handrail around the edge of the slab
and install a ship's ladder for secondary egress
from the area. Needless to say, our Code Specialist as well as our architects, review all situations where a requirement mav be the result
of a unique interpretation of a local agency.

Water management is most important
in industrial plants
The amount, and volume of waste water emanating from buildings and their sites is closely
monitored by environmental bodies. We use

determine a better way to treat the water.
There are many areas in which the willingness of the owner to review, and modify, his
operations will reduce pollution, heat, noise
and stress. For instance, where furnace emissions are given off during a pouring operation,
ventilation hoods have not always proven suc-

cessful due

to the operating equipment re-

quired in these constricted areas. Often, by isolating these areas with partitions, the fumes
can be trapped and adequately treated.

And there is one code check areanuclear operations-where there is no practical solution that will reduce the danger of this
harsh environment to man. However, in most
cases, the answer is to remove the employee
from the operation and substitute a robot, This
particular situation is rare enough that both
owner and A/E will bring to it the highest degree of awareness and caution.

Laws affecting buildings and the workplace are likely to become more all-encompassing and more restrictive-as can be seen
by the constant additions of categories to the
SH&C code check list. We have attempted to
bring a systematic approach to the identification and solution of these new problems, so
that their consideration will become second
nature to our designers. And since respon-

sibility of all becomes responsibility of none,
we feel that the creation of the Code Specialist
function and responsibility is the best route to

full compliance with often very contradictory
and arbitrary interpretations of governmental
agencies. Anything short of full compliance
can result in expensive and production delaying rulings against our owner, and after all, it
is his interests that we serve.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD lune
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A basic guide to pitfalls in foreign contracts
by Philip F. Purcell

During the past four years, the overseas work of some U.S. architects has expanded rapidly,
associated primarily with the tremendous construction programs being undertaken by the Middle
Eastern countries. Work in foreign countries-and in particular the Middle East-poses legal and
financial problems that are far different from those encountered in this country; these are problems that deserve serious consideration by the architect and his legal and accounting advisors
at the very first contact with a prospective foreign client. For example . . .
Compensation. U sual ly, forei gn contracts have
lump-sum compensation arrangements that include both fee and out-of-pocket expenses. lt
is rare to find compensation based on percentage of construction cost or on technical labor
timecards. The difficulties inherent in calculating and administering the cost of travel, foreign
incentive payments to employees and overseas
housing and subsistence in a lump-sum contract are readily apparent.
Payment. Unless an architect wishes to

speculate in foreign currency, he should attempt to have payments made in United States
dollars in the United States-where most of his
costs will be incurred. However, in most Middle Eastern countries the fee is paid in local
currency, which exposes the architect to fluctuations in the foreign currency market. For example, if it takes 3.5 monetary units of a particular country to equal $1 at the time an architect's fee is negotiated, he will ask for a fee of

350,000 monetary units if he wants a fee
subsequently the dollar
strengthens and it takes 4 monetary units to
buy a dollar, the architect will have a fee of

of $100,000. lf

$87,500. Currency maintenance clauses
which peg the exchange rate should be given
consideration; however, in many countries (for
example, Algeria) finance ministry regulations
prohibit such clauses.
lf an architect is to be paid in a foreign
currency, he must determine whether there is
free transfer of the currency out of the country.
Should his fee be blocked, he will, of course,
be unable to return it to the United States. At
the present time, free transfer exists in most of
the countries in the Middle East, but this is not
true in parts of North Africa or Europe.
Taxation. Some countries, such as Kuwait,
have no income tax; and others, such as the

United'Kingdom, have an income tax with
high rqtes. The applicability of foreign tax to
the architect's work, as well as the deductibilMr. Purcell is an attorney with the Chicago and Washington,
D.C. law firm of lsham, Lincoln & Beale. With a background
in construction contracts and litigation, he is a frequent
speaker at numerous design-profession and construction industry seminars.

until the contract has been completed. Performance guarantees may be collected by the
owner at his sole discretion. ln some countries,
such as Saudi Arabia, performance bonds may
be accepted in lieu of performance guarantees

for certain work.

lf an advance

payment is

made to the architect, as may occur in the Middle East, the entire amount of the fee advanced

ity of expenses incurred by the architect out-

must also be guaranteed. The guarantee de-

side of the taxing country, must be determined.
lf a country refuses to allow certain home office expenses, the architect's profit for tax pur-

creases as progress payments are made to the

poses will be greatly overstated. Also, if a
country assesses income tax on profit arising
from services performed in the United States,
the architect will be subjected to double taxation because there is no tax credit given by the
U.S. for foreign tax paid on services which are
performed in the United States.
Liability. Frequently foreign contracts will
contain clauses imposing a standard of care
upon the architect which is not insurable because the clauses require a standard of perfec-

tion (for example, "the architect will be held to
the highest standard ol care" or "the architect
will guarantee thatthe plans and specifications
will be free of defects"). Professional liability
policies written in this country or in the London market are predicated upon a standard of
negligence which presupposes that the architect will conduct himself as a reasonable, but
not perfect, architect. There also may be requirements that the architect indemnify and
hold harmless the owner from all manner of
disaster, whether or not related to the performance of the architect's work. Most of these provisions are not insurable.

Additionally, liability may be imposed by
statute. Those North African and Middle Eastern countries which have derived part of their
legal system from France have incorporated
the 10-year liability provisions of the French
Civil Code. The 10-year, or decennial, liabiliW
laws provide that the architect and the contractor are liable for 10 years for the destruction in
whole or in part of a building due to bad construction or defects of the soil. The owner is not

required

to prove negligence. Once damage

liability is imposed. Compliance
with all laws, building codes or accepted arhas occurred,

chitectural standards is not a defense. Furthermore, in some countries this liabilitv cannot be
shifted to others by contract.
Guarantees. Middle Eastern countries
usually require performance guarantees of 10
per cent of the contract amount which is held

architect.
All guarantees must be backed by letters
of credit which, if they are Jrom Western
banks, must be confirmed by local banks, Because letters of credit are carried on the liability side of the architect's balance sheet, banks
treat them as loans, which tie up the architect's

borrowing ability.
Resolution of disputes. Many Middle Eastern countries require that disputes be submitted to a three-man panel for resolution; one
man each is selected by the architect and
owner, but the third member will be named bv
the government if the architect and the owner
cannot agree. The law of the country in which
the project is being constructed usually applies. In some limited instances, arbitration by
an impartial body, such as the lnternational
Chamber of Commerce in Paris or the London

Court of Arbitration, may be utilized. Even
here the format is different from that in the
United States; a hearing is optional and crossexamination is not provided {or. Once there

has been an arbitration award, it may be
difficult to enforce unless the countries of the
architect and the owner are parties signatory to

the Convention for the Recognition and

En-

forcement oi Arbitrational Awards.
Arab boycott. Some Middle Eastern coun-

tries require to varying degrees compliance
with the Arab boycoft of lsrael. Any such requirement may create problems for the architect under the export regulations of the Department of Commerce, the Tax Reform Act of
1976, antitrust laws of the United States, and
a variety of state-enacted boycott legislation.
Additionally, there are several bills pending in
Congress which will have an impact on this
area.

While there are a mvriad of other matters
to be considered, the above problems are basic

to any foreign contractual

arrangement.
Despite the seeming difficulty of resolving
some of these problems, the stakes are high.
Those architects who.iump in must simply do
so with their eyes wide open.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Writing for marketing impact letterE brochureE proposals
by Stephen A. Kliment, AIA

"lt's not creative unless it sells" was the title of a two-page ad in the February 21 , 1977 issue
ol Business Week. Buyer of the ad was a major Madison Avenue advertising agency, and the
ad's copy skillfully debunks the approach to ad design that creates attention but does not create
sales. So it is when you compose your letter of interest to a prospective client, write a proposal,
or prepare materials for your firm's brochure. Jargon-filled language setting out in detail your
firm's history and design philosophy must be subordinated to the one central purpose of all
marketing writing, which is to influence the prospective client to retain your services. lf you
ignore this, you will not create sales and you may not even create attention. The way you use
words must, therefore, be client-oriented rather than architect-oriented, "you-orientedj' rather
than "we-oriented."
Before a client hires your firm, he needs to
know all about you.
1. Have you experience in solving his kind ol
problem? This can cover a number of factors.
It could involve simply experience with designing a particular building type. But it could
go beyond this, to include, say, problems of

reconciling conflicting internal wants

of a

complex client such as a hospital or university;
or planning a major energy retrofit while the
facility keeps operating; or developing a service station systems package {or a large oil corPoration.
2. Have you a solid record in bringing projects
in within the budget? Many offices keep close
track of this data. Even though in many cases
the matter is outside the architect's control,
over the years the firm with a high caliber of
cost estimating and good cost control has been
able, if not always to meet the budget, at least
to meet the final estimates. The prospective
client wants to know this.
3. Have you managed projects so they were
completed on schedule? As before, this matter
is sometimes outside your control. lf you have

developed management techniques such

as

fast-track that speed up the sluggish traditional
design and construction pace, tell the client.
He wants, above all, reassurance that he can
move in according to plan.
4. Have your completed projects stood the
tests of time and use?This one is harder to document. Success is proven easier bv a tour of the

facility and a talk with the owner than by

a

written statement. In that case, make the offer
in your lefter. For a brochure fact sheet on the
project, use any evidence of recognition you
can get-a testimonial from the client if vou
Mr. Kliment, an architect and communications consultant in
New York City, will lead a four-day course on ,,Communications for the Design Profession,,, a joint program of
the Harvard Craduate School of Design and the MIT School
of Architecture and Planning, luly 18-22, on the Harvard
campus in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

When you are planning to follow-up

a

lead with a letter of interest, start out with great
care. lt is often the first formal contact between

you and the client, and requires a delicate
touch. Depending on the stage of his project,
he will be interested in some, but not all of the
1

1 preceding points, and not necessarily in the

order listed.
Take this example. Your market development staff has learned that a major out-of-town
developer is planning a large shopping center
on your city's outskirts. He, you have learned,

can, or excerpts from a favorable article, or

will shortly be looking for an architect to plan

both.

and design the center. He is known as qualityconscious, but also a stickler for time and cost
ceilings. Your experience is strong in all these
areas, and you know and have worked with
several reputable in-state and out-of-state general contractors, should he wish to go the design-build route. He has completed his market
studies but has not yet chosen among three
candidate sites. You have decided to write to
him indicating your interest in being considered for the job.
The first step is to look into his motivations. He clearly will need an indication as to:
a) your interest in being considered; b) your
track record in the field; c) your ideas as to
possible joint arrangements with the builder.
On the other hand, he will not expect, in
this first overture, much talk as to ootential

5. Do you have a high caliber of professional
and support staff? Demonstrate this by means
of narrative biographies. Rewrite to tailor to
large prospective commissions, to bring out
those qualifications that will have the greatest
impact. Another key factor is compatibility of
your staff with the client and his staff. That is
hard to put in writing, but draw on past experiences where you can.
6. Do you have solid recent working contacts
wi th spec i a I ized consu I tants, contractors and
other sources of expertise that may be required
for the project, but which you lack in-house?
A simple statement, with names, will do.
7. How are you prepared to manage matters
when either the project or the client (or both)
are in a remate location? What ever plan you
have (association with a local firm, vour own
Lear jet, opening a local office if the pro.iect is
large enough), reassure the client on this important point.
8. Are you capitalized to stav in business for
the length of the project?
9. Are you affordable?
10. Are you available?
11. Are you interested?
Some of the answers to these questions
will vary from project to project. The brochure
is no place for these. The letter of interest and
the brochure must complement each other.
The brochure deals with the general; the letter
and proposal with the particular.

How to tell the client
what he needs to know
Having identified the kinds of information the
client needs to know, how do you convert it all
into a convincing written style? As noted, the
main purpose of these written marketing tools
is to convince the client you thoroughly under-

stand his problem, based
known to you at the time.

on

information

fees.

Your approach therefore will be to structure the letter in such a way to project an aura
of confidence; a sense of awareness of his
main concerns (costs, schedule); ease of liaison and rapport; and, last but not least, an indication of strong interest in the job. The letter
should be short-not over a page or two-and
leave a unique flavor of you and your firm.
One way in which such a letter could be
written is seen in Figure 1 (page 73). you may
add support materials to a letter of interest, but
they should be few at this stage (probably no
more than a printed pamphlet about your firm
and a few fact sheets of similar projects, if any).
The point is not to anticipate and try to consider all the prospective client's questions, but
rather to get him interested enough in you to
invite you to submit a more detailed oro,
posal----one geared to spec if ic req u i rements.
This letter contains a mere 260 wordsjust enough to fill a single-spaced page-yet it
gives the prospective client a clear picture as
to your performance, priorities and interest.
continued on page 73
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BUSI N ESS DEVELOPMENT continued

Note, above all, the need for directness.
Avoid a long build up. Write in a "you" and
a "we" oriented vein. What applies to letters
of interest applies as much to writing proposals
and to the various elements of your brbchure
system. A fine example of a "you" oriented
lead-in is this first paragraph from the statement of services of a construction management

firm's brochure (Figure 2).
The matter of style

Figure

An article is perhaps not the place to discuss
1

writing style, which is better dealt with at seminars and workshops. Even so, keep in mind
certain principles. Write as you would talk.

Dear Mr. Pratt:

Keep sentences short. Avoid architectural trade

We understand you will shortly be interviewing architects to help
you develop a new shopping center on the outskirts of Elm City.
We are most interested in being retained for this challenging
assignment.
We have had a general architectural and planning practice
in Elm City since 1960. During this period, we have been

responsible for design of a number of commercial projects.
These have included a 400,000-sq-ft suburban commercial
complex comprising two department stores, a branch bank, a large
food retail outlet and several specialty stores along with
appropriate parking and landscaping. We have also designed
several rental office buildings; a medical office building; and
a 500-car parking structure.
On most of these prolects, in addition to traditional
services, we prepared predesign feasibility studies and developed
the program jointly with the client. In one case, we also
carried out a post-construction, in-use study of one building
which showed high productivity, a high level of staff and retail
customer satisfaction, and operating costs that are in line with
budgeted costs.
On the commercial complex, we worked as a team with
Smithson Builders, Inc., a highly qualified general contractor with an
excellent record of performance throughout the state. We and
Smithson are prepared to collaborate again on your project.
All these projects were completed on schedule, in part
thanks to our use of phased construction; all were built at or
below the owner's budget and reflect true energy-conscious design.
To expand our staff's programming, planning and design skills,
we have long-standing working relationships with several local
structural and mechanical/electrical engineering firms, the
well-known graphics consulting firm of Elm City Associates, and
with Four Dollars Inc., the economic consultants.
To tell you more about our firm, we attach a basic brochure
and four project fact sheets.
We look forward to meeting with you to discuss our
qualifications in more detail.

jargon. Be concrete, not abstract. Use active
verbs and phrases, not passive. Create human
interest by tying activities to people ("You
will need re .," not "lt will be necessary to
. . ."). And above all, pare your text to a minimum. Your client's time is valuable.
The one time you may have to allow longwindedness to creep into your style is in case
of certain detailed proposals, such as those addressed to Federal agencies. This kind of proposal (but not its summary sheet and letter of

transmittal) may need to concern itself closely
with fine meanings. For this, you may have to
resort to multi-syllable words that will convey
those meanings.
Let us suppose you have decided to submit a proposal to a Federal agency to develop
a building system that could be used to build

a network of expandable ambulatory care
clinics. That means you will have to define

user needs, convert needs into performance re-

quirements and performance requirements
into a performance specification on which interested manufacturers can bid. You must
differentiate the various tasks and subtasks in
the proposal so the agency's review panel
knows exactly what you have in mind. This
need has spawned a special brand of English
known as "proposalese," especially in the use
of verbs.

No matter how clumsy such

language,

Figure 2

there is the argument in its favor that the words
have precise, definitive meanings to the review
board, which usually comprises technical specialists. What is more, by using words such as
"to document" or "to implement," you are in
effect telling board members that you speak
their language. ln other words, you are writing
to influence a specific audience.
Yet using long but very focused words
does not excuse obscure style. To obtain clarity, be succinct. The message you need to convey-whether it is through a letter of interest,
proposal or brochure-is seldom so technical
as to pass up simple sentences and the other
elements of good style. Aim always to influence, not peers and colleagues, but the client,
the media or the public, as the case may be.

"Construction management is a better way to build because: you
can start construction quicker and avoid the costs of inflation,
you can purchase part of your building directly from manufacturers,

And those groups will consider professional
.iargon and other dense forms of style not only
puzzling but, what is worse, suspect.
Writing for marketing impact consists sim-

Sincerelv.

you can get construction expertise in the design process, and
most importantly, you get a strong management team to control
cost and schedule throughout the entire design and c,onstruction

process."-CM Associates,

I

nc.

ply of analyzing your client and his motivations, and wording your qualifications in a way
that will appeal to those intentions. Draw attention to hrs problem; do not parade your
own brilliance. "lt's notcreative unless it sells.,,
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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RLECENTER FOR BRITISH ART
TOUIS I. KAHN, ARCHITECT

with a commentary by Vincent Scully, Jr.
Louis l. Kahn's Yale Center for British Art was
an unexpected culmination of his career. Two
decades earlier, Kahn had set out to free himself from the volumetric envelope of Mies van
der Rohe's design. He had also done his best
from that date onward to eliminate glass, or its
visual expression, from his work. But in the
British Art Center, effectively his last constructed building, he not only went straight
back to the volume and the bay system of Mies
but also brought glass forward to operate at its
maximum capacity for visual magic in translucency and reflection. The British Center,s spe_
cial site and function surely had something to

concrete. On the street the impatient masonry
plane of the Art Callery on the other side was
eliminated. The concrete skeleton was exposed there as everywhere else, and it and its
drip molds and its panels of gray stainless steel
and (in this context) dark glass were joined
with precise shadow lines to create a poetry of
connection more than worthy of Mies. Gone

were the hollow mountains, pierced by
glassless voids, of Dacca and Ahmedabad;
gone even, here on the outside, the lucidly cast
concrete walls of Salk. The whole became taut
and linear; the columns thinned as they rose,
the steel between them very matte (,,pewter,,,

do with these surprising developments. Directly across the street from it stands the earliest of Kahn's mature buildings: the first in his
great sequence of inventive designs. lt is yale,s
Art Callery of 1953. There Kahn had emploved
the Miesian envelope and had also fought it, as
something inherited and unwanted, with every
resource at his command. In it he had thrown
out Mies' gently scaled bay system in favor of
an enormous semi-space frame in concrete.
awesome in scale and permitting (how Kahn
was later to regret this fact) the utmost flexi_
bility in interior arrangement. He had also rig_
orously banished all glass from the major plane
of his facade on Chapel Street, while at the
west, on York Street, he had left glass, concrete
piers, and steel mullions in an unresolved mix
along a single plane. Only on Weir Court to
the north were the central service core and the
wide-spanned gallery spaces made visible on
the exterior. Stirred, even infuriated, bv all
these compromises, Kahn had then gone on,
like Wright before him, to break out of the clas_
sicizing box and the ubiquitous classic bay. He
had thus done much, by the time of the nich_
ards Laboratories of |960, to bring the last
phase of the International Style to a close bv

connecting architecture once again with its
more material nineteenth-century traditions
and by breaking an agonized path toward new,
apparently more varied, certainly physically
more convincing forms.
But now, in his last urbanistic dialogue_
this time in large part wirh himself_he tirned
around and went back to Mies, as if he were
saying, all right, let's do it right this time. He
produced a perfect box, its long side pressed
flat to the street and stretched along it. The bay
system, very moderately scaled, reappeared
and was released to act as the major visual de_
terminant of all the facades. The box was thus
made pure, like one of Mies' at llT redone in

Location of the British Art Center

Kahn called it) looking surprisingly like his
gray slate at Bryn Mawr. Most of all, the enormous panes of glass were set tightly up to the
wall surface and were minimallv framed without reveals, so that the light, dying on the dull
steel, explodes as it slides across them, lighting
up reflections of blue sky and streaming cloudi
which are reminiscent of the reflecting pools of
classic French gardens. Big elements of tan
masonry cornices from the Beaux-Arts Art Cal_
lery across the street also swim into place; at

this scale, and so magically fragmented, they

recall Piranesi's Rome, which Kahn had
always loved. The panes of glass vary in size
and somewhat in placement, so that their re_

flections play that added counterpoint to the

of skeleton and
plane. On the roof the metal casings of the sky_

otherwise inflexible order

lights gleam like shiny mansards, and thev
somewhat offset the reflections on the surface
glass below them with the muted flood of over_
head light they admit to the top floor. But in
general the building envelope is everywhere
impenetrable and, except for three bavs where
the slab of the second floor is suppressed for a

two-storied library within, it is wholly without
opening or gesture, eloquently cold and re_
mote as the studied aristocrat it is. Aristocrat
indeed: because it is surely the best at what it
is doing, perfect in its closed form and exqui_
so

site details, entirely self-sufficient and self_con_
tained, scorning rhetoric, persuasion, or move_
ment of any kind. At its west flank, along the

I

street, a rather unconvincingsetof broad stairs,
large in scale and complex in landing planes,

p
.9

Kahn's earlier Yale Art Gallery, 1952
Vincent Scully, Jr., is professor of the History of Art at yale
University and author of many works oi architectural criti_
cism, including Louis. t. Kahn (Ceorge Braziller, New york

City,1962).

plunges one level downward to a sunken restaurant-terrace perhaps not appropriate to the

building, which really can have no interme_
it and the rest of
things. There are no integral connections pos_
sible between it and anything else. Like some
of Kahn's early work, Or,,]?y,,y,*

diary terracing between

lr"lJ"",tJ,
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Paul David Eirnbaum

Kahn used exposed reinforced
concrete for the structure of the
building and, to define the nonstructural parts of the wall, he

drawings @ 1 977 Pellecchia & Meyers, Architects

used glass and pewter-f inish
stainless steel. The main part of
the building is 200 feet by l20
feet, and it rises four stortes

above the street level. Kahn
continues the visual line of the
street

by placing the building

right up against the sidewalk
and by relating its height to that

oi the buildings across the
street. The rhythmic unit at
street level is 40 feet -double
the 2OJoot spacing of the columns on the three floors above.
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YALE BRITISH ART CENTER

The photograph below on the
opposite page shows the threestory interior court, roofed over
by a skylight system supported
by giant concrete V-beams. The
photograph below shows one
of the two library spaces which
ooen off the interior court on
the second floor and which are

each two stories high. The
peMer-finish stainless steel air
shaft in the background is one
of trvo which rise through the
entire building, and it and the
exposed satin-finish aluminum
ducts are evidence of Kahn's
concern for expressing a building's mechanical systems.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD June 1977

drawings @ | 977 Pellecchia & Meyers, Architects

Kahn's wish was
lr.

to make

a

series of room-like spaces for
the paintings to hang in. On the
fourth floor, shown here, each

of the 20- by 2OJoot bays is
topped by concrete V-beams,
which form coffers to support

the skylights. These

have

baffles, filters, and diffusers,

TYPICAL FOURTH FLOOR BAY

which modify the light without
masking its changes. The interior, though muted in tone, is
richly colored nonetheless. The
materials are natural concrete,
white oak paneling, linen wall
covers, and natural wool carpets with Roman travertrne
borders.

YALE CENTER FOR BRITISH ART,
New Haven, Connecticut. Architect: Louis l. Kahn----completed after
his death by Pellecchia and MeYers,
Architects. Engineers: Pfisterer, Tor
& Associates (structural); van Zelm,
Heywood and Shadford (mechanr-

cal and electrical).

Consultants:
Harold R. Mull, Bell and Associates,

/nc. (acoustical\; Richard KellY
{liBhling); Benjamin Baldwin linteriots)i Rofurt Zion, consultant to Yale
IJniversity, and Dan Kiley, consultant to Yale British Art Center (landscapel; Pellecchia and MeYers

(graphics); lnternational Consult
ants, lnc. (cost); ./osePh M. ChaP'
man, !nc. (security). Ceneral contactor: Ceorge B. H. Macomfur
Company.
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YALE BRITISH ART CENTER
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Vaults of Kings College Chapel, Cambridge

necessary, divided at column line bv new ver_
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continued tom page 95

magisterial finality, it wraps itself in itself, a sarcophagus at architectural scale, a somber, pre-

vate, a public museum but a monument (so labeled in the court) to a private collection and

YALE BRITISH ART CENTER

sions of the "pogo panels" that Kahn and
Ceorge Howe had designed for the Art Gallery. Now {he whole system, though flexible, is
still tight enough with its bays to preclude too

much redesigning later-something Kahn
vowed he would do after later directorships
destroyed his original spatial concept in the
first gallery. Here tiny but momentous decisions in design come into play. Should the
panels be placed so as to touch the columns?
Ithink yes; Kahn, the gallery people, and Pellecchia and Meyers decided no. The flat battens he prolected to mask the edges of his

of the street and of the massed predecessors

E

across it. The colors were to have been warm,
as of white concrete and rosv brick, and the
effect seemed generally ebullient, bright, and
aggressive. Slowly, and in part (but only in
part) as the projected budget dwindled, Kahn
disciplined all those gestures and all that color
out. In a way, one cannot help but regret their
loss, even though nobody regarded them with

;
5
F

much enthusiasm when they were first unveiled in presentation drawings. In the end

Fourth-floor gallery, British An Center

Kahn came to their opposite, the strictly volumetric block, the rationalized bay with its skylights, the cold gray panels of stainless steel,

cloth-clad panels which are set for hanging
purposes between the columns of the exterior
walls may also be questionable. lt doesn't matter much perhaps, although everything matters
some in this honed-down, rationalized articulation of elements. But the over-all space o{
flanking bays and open court seems one of
Kahn's ultimate triumphs. The effect is of absolute peace and silence. Now it is we who stand
high up and look out the windows. The views
are releasing and mysterious. We look deep
down to the entrance and across the lighted
volume of the court to where the far gallery
walls are bathed in their special overhead light
deep behind the windows. We think of the

the flat closed surface wrapped pridefully
J

Turner's "Dort oacket-boat" in the British Arl Center

e

thought and body here. Avoiding the signs,
symbols, and above all the gestures of his
greatest successors, ignoring the "linguistic"
virtuosity of so much recent architecture and
criticism, which may well have challenged,
perhaps even annoyed him somewhat, Kahn
builds.Fhere is no way to avoid that impact.
It convinces us of the building's permanence/
makes it "classic," and does indeed reflect that
"orimitive classicism" to which I referred ear-

s

lighted rooms behind rooms of seven-

teenth-century Dutch interiors with their pictures on the walls.
The climax, and I think there is one,
occurs at the northeast corner, high above the

entrance void. There Turner's great yellow
shiningview of the Dort packet-boat, his homage to Cuyp, is hung. lts skylight bathes it, the
slanting slabs canopy it, and one of the panes
of facade glass flanks it too, just about at its
own majestic scale. ln the room be{ore it some
late golden Turners shimmer, and a vast wild
Constable glooms and glitters on the wall of
the bay-space beside it. But the light off the
great Dort draws us and, reciprocally, directs
our attention to the enormous window beside
it. Outside, across Chapel Street, the tawny
mass of Addison Swartwout's Art Callery of
1928 was never so well seen, weirdly framed
as in some giant cartographer's lens. Next to it,
to the right across an arching bridge, stands
Peter Wight's Street Hall of 1866-69, and to
the left Kahn's own Art Callery diminishes in
impeccable perspective with, beyond it, the
lifting piers of Paul Rudolph's Art and Architecture Building, of 1963, culminating the sequence and closing the diagonal of the street.
It is a view of all of Kahn's predecessors in the
building programs for the arts at Yale, himself
in middle age among them. And sitting in front
of the great Turner with its fat boat becalmed

(where the directorship has indeed most
thoughtfully placed a seat) one thinks once
again about how Kahn chose to confront that
range of buildings on the street, His original
proposal, when the scheme was intended to be
much larger than it eventually became, was for
what amounted to two concrete-framed buildings side by side, facing Chapel Street and divided only by an expansion joint between their
contiguous end columns. Entrance was to have
been around those central barriers; from the
very beginninS, access to this museum seems
to have been regarded as physically difficult, to

1M
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around. One feels a diminution, a dwindling,
but the longer one looks at the building the
more one feels its power as well. lt has a solemn force that is compacted and distilled out
of its integral process of construction, out of
that careful assemblage of beautifully shaped
materials and that clarity of joining we have
had occasion to note all along. The effect is of
an intelligence and a dignity which may well
resist many challenges by taste and time. Again
one recalls Mies, but there is even more

lier. With

it, like Poussin late in life,

Kahn

clearly hoped to defeat mortality and-always

a

human dream-to pass beyond shifting
choices to an eternal system. Long before, in

'Y-ltt'

f::fit

r

- '1

An earlier scheme for the Brirish Art Center by Kahn

the nineteen-forties, he had prowled between
the drafting tables in Weir Hall and, having as
vet built almost nothing himself, had talked
passionately about what he called "order."
What he meant bv this nobodv knew, nor did
he himself at the time. Since then he had
turned up many kinds of order, some of them
approaching the concept of The Orders themselves, like the "Brick Order" of Dacca and
Ahmedabad, itself directly derived from Rome.
Most of all, over the years, he had painstakingly learned how to put things together, as
if his most intrinsic passion for order was really
there.
In the British Art Center he finally arrived
at a kind of building order which was itself not

rhe p'Llladelphia

n."a"tv

oi

Fine Arts, by Frank iurness

be somehow impeded. (Furness had somewhat

in his Pennsylvania Acadspaces were articulated
service
Various
emy.)
as subsidiary massing elements, and great play
similar intentions

was made with arched Vierendeel trusses
spanning the long way along the street and lifting the building in two big spasms. This certainly constituted a gesture on Kahn's part, and
a spectacular one, demonstrating rather

a

knock-your-eye-out approach to the problem

far from the old classicizing mode: static, trabeated, laconic-but far indeed from the indulgent mysticism into which his own verbal
"philosophy" sometimes rambled. So to the
edgy cubes of Cothic Revival Street Hall, the
expansive gestures of the American Beaux-Arts
Art Gallery, the tense compromises of his own
Art Gallerv, and the rather operatic thunders of
Rudolph's A and A, Kahn presented, smothering the street, Silence: column, lintel, panel,
concrete, steel, and glass. All movement, all
voices, all color, are outside and around the

British Center, like the reflections in its win-

dowpanes. Avoiding speech, it is the wordless
image of Kahn's deep constructor's soul, his incomparable memorial and his classic tomb'

A THEATRICAL
APPROACH TO

Architects Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell used a theatrical approach to
modernize the outmoded Stanford Shopping Center in Palo Alto, California.
Much of the work is like a stage-set design, creating not just a new facade

SHOPPING
CENTER
REMODETING

graphics-all interconnected by an unusual framework system of bent pipe-is a new and ordered spatial development, enhanced by lush landscaping. lt offers the retailer marketing fiexibility while providing a vibrant and lively environment for the snopper
where there was none before.-/.N.

but a new and festive atmosphere. Underlying such devices as new loggias,
arches, outdoor display areas and

8

:
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STAN FORD SHOPPING CENTER

Jeremiah O. Btagstad photos except as noted
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U

Stanford Shopping Center (owned by and located near Stanford University) was remodeled
at an estimated total cost of $10 million for
three phases of remodeling and new construction. The design problem was clear: how
to turn a 1950s-style shopping complex into an
attractive, unified whole with renewed vitality;
maintaining the existing structures and the linear mall, while creating new retail space. The
architect's solution was to de-emphasize the
multiJorm structures, using them as a backdrop, and to center remodeling efforts on the
g0OJootlong mall.
"The design concept was to create a sequence of spaces-a parade with a strong cadence and ceremony," explains John Field, architect-in-charge. lt is this sequential experience highlighted by an incredible but integrated array of forms-in arches, loggias, fountains, awnings, landscaping and lighting-that
have altered the entire atmosphere of the mall.
The main design device used to articulate
the spaces and modulate the visual experiences is a dramatic change in scale from one
area to another-producing a sequence of
grand- and intimately-scaled forms and spaces.
The visitor rambles in and out of covered pathways along varying widths of the mall, around
rusticated modern columns, landscaping,
fountains and sitting areas, through the large
volume of pavilion display space, and continually through arches formed from a bent-pipe
framework svstem. The arches separate the

different sections, and echo the Romanesque
arches prevalent in the architecture of Stanford
University. There is a further deliberate attempt

to focus the shopper's attention on display

windows by limiting the over-all background
color scheme to muted colors; and yet by the
positioning of arches directing views into other
areas, the shopper is subtly enticed to continue
moving to experience what's ahead.
REMODELINC OF STANFORD SHOPPINC CEN.
TER, Palo Alto, Cali{ornia. Architects: Bull Field Volk-

mann Stockwell-lohn Louis Field, architect-incharge; Sherwood Stockwell, master plan architect;
David L. Paoli, project architect; Daniel Chung, Cary
Fong and Paul J. Meade, proiect director. Engineers:
L. F. Robinson & Associates (structural), Cooper Clark
& Associates (foundation), Gayner Engineers (mechanicaf/electrical), Brian Kangas Foulk & Associates
(civil). Consultants. John Smith (shopping center advisor\, Frank Henry and Associates (project manager
for Stanford University), Charles M. Sa/fer (acoustical\,Wittiam Lam Associates /nc. (lighting), Fire Protection Engineers (fire protection), Reis & Company

and Intrinsics (graphic design), Clyde Winters
(graphic fabrication coordinator), Peter Adamson
(cost). Landscape architects: Fong & Larocca Asso'
clates. Ceneral contractor: Rudolph & Sleften'
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The shopping center, as designed in the 1950s (leit and
right), was laid out with a linear
mall surrounded primarily oy
four large anchor stores. The redesign makes much more of the
mall with semi-circular loggras,

covered with bronze-colored
acrylic plastic replacing corru-

gated aluminum walkway
covers. Each loggia is lined with

lights every .l 0 feet adding a
sparkling quality at night. With
the buildings painted muted ran

and white colors, the only
splash of color is in the banners
hung from the loggias. These
banners also break the long, linear view under the walkwavs.
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ln the Swan house the rooms are arranged around a central chimney for w

f
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Simone's bed is a stepped platform
She
below.
it
with cedar-lined drawers
likes the idea of sleeping, bathing and
dressing in the same room so her bed-

room accommodates an old clawfooted bathtub next to a window with
a view of Long lsland Sound The nar'
row, high interior of the house is di-

vided bv a double fireplace' which

the Iiving room (oppostte
page) from the kitchen and dining
separates

areas (right top and bottom). The wood
from an old barn is used to great advantage as collar ties and trusses in the

two-story living room, and on the
lower dining and kitchen ceiling.
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re North Fork's cold winters
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Moore's large houses are an aggregation of self-contained ample rooms li

The house has a central conservatory-which is also the main circulation element-(below and opposite
page) and which changes direction
several times as it meanders through
what is unmistakably a Moore house.
All the elements are there: the cheerful

collage of building materials-tile
floors, stone walls, other walls of
wood siding with trim-and the intri-

guing complications-steps,

orange

and other Plants, skYlights, a
bridge and a fountain, tuvo round
trees

wooden columns with curious

brackets and the occasional interior
panel with a window. ln contrast, the
rooms this hall interconnects are surprisingly formal and elegant.
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The bedrooms of the large house are shaped by their roofs
The guest bedroom (lefl has a
carpet oi painted flowers. The
bedrot;m ol otle ol lhe :orr: it
at the highest point oi the house
vthere the old-iashioned double-hung windows are stepped

upward ktward a cluster oi
chimnevs and cupolas. The
master bedroom (below right) is

under a roof supported by a
di.tgon,tl truss whose horizontal member be<:omes a dragon
a-s its lensi/e stresses are continued by table.
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>ome
reflections
on the
John

Hancock
Tower
It may turn out that what we know about
this notoriously vulnerable Boston building is not half as important as what we do

not know. But it is hard to figure out
which is which. lf a design, and a brilliant
one at that, was ever bedeviled, this was
it. what combative spirits possessed the
lohn Hancock Tower? What was it like
for a conscientious architectural team,
headed by Harry N. Cobb of l. M. Pei &
Partners, to be cast in the role of exorcist? And how is it that the tower can
stand there now, cozying up to historic
Copley Square, as if nothing had hap-

pened<ne of the best-looking, bestbehaved buildings ever to set foot in a
city? A lot of life, fortune, and sacred
honor is tied up in the truth, whatever
fhaf turns out to be.
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Thirty tandem elevators are divided
among five banks. Odd-numbered
floors are served from the lobby-level;
even-numbered ones, from the mezzanine, reached by escalator. The Jormer
are color-coded yellow; the laner, red.
Bank one serves the first 1 6 floors;
.l
two, floors 5-26; three, floors 25-36;
four, floors 35-48; and five, floors 4760. People cross from one bank to another on the overlaPPing levels'

'..t-

In its material finishes, sequencing of
scale, and circulation of public space,
the lobby and mezzanine levels of the
Hancock, starting from the high en-

trance space and trailing back behind
the elevator banks, are nothing short of
brilliant. The same black mattejinish

aluminum that aPPears outside is
brought into these sPaces, and big
sheets of it pervade the core, setting

off

the colorful graphics, and the lobby
columns and mezzanine railings that
are clad in stainless steel. The wvolevel streetlike part of this area, to the
rear of the elevator banks (above and
top riSht) is a lively, tactile counterpoint to the Karnak-quality heiShts of
the main lobbY.
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initially given Pei by the client's building committee led to a circular, poured-in-place concrete design with below-grade parking for 800
cars. But this scheme, which would have been
even taller than the present building, was too
expensive, even for a corporate totem, and
there were instincts afoot in the company to try
to convey as much clout and class as possible,
but in a cost-conscious fashion.
In the spring of 1967, to consult on real
estate planning and building costs, the company retained Max Philippson, of New York, to
conduct a thorough review of operations as

former BRA chief Edward Logue. Just about the
time that the Hancock company was announcing its plans, the application for a zoning
variance was turned down cold.

An appeal was immediately registered.
The variance requested was for an F.A.R. of 25
instead of routinely permitted 8, for dispensing
with required setbacks, and for allowing nine
off-street loading bays, instead of 15.

The urban design staff of the BRA had
voiced serious objections to several key assumptions of the plan; namely, that the pro-

posed creation of an open plaza, in front of the
they related to space needs and to translate the east facade of the rhomboidal tower, sloshing
facts into a statement of requirements. Evaluat- across Clarendon where the existing building
ing construction methods and materials, con- was to be torn down, would detract from the
sidering assorted modules for optimum econ- expected cohesion of a refurbished Copley
omy and efficiency, Philippson was also to Square for which a national competition was
prepare and award the architectural contract being held. The Hancock company had furand to review and approve the architect's con- thermore said that it would only be occupying
sultants, this in addition to coordinating their three-fifths of the projected building for the first
over-all performance, preparing and awarding few years, leasing the rest, and so the agency
construction contracts, reviewing subcon- understandably questioned whether such a tall
tractors and suppliers of the general contractor, building, requiring such a variance, was really
and establishing cost and time schedules.
necessary-bludgeoning, so many profesTogether with Mr. Philippson, the build- sionals believed, the qualities of the area.
ing committee came back to the Pei firm with Wouldn't a tvvo-stage program be more sensia whole new raft of requirements, and these tive and suitable, thus minimizing the height of
included a pretty tight set of specifications, not the first-stage tower? The- Design Advisory
to mention a pretty tight budget. The new Committee of the BRA adamantly agreed with
building, its conception and execution policed the agency's staff on these points and, thereby Philippson, was going to be, come hell or fore, Kevin White was cautiously disposed
high water, an investment-grade structure, toward trying to find a compromise. But the
with the attendant squeezing of standards and BRA board, within two weeks oi the formal anexpenses, and every penny was going to be ac- nouncement of the project, overrode its own
counted for. There would be one building, not, staff and advisors, endorsing the variance, folas first proposed, both a big circular one and, lowed in late December by endorsement of the
on the site of the Clarendon building, a second
Board of Appeals.
new building. Structural steel framing, not conIn a rush, the Boston Society of Architects
crete, was to be the grammar of construction. appointed a prize committee, chaired by
And the tower, so the requirements went, Huson Jackson of Sert Jackson & Associates, to
would have about two million square feet, be- review the proposal; and White came out pubtween 55 and 60 stories, enough to contain the licly ior the Board of Appeals to wait to hear
maximum amount of space allowable under what the architects had to say. The Society, to
zoning, apparently assuming that getting a put it mildly, found the design wanting-and
variance would be no problem (which it attempted to ameliorate the situation by saying
turned out to be), the floors of the base build- that the architect was being forced to work
ing would have about 45,000 square feet, and under certain imposed physical conditions.
those of the tower about 30,000 square feet. Accordingly, the Appeals Board reserved judgThe tower's shape was not to be circular, and ment on the variance, even as prominent spothe parking was to be separate from it.
kesmen, including the then-board chairman,
The company, for a number of well- Samuel Tomasello, were plainly agitated at
founded reasons, was in a great hurry. For one what they construed to be an affront to ecothing, it really was running out of room for its nomic progress and Back Bay revitalization. In
actual, not to mention projected, personnel an interestingly prophetic bit of legalese, he
complement. Boston officials of the time also chanted that if Hancock were to look at its enrecall that the Hancock company, wanting to tire233,43O square feet of holdings in the area,
time its formal announcement of the project by or 5.5 acres, instead of applying for a variance
December oI 1967, would also be giving out- for fust the 73,000-square-foot tower site, it
going Mayor John Collins a great send-off. In might be feasible to consider spreading the
fact, having the imprimatur of Collins on the zoning allowance over the wder tract, thus
project was considered a definite plus by the comingdown pretty close, if not to, the routine
company, which would soon learn, to its cha- allocation of 8 for the tower site itself. That
grin, that Collins' successor, Kevin White, who spreading around of F.A.R. was exactly what
is still mayor, was not in such a rush, mainly later happened.
because the vocal, impassioned architectural
Certainly, it became the key strategy of the
fraternity of Eoston had officially made its op- company and its architects in pufting across
position to a carte blanche zoning variance the notion that in applying for a variance for
known. So had a number of others, including the tower site, per se, it had to be understood
the urban design staff, the Advisory Design that this particular project was part of a larger
Committee, the development administrator of development package that the company in-

the Boston

Redevelopment Authority, and

tended

to carry out. Harry Cobb, who
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Top management offices in the Hancock are predictably plush, with the
most dramatic ones occuring at the
corners or where the continuous vertical bevels, which are seen on the
north and south facades from the outside, notch into the floor plan. Average
office floors are covered with pieces of

carpet, laid down like tile, that are

sort

of

a

tird-gray-mouse color and

open-office landscaping, also coordinated by the clienl, creates a cacophonous if colorful composition of
curvy wall partitions that denote work
spaces. The architect's evenhanded,
impeccable approach to providing a

package for all this can be seen in the

detailing of the rail-like convectors,
wrapping around the perimeter of
every floor, their divisions aligned
with the curtain-wall mullions. The
dignity of the sgth-floor boardroom
(left) discloses

a Pentagon-style com-

plement of corporate communication
equipment. A democracy of good design is distributed between the executive dining spaces (below) and the

supermarket-style 1,000-seat employee cafeteria, the walls of which
are embellished with hand-lacquered
fiberglass apples by artist Donn Moulton (opposite below).

IOHN HANCOCK TOWER
spicuous neiShbor.
Class, to try to clarify the most notorious

aspect of the building's history, has variant
properties, unlike steel. There is no guarantee
that every piece of glass in a building is going
to behave like every other piece. Most building
codes, including Boston's, recognize this. The
Boston code says that glass breakage should
not exceed eight I ites out of a thousand, a ratio
agreed on by the manufacturers as a whole.
Another thing about glass is that it can not

if it
mav be almost undiscernible to the eye, can
dangerously diminish its strength.
To clear up one of the major myths, then,
it was mainly damage to many, many lites of
glass, occasioned by the actual breakage ol
comparatively few lites, that accounted for the
grotesque Gothic novel of a building that people began peering at, not without foreboding,
in early 1973. There had been sporadic breakage as early as 1971, some of it explained,
some of it not. But in January of 1973, a storm,
with gusts up to 75 miles per hour, hit Boston,
the building, and broke 16 lites, damaging 49
more fatally. And the fragments from all of
these lites, raining down the west facade of
take damage. Scratching or pitting, even

Hancock, damaged hundreds more.

At once, extensive laboratory and on-site
of 1973, Cobb notified
the Boston building commissioner that the
one-inch-thick insulating glass on the lower
part of the building was defective, a charge
testing began. ln June

do know that Hansen proceeded with a second
study, and this was completed in the summer
oI 1974. ls it all that wild to surmise that this
cardiac case, having been turned inside and
out f rom January to May of 1973 , had so much
up its sleeve of an unforeseen nature as to have
necessitated even more tests to explain findings that no one, in their wildest imagination,
would have thought possible?
As of the spring of 1973, there was a glass
problem. We know that. Did the investigation
of the glass problem, and its possible relationship to "something else," result in findings that
indicated that this "something else" might be
even more of a problem, presently or potentially, than the glass, per se?.
Hancock may have gone into court, as it
did, to recover expenses and losses occasioned
by replacing the glass and by delays in occupying the building-those are heavy enough. But
careful consideration of all of these moves, and
one guess is as good as another, suggests the
heaviest worry, unrelated to the glass itself,
was being confided by the building's anatomy,
not its apparel.
It might even be suggested that who wins
or loses the battle in court, dealing with the
glass, is a frivolous issue. What, then, is the
issue? The original glass was rated for pressures
like 35 to 40 pounds per square foot (the new
lites are rated for 220). But it is a reported fact
that the many lites of glass broke at pressures

well below that rating. Can it be said-as it

adamantly denied by the manufacturer. By this has, ad nauseurn-that this tall, slender structime, almost 2,400 lites had been removed, re- ture, twisting in Boston's capricious and often
placed with plywood, 2,080 of them being the vicious wind gusts, lost its glass just because of
one-inch stuff. Then in late September, Cobb the wind, even recognizing that a shape such
sent off another letter to the commissioner's
as this tends to move more than, say, the usual
office, which had meantime ordered tests on rectangular volume? Or did studies of the
its own, stating that the glass in the upper wind-loading conditions affecting the structure
stories was also defective, a charge even more reveal behavioral properties of both the wind
adamantly denied by the manufacturer.
and the structure-properties which, put toOne can surmise, and not inaccurately, gether and acting on each other in synergistic
that the showdown meetings taking place in- ways, created yet another condition?
side the Hancock company must really have
We know that in the spring of 1975, with
been something. lt is not hard to conjure up a the reglazing of the building 85 per cent comscenario in which all parties, their lawyers plete, and with interior finishings proceeding
darting back and forth from room to room, are well, the Hancock, on the recommendation of
seen scratching their heads and fidgeting with
a consulting team brought aboard by the Pei
their ties, perhaps as a substitute for slamming firm, Dr. Bruno Thurlimann of the Swiss Fedthe other guy against the wall. Was the glass eral Institute of Technology and Dr. A. C. Davinherently defective as Cobb had written the enport, Director of the Boundary Layer Wind
commissioner, or wasn't it? Was the glass in- Tunnel, University of Western Ontario, deherently undefective but simply not up to tol- cided to install stiffening members within the
erating the thermal or mechanical stresses ex- core of the new building.
perienced by the building in normal use, or
This was done, the company reported, to
wasn't it? What were Hancock officials and its ensure "satisfactory performance over the long
lawyers saying to the architect and the manu- term," taking into account those extreme, rare
facturer and the contractor and the subcon- wind conditions which could possibly occur
tractors by September 1973? Did Hancock it- over the next 100 years-a reference to what
self ever conclude, and state, that the glass was
experts call the 1O0-year storm. The frightendefective, or didn't it? The thing we know that ing thing about a 100-year storm, of course, is
they said, for sure, is "Shut up." And though that a particular building, like the Hancock,
the company did not formally sue everyone has absolutely no affect on when it can hapuntil two years later, muzzles were evenlv dis- pen. A 'l 0O-year storm, with both area-wide
tributed. The company's own consultants, winds and surface turbulence building up and
Hansen, Holley & Biggs, affiliated with M.l.T.,
imploding on each other with a power so terwho had begun rigging the troubled building rific that it is statistically rare, can happen 100
like a cardiac case right after the )anuary 1973 years from now, or 100 days from now. And its
storm, are also muzzled, dammit.
effect on a structure, any structure, can be caThe first Hansen report came in May, tastrophic. Question. Would it take three
1973. There is no way,of telling what it said major studies, and from
.lanuary o( 1973 to
about the cause of the glass breakage, but we March of 1975, to determine what caused the
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD June
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SEARS,ROEBUCK DISTRIBUTION CENTER

Competitively priced, this handsome
warehouse belies the fact that
compared to the contents, the
building is virtually expendable
One of the hard facts that architects of warehouses must face is
that the contents of the building
are often-in the owner's mind-

more important than the building
itself. Such is the case of the Sears
National Catalog Fashion Distribution Center, designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, in suburban Chicago.

Compared to the value of the
stored apparel this warehouse is
inexpensive. Therefore one of the
essential design goals here was to
minimize the loss of contents, Particularly by fire. The Sears insurance carrier insures against only
the loss of one half the building's
contents. Thus, the direct design

response

to this

information-

referred to as Maximum Foreseeable Loss (MFL)-is a building that
is actualfy tvvo, separated by a Zshaped double fire wall (MFL

wall) running north and

south
(plan). Each wall is made of 8-inch

blocks. Along this line, the building is engineered so that in the
event of uncontrollable fire in one
half of the building, the structure
of the burning hali could collaPse
without pulling down the nonburning half. Where the MFL wall
is penetrated by conveYors, the
opening is surrounded by a con-

crete box on either side of the
wall, each fitted with a fire door.
Should one fire door fail to close,
the other exists as a back-uP. The
entire building is sprinklered, and
individual areas within each half
of the building are protected by an
8-inch fire wall.
All elements of the 935,000squareJoot building and 89-acre

mum efficiency and economy,
with dimensions and structural
bay systems consistent with the
storage apparatus used. Some
merchandise is stored flat, while
other apparel is kept in high bay
hanging storage (lower photo, far
righ$. The entire operation relies
on a computerized conveyer system designed by the consulting
firm of Lester B. Knight. Coods are
received in one half of the loading
dock area and assigned storage by
computer. When an order arrives
from one of the Sears retail stores,
the computer retrieves the items,
and sends them by conveyor to
packing. Packed goods again go
by conveyer to chutes that lead to
the proper loading docks (photos,
right).

Phase

I of this project

was

completed on a fast-track schedule in early 1976 at a cost of $20,000,000, including the sitework:
landscaping, parking and trucking
areas, a fire protection reservoir
and storm-water retention pond.

AND COMPANY
NATIONAL CATALOC FASHION

SEARS, ROEBUCK

DISTRIBUTION CENTER, Elk Crove,
fffinois. Owner: Sears, Roebuck and

Company. Architects: Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill-partner-in-charge

of design: Robert Diamant; administrative partner and proiect manager:
Richard Lenke; senior designer: Rob-

ert Siegle; technical coordinator: Joseph Vanecko; structural engineer:
Lauren Carpenter. Engineers:. Jaro,

il?
H.

Baum & Boles (mechanical/electrical);

tfr"r

Schirmer Engineering Corporation (fire

protection). Construction managers:

hl
J

Morse/Diesel, lnc.

site are arranged to serve the
highly automated Processing of
merchandise, and anticiPated future expansion. (Footings exist to
the west of the present building, in
preparation for doubling its size.)
The various areas identified in the
plan were programmed almost as
individual buildings, for maxi-
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LOWER LEVEL

STERLING HEICHTS PUBLIC SERVICE FACILITY

The basic beauty of straightforward
and economical construction
is matched with operating efficiencies
in this storage and repair building
ing us that the building is in

The Sterling Heights (Michigan)
Public Service Facility consolidates the community's street,

sence a big parking lot and spaces
can be occupied by either ve-

equipment, water, and sewer

hicles or work activities, depend-

maintenance divisions in one 70,-

ing on need.

OOO-souare-foot structure located

Notably, the building is constructed entirely of "offthe-shelf"
materials. lts economies of construction are matched by operating efficiency as well. The client
reports an anticipated two-year
payback, for instance, on the 90

in a heavily industrialized area. lt
was conceived as a large warm
and ventilated box into which are
inserted numerous smaller boxes
for work and storage functions-a
universal space reservoir to be

tapped as needed

for

discrete

tasks.

The building is, as the architects say, the least expensive en-

of the most

possible
space-using a simple long span
repetitive steel bay structure with
minimal modifications, and a skin
with few manipulations in its surface (a minimum of doors or spe-

closure

cial conditions). lt is not necessary
to belabor the basic beauty of this
straightforward and economical
approach.
Completed in 1976 at a cost

of $23 per square foot, the building idea evolved from a concentric schematic of three kinds of

space requirements: Personnel
(locker rooms, lunch/meeting
room, time clock); garage (basically a large, enclosed parking lot);
and work and storage (tools and
parts, workrooms, offices). Placed
at the center of the scheme, personnel spaces are equally distanced from all work areas, and
vehicles. The garage-the middle

space-permits full circulation.

A

six-foot square skylights, which
deliver sufficient natural light to
the interior to eliminate the need

for supplementary metal

(Note that the interior photos were
in natural light.) The skylights, placed on 3OJoot centers,

taken

are augmented with a 4Joot continuous clerestory window strip at
the truss level.
A conventional steel frame of
columns, long-span joists, and flat

trusses-all with their lower
chords at the same elevation for
unobstructed clearance-supPort
the entire large flat metal deck.
Enclosure is made with concrete
masonry unit walls on the east and
west elevations, and a black anodized aluminum curtain wall on
the north and south. When expan-

sion occurs-at the south endthe curtain wall structural mem-

bers, black porcelain insulated
panels, louvers and overhead

Balthazar Korab photos

doors will be demounted and redeploved.

some areas.

ln order to minimize outdoor
paving and overhead doors, most
accessed
They are

from inside the building.
defined and positioned in several
ways, depending on current need.

Some, requiring mechanical sYstems, are permanentlY set, while
others are ad hoc. For instance,
lengths of culvert or snow Plows
are "parked" in areas defined bY
painted lines on the floor, remind-
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halide

ceiling lighting on all but the darkest or shortest days of the year.

driver going in any direction has
an exit. Work and storage areas on
the outside ring permit the overhead door access required by

of the work areas are

es-
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STERLINC HEIGHTS PUBLIC SERVICE
FACILITY, Sterling Heights, Michigan.

ing Heights. Architects: Straub, Van Dine, Dziurman Ar-

Owner: City of

Sterl

chitects-principal-in-charge : Harold
Van Dine. Engineers: McWilliam and
Keckonen, lnc. (structural); A.O. Car'
michael Associates lnc. (mechanical);
Hoyem-Basso Associates, Inc. (electrical). Cost consultant: Edward Col-

vert/Systems. Ceneral contractor:
M

a r io

Autu n no Co nstr uct ion.

,Wt
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-',
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Wherever a steel joist's
diagonal bar strut must pass
through the clerestory window
(detail drawing, right)
---€very 6 feet on centerthe steel fabricator provided
a slot in the vertical mullion.
This slot, which permits
free movement of the bar,

t*;.
.'1

ft,

1 .d.
.d"'A l

is sealed

t;t

with a gasket.

No additional fabrication costs
were incurred.

t't.
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JOSEPH E. SEAGRAM & SONS

CENTRAL POWER HOUSE

to

A purely utilitarian need prompts
a hospital and its architects
to develop a showcase powerhouse
for the community
Located between two main roads

in the community, this 8000square-foot power Plant for a

Included in the $3.9 million
budget, the existing plant in the

beams-all in weathering steel-

hospital was removed, and a new
incinerator put in its place. A tunnel was constructed from the hospital to the new plant.
All work was accomplished
without interruption of service to
the essential areas of the hospital.
After a iour-week test period, the
new plant was tied into the existing steam distribution network,
and the old plant was taken aPart.

supports the dry gasketed glazed
walls. In all, this is a low mainte-

CENTRAL POWER HOUSE, UtiCA,

Utica, New York, hosPital is in-

tended

to be enjoyed bY PeoPle

passing by.

Large glass facades to the
northwest and southeast Provide

good natural illumination and a
pleasant view inside. A simPle
structure of H-section columns
topped with large sPandrel

nance, attractive solution

to

a

New York. Owner: St. Luke's-

purely utilitarian building need.
Completed one Year ago, the
building is part of a master Plan

Memorial Hospital Center. Architects:
Rogers, Butler & Bergun-partner-incharge and proiect designer: Hussein
Shahine; project architect: JosePh

for hospital expansion, and

as

such can accommodate two additional high-pressure steam boilers.

A 13.2 KV electrical

sYstem and
generators
are housed
emergency
here as well.
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Levey. Engineers: Snyder, Burns

&

As-

sociates (structural); Richard P'
Marche, Pf (mechanical). Ceneral
contractor: Charles A. Gaetano Construction Corporation.
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Parking deck saves money
Use of welded steel tubes for the interior columns and other exposed-steel framing of this
downtown Detroit parking garage were, to a
large extent, responsible for the low over-all
cost of the structure-$4.9 million, or $3,283
oer car.

Designed by Albert Kahn Associates, Inc.,
architects and engineers, this parking deck was
being worked on when the old Detroit Building Code was still in force, which greatly restricted the use of exposed steel framing. But,
because adoption of the new BOCA codewhich allowed such construction-was antici-

pated, an appeal was made to the building
department to allow a "bare" steel parking
structure. To allay the architect's own initial
apprehension regarding an unprotected structure, as well as the building department's concern, the architect proposed the use of concrete-filled tubes for the structure's columns.
The steel tubes were designed for the entire
column design load as an added safety factor.

In addition to its efficient structural

configuration, the square tubular shape offered
an additional advantage: the tube column does
not require the rather costly 3- to 4-ft-high
guard needed for protecting the outstanding

with tube columns and weathering steel

edges of wide-flange sections from bumping
by cars. The tube columns are either 14 bv 14
.l
in. or 6 by 16 in.
All steel, except for the interior columns,
is weathering steel. The architects convinced
Detroit's municipal parking department that
the savings in painting costs would more than
offsetthe added initial cost of weathering steel.
The tubular columns were specified, however,

as 4572 Grade 50 steel rather than 4588
weathering steel because weathering steel
tends to become brittle in the manufacturing
process of tubular columns. Since the tubular

maximum utilization

of the available

area,

parking is provided not only on the flat decks,
but also on ramDs.
f nterior columns are 64 ft on center in the
longitudinal direction, and 27 ft in the short

direction. W30 by 99 steel girders span the
long direction, and W1 4 by 22 beams span between girders at their sixth points. A 6-in. deck
of 4000-psi concrete is combined in composite
action with the beams.
To avoid standing water, the designers

cambered the 64Jt girders 6 in. at mid-point,

all interior and only 9Jt 6-in.
high, they can be painted without the need for
scaffolding. The exterior weathering steel columns were made from pairs of wide-flange
sections, welded toe{o{oe. Since this arrangement formed a box-shape section, these columns also could be concrete-filled.
Occupying an entire city block, the parking garage is 321 by 27Blt, and is designed for
self-service, 90-degree parking for .l 523 cars
on five support levels and on ground level.
There are two interior, independent, two-way
ramp systems. This avoids the appearance of
sloping floor decks on the exterior. To allow
columns are

{...-.-.
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!

3/t6" pLATE
WEATHERIiIG STEEL

W5 x 16

POSTS

'GUARD RAIL

FLOOR LINE

t/2'\t \ aA6'L

DETAIL OF EXTERIOR

4 in.
of the

assuming a permanent crown of about

after creep and dead-load deflection

girders had taken place.
Because of the large dimensions of the
structure, it was divided into four ireely-moving units via two expansion ioints near the center. The east-west expansion joint was accomplished with the use of double columns. The
north-south expansion joint was effected by
the use of a bracket welded to one side of a

single column

to provide support for sliding

connections of the girders.

Exterior elevations are formed ai each
a 3-ft-high screen made of 3rie-in.
weathering-steel checkered plates. They are
located between the exposed exterior columns, and are backed up by W5 by 16 posts

floor by
Above and right.'exterior has checkered plates on 5-in. posts. Cirders are cambered to facilitate drainage

it on center. The plates are
stiffened by a horizontal 5-in. channel at top
and a horizonral 21/+- by 2- by 3le-in. angle at
the bottom and by vertical stiffner angles of the
same size al21h lo 3 ft on center.
Since the 5-in. posts supportingthe checkered plates are directly fastened to the heavily
cambered edge girders, vertically slotted holes
at about 10

pad.
Below: thermaf expansion of girders is provided for by sliding joint comprised oi bracket and Teflon

were provided in the clip angles which fasten
the plates to the posts, so that the top edge of
the plates could be aligned horizontally. Steel
bumper guards also are attached to the 5-in'
posts.

The tubular concrete-filled columns are
extended 4 ft above the sixth (roof) level to
serve as guard posts and lighting pole anchors.
lnitially, a 2-ft void was left at the tops of the
columns; dowels were inserted for the lightingpole base plates, and the remaining concrete
was placed.
Recognizing the staining effect of weathering steel during its early oxidation, the architects specified an 18-in' strip of wood chips in
lieu of concrete between the face of the grade
beam and the edge of the sidewalk. The wood
chips can be replaced with concrete after a
hard oxide has formed on the weathering steel.

t
t
it

'rj
P

€
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PRODUCT REPORTS
more information, circle item numlErs on
rder Service lnquiry Card, pages 225-226.

"Matrix" stack chair on view at NEOCON
High-density stacking capability is maior feature of this new

w

chair, to be shown

ffi

at

NEO-

CON, in the Chicago Merchandise Mart, )une 22-24. Avail
able with a storage dolly, 45

textured polypropylene with
moderate flex. The chair is offered in eight colors with solid

steel rod frames finished

rn

bright duplex nickel chrome or

white nylon. Options include

a

"Matrix" chairs-when tamper-resistant tablet arm.
stacked-occupy a height of r Krueger, Creen Bay, Wis.
67%in.

Seats and backrests are

Circle 301 on inquiry card

larter will show
Muffin" chair
esigned by Kuypers Adamson
orton Ltd., the "Muffin" chair

rn be seen at NEOCON

in

hicago, iune 22-24. Fhe
rair, with a molded shell, is
lered with a five-year war.nty. Eight office task models
rme with various upholstery,

edestal and arm oplns. . Harter Corp., Sturgis,
lich.
Circle 300 on inquiry caro

\mbient/task lighting tested in Federal installation

Hauserman announces HID ambient and task lighting

he "Emetric" system is foot in a Federal demonstrarron
quipped with metal halide project. Lighting in work sta-

During the NEOCON contracl
furnishings market, Hauserman
will show its new line of HID

ombination that recently

fluorescent lighting (Iaskllre)
units as part of a total office
work station system. Shown is
the hexagon Amblite treestanding kiosk unit, which uses
a 25O-watt high efficiency,

mbient fixtures (250 watts) tions was supplemented by
nd fluorescent task lights, a light towers. . Eppinger Furni-

:sted at 1.65 watts per square

ture Inc., Elmsford, N.Y.
Circle 302 on inquiry card

ambient lighting (Amblire) and

metal halide lamp. Other fixtures, also hexagonal, mounl
on low or high screens or walls.
The task units are available rn
30- and 44-in. lengths, and can
be hung on screens or mounted
under wall-hung components.

.

Hauserman Inc., Cleveland,

Ohio.
Circle 303 on inquiry card

"Series 454" chair is Steelcase NEOCON offering
Based on a double shell design,

this chair features oval shaped

polished chrome steel arms,
and a five-prong tubular steel
base said to require less space
than a four-prong base. The
chair's inner shell corresponds
to contours of the human body,

and the outer shell is polypropylene with a deep accent
reveal on the back. Upholstery
features deck seams. . Steelcase, Crand Rapids, Mich.
Cicrle 301 on inquiry card
more products on page I 52
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD lune
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Energy-efficient l{olophane llghting.
l.low appearing in leading stores aerlrufitere.
_

There are many reasons why Holophane@ Multilume" HID
luminaires are being specified for more and more store lighting applications. They're energy efficient. So monthly elec-

trical bills are cut down considerably. And they make a
store owner's merchandise sparkle attractively.
One 2'x 2' Multilume, with a 4(X)-watt metal halide
lamp, does thejob ofthree 2' x4'fluorescent fixtures. That
decreases the number of fixtures that must be installed and
maintained by 6Uo. And cuts ceiling clutter by 83To.

For all its practicality, Multilume also offers you a
broad range of design options. You have your choice of

lenses, frame trims, colors, plus a dramatic 2'deep black
multi-groove baffie. The luminaire can be recessed or sur-

face mounted.
These are just a few of the features that make Multilume an excellent choice for stores as well as lobbies, showrooms, banks - in fact, wherever good looks and efficiency
are important.
Learn more about energy-efficient lighting solutions
from your local Holophane representative. He's an expert.

Or, write to Johns-Manville Sales Corp.' Holophane Division, Dept. AR-6, Ken-Caryl Ranch, Denver, Colo. 80217.

UM Johrc-lt/liarwille
For more data, circle 63 on inquiry card
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ur-l-tLt
For information, circle item numbers

on

Lt

rtKAr uKr

Reader Sewice lnquiry card, pages 225-226.

SOUND CONTROT / A 12-page booklet shows how

GRAPHIC ART

this firm's "Commercial Wall Insulation" systems

art works includes original limked edition signed

can reduce noise transmission

prints, art posters, Aubusson tapestries and sculpture
multiples available to design professionals. Special
services and visual materials for client presentation
are described; a poster catalog lists works on the
Federal Supply Schedule.
Pace Editions Inc., New
York City.

in

non-residential
buildings. Material reviews noise transmission test-

ing, compares the acoustic control benefits of
different methods, and offers recommended construction practices to achieve sound control in commercial structures. Also available is a brochure explaining the various product types, installation
methods, and energy-saving thermal performance
features. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Toledo, Ohio.

r

Circle 4OO on inquiry card

MASONRY CTEANER / A color brochure describes
the uses of Sure Klean 600 detergent, a heavy-duty
cleaning compound designed to remove excess mortar, stains and job dirt from new masonry surfaces,
particularly light-colored stone, brick, block and tile.
Application procedures are explained.
ProSoCo,
Inc., South Plainfield, N.J.

r

Circle 401 on inouirv card
FIRE PROTECTION DESICN / "Designing Fire Protection for Steel Trusses" is one of a series of fire
technology publications prepared by the American
lron and Steel Institute. This illustrated 1 6-page brochure contains recent ASTM test data, as well as a
mathematical formula intended to allow the designer
to develop acceptable protection ratings. Special

emphasis is given to tvvo recent structural concepts:
the staggered truss system, and the interstitial space
design. Different methods of truss fire protection as
they relate to various occupancy requirements are
discussed. Engineering Div., American lron and
Steel Institute, Washington, D.C.

r

Circle 402 on inquiry card

/ Photos ol each component, detail drawings, and engineering data are included in
a 12-page catalog on RigidRailbarriers. These weldfree extruded aluminum handrails and safety railing
systems meet or exceed all OSHA requirements, and
are suitable for water and waste treatment facilities,
power plants, industrial and commercial buildings.
SAFETY RAILING

/ Full-color catalog of contemporary

.

Circle 406 on inquiry card

CARPETINC CUIDE / A carpet specifier's guide to
Ultron nylon fiber includes applicable flammability

testing and performance certification; durability
characteristics; appearance retention and static control for carpet; and carpet construction requirements
and special needs for different use situations.
Monsanto Textiles Co., Atlanta, Ca.

CEItINC PANELS/TItE / In-use color photos are featured in a 16-page brochure on Travertone ceiling
tile and lay-in panels. Constructed of fire-retardant
mineral-wool fiberboard, each Travertone ceiling
pattern is embossed with a distinctive textured surface. The ceiling provides acoustical, fire-resistive,
and lighlreflective benefits, according to the manufacturer. r Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster. Pa.

PIPE

RAltlNc

in hospital operating rooms, laboratories and
intensive care units, munitions plants, computer
rooms, and other critical areas to reduce the threat
of explosion, fire or equipment malfunction. Conductileis available in 36- by 36-in. sections that are
heafwelded for a seamless floor, or in 12- by 12-in.
Micro-squared tiles. . Vinyl Plastics, Inc., Sheboy-

ings

of aluminum, bronze.

Circle 404 on inquiry card

TRUCK DOCK SHETTERS / Advantages of reduced
energy costs, increased safety, product protection,
better security and lower maintenance are claimed
for these truck dock shelters, covering the gap between the building and the rear of loading or unloading trucks. A 22-page catalog illustrates design and
construction features, fabric choices and options for
a complete line of shelters. Information is also given
on specialized equipment such as metal hoods, door
gap seals, traffic doors and flexible strio doors.
Frommelt Industries, Inc., Dubuque, lowa.

.

Circle 4O5 on inquiry card

surface mounted,
provides a clean, crisp
alternate design option.

Circle 409 on inquiry card

/

BUILDING PANELS lllustrated product brochure
gives use and application information and physical
property data for a full line of fiberglass-reinforced
plastic building panels. All three panel types-C/as-

use

in food processing and storage areas, shower

r

5000 Series isan open-bottom

HID downlight. Prismatic

glass

reflectors provide wide range of light

distributions. Extra low brishtness
option (ELB).

Kemlite

Corp., Joliet, lll.
Circle 410 on inquiry card

MOBILE PTATFORMS / The space-saving advantages of movable, folding platforms, stages, runways,
bandstands, and speaker stands are outlined in a
product brochure. r Hamilton Industries, Two

5OOO
rg4tulg!

Serles
SllldtlcI

--

diameter openings for clean, elegant
appearance. Ideal for boutiques.
-

Rivers, Wis.

stainless and

acryfic/wood constructions; and the Connectorail
non-welded aluminum and stainless pipe systems.
r Julius Blum & Co., Inc., Carlstadt, N.J.

Multilume,

gan, Wis.

/

bronze, steel and stainless, with all components
color coded for easy metal identification. Design information and code data are given on the Colorail
plastic and aluminum handrail series; Carlsfadt rail-

"We're open."

used

dant product types are also explained.

SYSTEMS
This 68-page catalog
shows railings, tubing, bars and shapes in aluminum,

Multilume
with dropped pyramidal
lens featuring prismatic sidewalls
is ideal for stores. The
sparkling lens says:

VINYt FLOORING / An illustrated catalog describes
how Conductile static-conductive vinyl flooring is

rooms, etc. Shatterproof glazing panels and fire retar-

Circle 403 on inquiry card

Holophane makes the selection of
attractive, high efficiency lighting easy.
Our HID luminaires are designed for
easy installation, easy maintenance and
good looks.

Circle 4O8 on inquiry card

acrylic/vinyl material.
Inc., Cranford, N.j.

Holophane lighting
solutions.

Circle 407 on inquiry card

bord lrp flaI, Clasbord frp ribbed, and Kemply trp
surfaced plywood panels-are USDA-accepted for

Construction Specialties,

energy-effbient

r

A line of ornamental balcony railings for motels, etc.,
is also presented, along with information on corrosion-resistant, snap-on color sleeves made of an

r

More

Circle 411 on inquiry card

WASHROOM ACCESSORIES / Sixteen-gauge stainless steel is used in the construction of the ,,Simplicity 16" series of hearry-duty, vandal-resistant towel
and soap dispensers, and other washroom accessories. A catalog provides dimensional data on all
units, which may be either surface- or recess-

mounted. Dispensers have cylinder locks, keyed
alike for faster servicing and maintenance. r Accessory Specialties, Inc., New York City.
Circle 412 on inquiry card

DOCK IEVEIERS

/

Brochure gives details on a com-

plete group of mechanical and hydraulic levelers,
railcar ramps, lip holders, dock lights, bumpers and
r"t"" un'o. . Rit"Hite Corp., Cudahy,Wir

.---

-

3000 Series
is an excellent choice when appearance

must be combined with economy.
Available with natural, champagne or
black anodized color reflectors.

TJM
Johns-Manville

,.ar,

more ltterature on page 162
For more data, circle 63 on inquiry card
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued frcm page t49
AUTOMATED

/

Thousands of ensineering drawings required

STORACE

12 {-'

for major construction
projects are said to be easily and quickly accessible
with the Conserv-a-Trieve
system, pictured installed

in the New York
offices

of

City

Ebasco Services

Inc. File bins are stored within a rectangular encloof columns. An electronically
controlled transporter rides on track between columns. and oositions itself next to desired bin. Bin
containing drawings (system also may be used with
microfilm) is delivered to operator seated at front
console. fhe Conserv-a-Irieve system offers controlled-access and locked-door security, as well as
savings in time and space needed {or record
storage. . Supreme Equipment & Systems Corp.,
sure on facing banks

SOTAR HEATING / The adaptable Sunwave solar
energy collecting system includes 4- by 20Jt collec-

tor/roofing panels and

a

2,000-gal water storage

tank. Solar collectors consist of a polyester fiberglass
glazing panel with frame; a copper tubing grid with
an attached black-painted aluminum absorbing surface; 2-in. fiberglass insulation; a waterproofing
membrane and a fir plwvood back which can double
as roof sheathing. The water tank is woodJramed,
vinyl-lined and insulated. Sunwave is marketed as a
complete kit, or as individual components; one version of the collector is suitable for domestic hot
water needs only. 4aorn Structures, Inc., Concord, Mass.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

ACRYLIC SEATINC / This line of modular seating,
designed by Robert Alan Martin, is intended for use
in public lounge areas and institutions. Clear acrylic
structural frames provide a light, suspended character to the units. Seating is constructed in one- to {ourseat modules, interspaced with tables, planter units,
Vivid, Los Angeles, Calif.
ash containers, etc.

'Circle 309 on inouirv card

r

Circle 310 on inouirv card

r

rr5 YouR

BUSNES5
YOUR CLIENT
YOUR REPUTATION.

Circle 305 on inouirv card

EMERCENCY EXIT

/

These single- or doubleJaced
exit sign units have integrated emergency battery
power, UL-listed for 90
minute operation. Charger
is solid state; load transfer

is automatic; the low-

ITWITH E

maintenance nickel cadmium 6-volt battery has a
visible test indicator and
switch. As an ootion, a solid-state intermittant 68 dB
audible alarm with flashing light is offered with the
emergency power exit. Exit complies with OSHA,
ITT-ArtMetal Lighting, Verstateand local codes.

.

milion, Ohio.
Circle 306 on inquirv card

COID STORAGE DISPLAY / The "Kold-Vue" refrigerated merchandising
I

j
Itrt I
"

Bf

*
fl ll>n I
| 11,]! ll
-| l*{*I

{;r

i"',"',ri:
,,::,ru;i;:
ins shelves behind a fullvision slass door. The unit

n:rm:::rl;il'""j

electrical connection. The

"|il1.';ftffi:i:'i:

lighting of beverages, dairy products, flowers and
pharmaceuticals; it may also be used as a blood
bank. . Uniflow Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.
Circle 307 on inouirv card
tR 250-C

COMMERCIAT CARPITINC

/

"Business Square"
53-oz cut and loop thrpet
carries the Zefstat fiveyear anti-shock carpet
warranty. The tufted geometric pattern is available

in three fiber types for
heavy commercial traffic:
100 percent Zefran acrylic Berber yarns, and hvo
ditlerenr Zefran blends of acrvlic/modacrvlic. "Business Souare" features subtle shade variations of
heather and natural tones. . Customweave Carpets,
Inc., Fountain Valley, Calif.
Circle 3O8 on inquiry card
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Elkay offers a complete line of stainless
steel sinks. Thev're the finest stainless steel sinks
money can buy, but then, that's what you'd expect frorn
a company with a'50-year reputation for dependability and
superiority. Ask to have our representative call on you, o,r send for
our latest literature.

Elkay versus the ordinary. There's no comparison.

EL'<.AW
MANUFACTURINC COMPANY
2700 South Seventeenth Avenue
Broadview, lllinois 60153, Department 40-20

tINEN DECORATIVE FABRICS / Shown is "Forest,"

a panel print picturing

by

trees framed

leafy

branches and foliage. The

linen/cotton fabric, by
Elenhank Designers, lnc.,

comes 9-ft-high; panel
repeats may be ordered in

any length. "Forest"

is

one of several patterns, by
different firms, using Bel-

gian linen for contract
CONTRACT FURNITURE / Rounded radius corners
are {eatured on all pieces in the "Perimeter" line o{

contemporary desks, credenzas, lounge seating,
sofas and chairs, designed by Stan Hutchinson. Furniture is available in oak, teak and walnut, as well
as Macassar Ebony, Brazilian Rosewood, and Zebra Wood. . Sandiline Industries, lnc., Compton,
Calif

.

uu'ursrerv. urd*rv dru
wallcovering fabric applications. All fabrics can be
NATURAL FIBER CHAIRS / Latania, cane, and
wicker woven by Haitian craftsmen cover woodand steel-framed furniture in the "Artisan Collec-

3l 1 on inouirv card

.

tion." The cane parquet chair shown is also available as a two- or three-seat sofa.
nc ' New York

City

f

Circle

treated with stain repellent finishes, laminated, and
fireproofed to meet architectural specifications.
Belgian Linen Assn., New York City.

I

3l3 on inouirv card

Circle

Harvev Probber.

circreJ r 2 on inouirv card

HVAC CONTROL

-

/

The "Programmed Energy Saving

Optimizer"

is a seven-

day optimal time clock
designed for night temp€rature setback with vari-

There's almost no function that
Elkay Sinks and Faucets cant accommodate.

able warm-up time. Unit
includes a wind-compensated outdoor air sensing
element, and ten hours of spring override in case of
a power failure. The entire control is housed in a
steel cabinet with a hinged door and keyed latch.
Fuel savings of up to 38 per cent are said to be possiBarber-Colman Co.,
Environmental Systems Div., Rockford, lll.
Circle 314 on inquiry card

ble with the "Optimizer."
LR 3322

t

with

.

.LK 2201

DRAFTINC TABLE

/

Persons

in wheelchairs

can

work comfortably and
efficiently at this completely adjustable drafting

table, the

manufacturer
lowering and tilting controls are
combined into one hand-operated lever, clearing the

claims.

rccRA _323J-C i
Completewith LK 2221 i

All lifting,

area beneath the table for wheelchair occupancy.

!

The Huey Co., Franklin Park, lll.
Circle 315 on inquiry card

COMPUTER

,:"X,

*

/

Model

"9896A"

BASIC-language

desktop computer is said
to be a cost-effective system designed especially

1R2522 with

LK230l andLK3A3

for small- to mediumsized commercial

scientific

and
organizations.

Such functions as engineering calculations can be

performed by the desktop computer with built-in

domptetewrthf:W

cartridge drive; integral keyboard and display; and
two large-capacity flexible disk drives. HewlettPackard, Palo Alto, Calif.

r

Circle 316 on inouirv card

TABLETOP COPIER

I fhe Dart /30 whiteorinter
makes diazo copies up to
130 cm (51 in.) wide at

High quality Elkay Sinks are available
in many models and sizes, and at three

printing speeds up to 20

price levels.

ftlmin. When used with

Ask your Elkay Representative hout
Elkay can work for you.

E,.L'<X
MANUFACTURINC COMPANY
2700 South Seventeenth Avenue
Broadview, lllinois 601 53, Department2T-20

the optional stand, shown,
the Dart /-J0 forms a console unit with paper storage compartment. A heated
stainless-steel developer offers instant on-off operation without warm-up; the printer section consists of
r:;li,i,i:

a

Pyrex glass cylinder and a fluorescent diazo
. Diazit Co., Inc., Youngsville, N.C.

lamp.

Circle 317 on inquiry card
more products on page I 55
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All-stcel walls
give real privacy
for Stoufferts meetings
"The great thing about these walls in our ballroom is the
way they stop noise," Keith Covelle, Director of Catering
and Convention Services at Stouffer's Dayton Plaza Hotel,
tells us. "l never get any complaints from adjoining
meetings."

Stouffer's uses these walls to divide their ballroom into
two, three or four sound-protected meeting rooms like the
ones shown in this ad.

Each group has the privacy they deserve because

Acousti-Seal@ 900 Steel Panels keep sound where it belongs. Steel is strong to take hard use. Steel will not burn,
providing added fire safety.
Easy operation of Acousti-Seal 900 makes quick changes
simple to handle.
For more information on how these steel maximum privacy walls can help you get more meeting business, write
Modernfold, P. O. Box 310, New Castle, lndiana 47362. Ask

for "Acousti-Seal."

Passdoors can be built into the panel for room-to-room access. Panels stacr(
neatly in storage pockets when not in use.

Meetings on either side of this room are etfectively insulated from annoying sound transfer. Steel
walls do the iob.

Modernfold
todernfofd . . . A better way to make better use of space

For more data, circle 65 on inquiry card
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page

153

BUILDINC MANAGEMENT / The "SMS-S00N" is a

gl-E-t

r!

t

w

-

/ The "Tempo" line of
with a selection of several

TOILET COMPARTMENTS
is surfaced

solid colors and woodgrain designs of Formr'ca decorative laminate. This competitively-priced partition
unit is offered in configurations for floor-mounted,

ceiling-hung, or overhead-braced installation. All
hardware is corrosion-resistant chrome plate. with
vandal-resistant fasteners; "Tempo" compartments

are warranteed against defects for two years..
AMPCO Products, Inc., Hialeah, Fla.
Circle 318 on inouirv card
WHITEPRINTER

/

Intended for medium-volume aoplications, the "170" is a

42-in.-wide dry diazo
whiteprinter which can
operate at speeds up to 40
per minute. The topmounted stacking tray accommodates prints up to
24-in.by 42-in. A Q.C. ammonia developing system
minimizes developer handling; the printer has an
ammonia waste eliminator. Other features include a

ft

/ "Vented Slabform"

is a qalvan-

ized, corrugated

agement system oesrgneo
To nrovroc maxrmrm nro-

sheet designed for use as a

A

consumption,

card access to secured areas, fire protection, security, mechanical systems operation and life safety.
Sensing
data received from up to 8000 input and
output points are transmitted on two pairs of wires,
eliminating balancing and hardwiring each individual sensor to the central console. In addition to automatic system commands, up to 320 manual commands may be activated via a console board. A strip
printer records the date, time, numerical location
and coded message for each system event. Closed
circuit TV module and an intercom/door control are
options with the "SMS-700." r Sentinel Electronics
Corp., St. Paul, Minn.

steel

permanent structural support with lightweight insulating concrete roof decks.

tection at minimum cost,
controlling such functions

as ener8y

toilet partitions

CONCRETE FORM

multiplex building man-

series

of

uniformly

spaced slots in the valley
of the corrugations permit

F
crete

fill

release of water vapor
pressure {rom the con-

roof during the curing and drying process,

and later. Product is available in 20- to 28-gauge
steel; in various corrugation and slot configurations;
and with span capability ranging from 4- to 1OJt between supporting membrs. Photo shows welder at.
taching "Vented Slabform" to supporting structural
steel roof members.
Bethlehem Steel Coro., Bethlehem, Pa.

r

Circle 323 on inquiry card

Circle 322 on inquirv card

more products on page 161

Granite.

The best
in first impressions.

roll stock compartment housing a 50 yd. roll of

paper; fast developer warm-up provided by a quartz
heating rod; and an energy-saving 1l5v power
line. Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., Bruning
Div., Schaumburg, lll.

r

Circle 319 on inquiry card

LADDER/STAIRWAY

/

The tallest ,,Shio,s Ladder,,

stair-.10-ft 7-in. highrequires only 3 ft B-in. of
steel
stairs, in heights from 3 ft,
are suitable for roof top

floor space. The
applications

to

reach

multi-levels or over fire

and retaining walls,

as

well as for platforms, over

pipes,

to exit

windows,

etc. Self-cleaning

stair

treads have oval holes,

with raised nubs for safe
footing. Handrails extend 42-in. higher than the too
step to allow user to hold rails stepping off onto a
roof or platform, etc. . Equipto, Aurora, lll.

+1/tl

Circle 320 on inquiry card

ROOF EDGINC

/ RollJormed from galvanized

steel,

the "2O1" roof edge can

be used with shingles or
built-up roofs. The roof
edge

is one of a full line of
building products, includ-

ing light_gauge steel struc-

tural studs, track, bridging, and drywall and lathins
accessories. . Wall-Rite Systems, West Middlesex,
Pa.

Circle 321 on inquiry card

The first .impression is the important one. Granite can make that impression

more vivid than.any other building mqterial available. That's why Motorola,
Incorporated selected cold spring's Texas pearl for their corpdrate head-

quarters in Schaumburg, lllinois.
Granite affords the architect a resource from which he can create a building
that.reflects. an. image of quality. . . a corporate image.
For lasting first impressions, spebify Cold Spring Granite.
For more information, plus a fre_e copy of our 16-page,
full-color catalog showing all 18 Cold Sbring colors bvdilable, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesbta call (612)
685-3621 , or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company,

oept.

AR-6

202 South 3rd Avenue, Cotd Spring, MN 56320

For more dala circle 66 on inquiry carc!
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lntroducing Alucobond'bheet:
an aluminum-polyethylene composite
for exteriors, walls, ceilings,
disploys, exhibits and signage.
It's so light-weight, rigid,
easy to fabricate and weather.ltsistallt...

[there's ndhing
like

Heat Resistance. Tolerates a wide
range of temPeratures.

Unique. The only aluminumpolyethylene comPosite sheet.

Sound Deadening. DamPs vibration
faster than homogenous metals.

Light-weight. Lighter than steel'
nearly half the weight of aluminum.
Rigid. Resists bending, denting,
buckling and shearing.
Weather-resistant. Th is toug h
aluminum alloy plus anodized coatings
and oaints will hold uP for Years to
corrosive industrial or seaside climates
and abrasive conditions.
Workable. Mill, drill, shape, Plane'
cut, saw, bevel, rivet, narl' tack or
cold form it.

itJ

fl;;n'n"
tiLxn"r.

Potyet.hytene I
,"3,t13?i1^
thickness Aluminum

o)"0'i'r.,'i"[n"r,

Decorative versatility. Choose from a
variety of surface f inishes: anodized
clear, light bronze or dark bronze. Or
use oainted Alucobond sheet in one o{
many colors-all UV and chemical
resistant. Smooth or embossed f inish.

There really is nothing like it.
Alucobond rvr sheet f rom
Consolidated Aluminum.
For further information write
Architectural Division
Consol idated Al um inum Corporation
PO. Box 14448
St. Louis, MO., 63178

CONSOLIDATED
ALUMINUM

For nxtre data, circle 67 on inquiry carcl
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Af

R HANDLINC SYSTEM

/ A variable volume air

flow assembly, said

REPLACEMENT

WINDOW I fhese NuPrime alumi
num windows come com-

to

plete with panning

while increasing indoor comfort, is a
single-duct system consave energy

taining a pneumatic computer sensitive to micropressures. rhe Enviro-

MULTI-FURNITURE

/

Designed by Robert Whalen

for the residential and apartment market, the "Omniwall" series provides wall storage components for
bedroom, dining and living room. The unit shown
above features a pull-down bed and table, finished
in white and yellow. Wood veneers of rosewood and
walnut are also available; different shelving arrangements accommodate books, stereo or television
equipment, etc. r Omni Products, Vernon, Ala.

Master at handler is especially suited for installations in which the load and
system pressure may vary extensively, and where
precise control is desired. A "flow-logic analyzer"
resets the damper actuator to continuously adiust air
quantities for maximum efficiencies. Three different
Enviro-Masterdesigns provide for a range of pressure
Environmental Eland limit control requirements.
ement Corp., Titus Products, Dallas, Tex.

.

sys-

tems to cover the entire
window area. All sashes
remove for cleaning from
inside the building; units
are custom-made {or ease

of

installation and mini-

mal wall alteration. Pan-

ning attachments are
available for this full line
of residential and commercial replacement windows
including double-hung, slider, picture and basement
window models. . Season-all Industries, Inc.. lndiana,

Pa.

Circle 329 on inquirv card

Circle 328 on inouirv card

Circle 321 on inouirv card

of a series of
four luminaire models de-

SPORTS LIGHTINC / Pictured is one

signed to provide outdoor

lighting for

a variety

o1

professional, semi-professional and amateur sports.
All floodlights have an

aluminum housing, and
thermal-shock and impaclresistant lens. Units are
fully gasketed for all-weather protection. Sports lighting models come in metal halide, quartz, mercury
vapor and high-pressure sodium versions, each factory wired and UL-listed. r Hubbell Lighting Div.,
Christiansburg, Va.
Circle 325 on inouirv card

/ Said to cure all oroblems of water leaks and

WATERPROOFINC SEATER

seepage through cement

and masonry, Eco-Seal

'!

protective coating
"breathes" to allow
trapped moisture to

:,

escape/ prevenilng vapor
block and minimizing the
possibility of freeze{haw damage. The colorless liquid can be painted, rolled or sprayed on clean masonry, bridging small cracks and sealing the surface
against water and chemicals. Eco-Seal may also be
used as a primer and bonding agent. . Eco Industries, Inc., New York City.

t-'.-

"t.t'

&%-.,,o".****

Circle 326 on inouirv card

DECORATIVE LAMINATES / The "Natural Finish"
woodgrain series o{ Nevamar high-pressure plastic
laminates now includes

"Colden Ash," "Butcher

Block," and "Beechwood" patterns, as well as
"Silvan Teak." The lowluster finish has no gloss
or shine; spray wax may be used to givg a wood-like
sheen to the surface. All four woodgrain laminate
patterns are available in general purpose H-5 grade,
in most standard sheet sizes for contract and commercial applications.. Exxon Chemical Co.
U.S.A., Odenton, Md.
Circle 327 on inquiry card

v

more data, circle 68 on inquiry, card

You're the one who's put all that
talent and effort into the project.
So follow through, by specifying
equipment of comparable quality.
Specify Aiphone (say A-phone).
Aiphone means intercom, and
only intercom. We're specialists,
and we have been for 30 years.
And we're versatile. We have 20
different intercom systems and over
120 items, so that you can have
exactly what you want. And, thanks
to our factory direct source of
supply, our equipment is readily
kr

available. ln fact, we ship the very
day the order comes in to us.
Reinforce your quality with our
quality. Maintenance-free Aiphone
intercom systems.

Wetre the

talk of the toum.

ilH|0ff

u.$.[.lllG.

Call or write us for the name of the
Aiphone specialist near you.

2116 North Paciflc, Seattle, Washington 98103

Telex 32-0288 or phone (206) 634-3040
In Caoada call NORESCO.

more data, cir<'le 69 on inquiry card
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Modet 3176 -exposed aggregate tinish.

its truly functional cantilevered design for both handicapped and general
pubtic users. lt features two lever handle valves for either left- or right-hand operation
and is available in light sandb/ast or exposed aggregate finish, as shown.
Get allthe facts; contact Haws Drinking Faucet Company,
1441 Fourth Sfreet, Berkeley, CA 94710.
162
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OFFICE LfTERATURE continued from page 151

The essentiol

one-volume
Mumfordon
Architecture

KIICHEN EQUIPMENT / Product bulletin describes
the "Model RT-7A" one-man pot and pan washer,
with a continuous rotary conveyor which eliminates
racks, door and timers. Full dimensional and capacity information for the stainless steel units is given.

r

Metalwash Machinery Corp., Elizabeth, N.J.
Circle 414 on inquiry card

MEDICAI LABORATORY EQUIPMENI / Binder catalog covers a full line of refrigerators, freezers, morgue and autopsy equipment for hospital and laboratory installation. Four models of blood bank refrigerators with automatic temperature monitoring are
featured; comprehensive drawings provide dimensions for each product. r The .leweft Refrigerator

WE FIT IN
STAINLESS STEEL
UNDER COUNTER LAB
REFRIGERATORS
AND FREEZERS

@

Co., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Circle

4l5 on inquiry card

STORACE/RETRIEVAL SYSTEM / A "User's Report"
details an actual installation of Deep-Reach truck
and Order Pick retrieval vehicles in an auto parts
supply house, where parts of different sizes, shapes
and weights had to be handled by the storage sys-

tem.

.

The Raymond Corp., Greene, N.Y.
Circle 416 on inquiry card

UC-5-BC refrigerator has a blower coil

cooling system with automatic off-cycle defrosting and condensate evaporator in condensing unit compartment. Two adiustable
stainless steel shelves are orovided.
UC-S-F-BC treezer is equipped with automatic timer electric defrost.
Capacity-5.4 cu. ft. (155 ltr.)

CONCRETE RETARDERS./ A full-color folder illustrates the variety of aggregate reveal possible with
Boldcast, Tuf-Cote and Hl-V retarders. Heavy, medium, and light aggregate exposure-from marble

chips

@

to boulders-arb shown in job photos. r

Preco, Plainview, N.Y.
Circle 417 on inquiry card

Lewis Mumford's complete writings lor Architectural Becord are now collected together in
one definitive volume. These 24 important essays span 50 years of the career of America's

foremost architectural and social critic, and
show the wide scope of concerns that have
earned Mumford a unigue place among the
major thinkers of the 20th century.

/

CONCRETE FORMING
A 36-page catalog lists
over I 50 products, divided into eight sections: snap
ties; coil ties; heavy concrete construction; hanging
systems; re-bar supports; screening devices; inserts;
and miscellaneous accessories. Product application
and safety notes are included. Vimco Mfg., Inc.,
Devon, Pa.

r

Circle 418 on inquiry card

Reproduced exactly as they first appeared in
the pages ol Architectural Record, these inf

CONCRETE FORM COATING

books":

onthe-job performance characteristics of basic types
of form refease agents, and explains Magic Kote
coating's ability to prevent many form and stripping

luential writings are arranged within one
handsomely designed volume into five "mini. Amer ican Architectu re T oday
. Mass Production and the Modern House
. T he Lite, the T eachi ng s and the

.

Arc h itectu r e ot M att hew N ow i cki
The Future ot the City

.Essays, 1937-1968

The full range of problems now facing Amer-

ica's cities and our built environment as a
whole were forseen by Lewis Mumford long
before they became national issues. Mumford's prophetic warnings are now more timely
than ever, and the solutions he suggests are
just as timely. From mass-produced housing
to mass transportation, from urban planning
to new towns, from the death of the city to the
rise of Megalopolis, the crucial problems of
our times are discussed in depth in this one
imoortant book.
aaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
Architectural Record Books
1 221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 1 0020

Please send me
copies of Lewls
Mumtord: Architecture as a Home tor Man aI
$1

5.00 each.

Name

-

problems.

r

/ Brochure compares

UC-S-CW* ref rigerator with cold wall cooling
system is equipped with push-button def rost,

automatic reset and condensate evaoorator.
Capacity-5.4 cu. ft. (155 ltr.)
UC-S-F-CW* freezer is equipped with manual
hot gas defrost.
Capacity--4.6 cu. ft. (130 ltr.)
UC-S-CW-E ref rigerator has the same interior
features as the UC-S-CW but modif ied to
make it totally explosion-proot.
Capacity-4.9 cu. ft. (140 ltr.)
*With explosion proof interior only.

SymonsCorp., Des Plaines, lll.

@

Circle 419 on inquiry card

IRRICATION SYSTEM DESIGN / A recently published manual, "lrrigation System Design Handbook," is intended to provide an in-depth treatment
of the principles of hydraulics, selection of sprinkler
components and design techniques. Technical data
provided includes pipe friction loss tables and fitting,
valve and water meter pressure loss charts. Textbook
is available for $18.00 from Rain Bird Sprinkler Mfg.
Corp., P.O. Box37, Glendora, Calil.91740.
DECORATIVE FOUNTAINS
A 16-page catalog
presents over 40 color photos of Custom Crafted
Fountains for parks, hotels. malls. corporate offices,
etc. These are said to achieve unique Water Sculpture effects using multichannel nozzles to expand
solid water streams into fountains of prismatic crystals many times larger than the original stream. These
"Croup C" fountains are said to produce an infinite
array ol motion, texture and color with economical
use of electric power. A companion catalog illustrates the "Croup B" series of smaller bowl fountains
up to B ft in diameter.
Rain Jet Corp., Burbank,
Calif.

/

UC-S features a two-tray ice cube cooling
system with manual defrost and stainless
steel defrost water tray. The cooler section
has two ad.iustable stainless steel shelves.

Theentire UC-5 series features polyurethane
insulated thin wall construction and airtight
neoprene thermo-break door seals.
Capacity-5.4 cu. ft. [155 ltr.)
Jewett also manufactures a
completelineof blood bank,
biological, and pharmaceutical refrigerators and
freezers as well as morgue
refrigerators and autopsy
equiDment for world wide

distribution through its

sales and service organizations in over 100 countries.

F)
*=E..\Y=Er^TJ
. L'TCXWOF?H
BY.
AUFFALO. N.Y.14EI3

r
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OFFICE NOTES
New associates, promotions
Jones/Mayer and Associates,
PROTESSIONAt- SERVTCES

didyott2
get yo|rr clpy of tbe fineS most conDrehensive

brochre otr Jchitecturrl illustrrti6os & rehted scnicts ever productd? If orlr nrtionrl

mriling mis:ed you, write todry for -per
your coov.
lst. copy free, edditiond coihs
offi6e
ll2.l[ erch, deductiblc from- lst.- order-re.
quests g! letterherd only plersc. full Color

ll x

17 formrt, casein/watercolor/oencil/

ink/chrrcorl/duo tone/nrgic

merk'e'r/oils7

plus informrtion oo modcls/printing/rdiertii

ing/.photogrrphl/_gngirrcring illusl/frenring/

displeys & more. Write

crt ossociotes inc
4C4l w c?ntrol ovatolado ohio 436C6
NTENANCE
CONSULTANTS
for High Rise Buildings

"lnvestiglte the bilrefits of a n6w concept

consultirg!"

in

VERTA CORPORATION
8120 Penn Avmue South, Srriae 548

Minneapolis, Minnemta 5543

(612t'i8+88.22

Inc. has

an-

nounced the appointment of Carl D. Reinhardt
as director of housing and residential develop-

I

ment.

Air Mail, if you prefer) to your home
every Monday, you can be the first-to
know about nation-wide openings you
qualify for both in and out of your field.

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS
P.O. BoX 900

N€W YORK N.Y. IOO2O

No sweat.
No special

Associates.

F. fack Harden,

AlA, has joined Cee &

Jensen Engi neers-Arch itects-Planners I nc.
lowell Brody, AlA, is the new director of
project development {or Marcel Breuer & Associates.
Fuiikawa Conterato Lohan and Associates

have announced Peyton Abbott lll, lames P.
Cagnina, and Melvin l. Wilson as associates to
the partnership.
New directors of Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott are George R. Mathey,
tloyd P. Acton, and leo O. McEachern.
Hugh Stubbins and Associates Inc. has
elected Hugh A. Stubbins, fr. as president;
Merle T. Westlake and Edwin F. lones as vice
presidents and directors; and has announced
the appointment of W. Easley Hamner, Richard f. Green, and Hugh Stubbins lll as new
vice presidents and directors.

equipment.
And
a S-year waftanty.

'' i;r""

'iki

lwji_

)

New addresses
Donald R. Goldman, AIA has established a
new practice at 3920 Third Avenue, San
Perry Dean Partners Incorporated, and
Stahl Associates Incorporated, have an-

By having our new weekly ADVANCE
JOB LISTINGS sent First-Class (or by

No field seams.

Raymond Lo, AlA, is named director of
architectural design of Robert and Company

Diego.

AdYance
Job
!t!ril
Listing s rlnll

A one-piece K)of,
42' x 196'.

nounced the formation of Perry, Dean, Stahl &
Rogers Incorporated, with offices at 177 Milk
Street, Boston.

Michael S. Adams, AlA, has opened an

office of architecture and planning at 1204
Hollis Avenue, Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
The Lincoln, Nebraska firm of Clark & Enersen, Hamersky, Schlaebitz, Burroughs &
Thomsen has changed its corporate name to
The Clark Enersen Partners.
Charles Hugh Crain and Keith A. Petitiean

announce the formation of Charles Hugh
Crain Associates, Architects, located at 233
rue France, Lafayette, Louisiana.
F. Daniel Cathers, AlA, and William W.

Lukens announce the opening

of Cath-

ers/lukens Architects, The Farmhouse, Creat
Valley Corporate Center, Morehall Road, Malvern, Pennsvlvania.
Robert D. Kirk, AlA, and Kay D. Kennedy,
AlA, have established the firm of Architectural
Concrete Associates lnc. with offices and laboratory at 15304 B. Dooley Road, P. O. Box
953, Addison. Texas.
Douglas T. O'Donnell, P.E. and Myron B.
Silberman, AlA, ASCE, have formed the architectural and engineering firm of O'Donnell &
Silberman Associates, Inc., 604 East Fourth
Street, Marshfield, Wisconsin.
James B. Phillips and Kent D. Dounay
have formed Design Group, Inc. at 41 3 1 North
48th Street, Phoenix, Arizona.

That's a Carlisle Sure-Sealo roof
for you. A special job, of course.

Standard Sure-Seal comes in
1OOjoot rolls in several widths
but however it comes it's tough,
stable, waterproof, and so simple
and fast to apply that no special
equipment is necessary and very
little training is needed. lt's also
versatile: there's a Sure-Seal
System for practically every size
and shape roof in America. old

or new.

One reliable American source
delivers all Sure-Seal materials

and

accessories: resourceful
Carlisle, who came up with
Sure-Seal in the first place and
has backed it for nearly three
decades. Which is how long
some Sure-Seal applications
have been in continuous use.
Write today for details and the
name of your approved SureSeal applicator!
Sure-Seal Systems, lor almost
every roof in America!

Carlisb Tirc & Rubber
Construction Materials Department
Carlisle Tire & Rubber Company
Division ot Carlisle Corporation
P.O. Box 99
Carlisle. Pa. 17013
(717) 249-1OO0, Telex 84-2330 (Carliste CLSL)

For more data, circle I

l5 on inquiry

card
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Paddockpioneerrd the Pipeless Pool S5nrfulrr.
Paddock per:fected the Plpeless Pool System.
Orrer IAOO insrtallation attest to its srrperioniQr.
Since 1920, Paddock of
California has led the
industry in every major
advancement in swimming

pool design and
construction. Their pipeless
system of pool water
recirculation has been field
proven in over 1800 installations
throughout the country.
Now, Paddock offers the SCRS@ System. A
pool perimeter recirculation system that responds
automatically and instantaneously to the number of
swimmers and their type of activity in the pool. Pool water
level, gutter flow rate, action of surge weirs and main drain are
monitored continuously and activiated automatically to
provide the most efficient water recirculation available. In addition,

For: ncw

poolsor: nr:rn'rxlc,ling! cxisting pools.

For more data, circle I 16 on inquiry card
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the system provides surge containment for
competition and can carry flow rates
up to 3,000 gallons per minute. For
new construction or renovation.
Consider a Paddock SCRS Svstem
atop of a gleaming stainless steel
Permawal sidewall panel.
Untold economies and efficiencies
are yours now and for
the life of the swimming pool.

Write or call for full
particulars, your inquiry will
receive immediate consideration.

Perelelock"
POOL EOUIPMENT COMPAilY, INC.
P.O. Bor 511
555 Prddock Parkway
Rock Hlll, South Carollna,29730
T.Lphon.: (803) 324-1111
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. Published by
McCraw-Hill, Inc., |221 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York 10020. o
1977. All rights reserved.
Readers using the index will find buildings entered in three ways: by architect's name, by
building's or owner's name, and by building
Vpe (banks, hospitals, schools, etc.). Other
categories cover subjects in the engineering

section (concrete, lighting, preiabrication,
etc.). ABBREVIATIONS: AB-Architectural
Business; AE-Architectural Engineering;
BA-Building Activity; BTS-Building

Types

Study; LP-Legal Perspectives; TN R-Technical News and Research.
A

," Editorial by Walter

F. Wagner,

Jr.-May 1977, p.13.

Apogee 1, Coconut Crove, Miami, Fla.; Robert Altman,
Denis Arden, Charles Sieger, archts.-Mid-May l9ZZ,
BTS, pp.112-113.
Arango house, Acapulco, Mexico; John Lautner, archt.Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.64-67.
Architect's Offices, Minneapolis, Minn.; Design Consortium/Zuber, Inc., archts.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 1 14-1 15.
Architectural Business. "An automated project control system aims for improved profitability," by C. Neil HarperMar. 1977 , p. 6'l . "COFPAES renews its ,costs and audirs,

argument"-Ap!'. 1977, p. 75. "Construction management, in a Miami test, saves 91.5

75-78. "CteaIing

million"-Jan. 1977, pp.

a

healthy financial climate ior construction requires a delicate balance by the Administration and Federal Reserve"-Apr. 1977, p. 23. ,,Cetting
published: an unraveled mystery," by Stephen A. Kliment-Feb. 1977 , pp. 59-61 . "Managing your marketing
communications program," by Stephen A. Kliment-May
1977, pp. 77-79. "Mayk this year we can get back to
talking about design quality?," Editorial by Walter F.
Wagner, Jr.-Feb. 1977 , p..13. "New year, new Administration, new hope, new concerns," Editorial by Walter F.
Wagner, Jr.-Jan. 1977, p. 13. "Planning your personal
financial strategy," by Mark Pollard-part 1, Mar. 1977,
p. 59; Part 2, "The high-income architect,,-Apr. 1977,
p. 27. "Regulatory codes: one firm's check list for industrial projects," by loseph E. Compton-June 1977, pp.6567. "Fax cuts and Federal spending needed to revive economic recovery in 1977"
1977 BA, p. 83. ,,Writing
,

-Jan.
for marketing impact: lefters,
brochures, proposals,,, by
Stephen A. Kliment-June "1977, pp.71-73.
Architectural Engineering. "All of hospital's heat is from off,,Building autopeak power"
-lan. 1977, TNR, p. I 53.
<

/

//

growth after recovery?,"-May 1977, pp. 65-66. "New
year, new Administration, hew hope, new concerns," Editorial by Walter F. Wagner, .lr.-Jan. 1977, p. 13. "Regional activity in 1976 showed the shifts have stabiI ized"-Feb.
1977 , p. 67 . "Tax cuts and Federal spending
needed to revive economic recovery in 1977"-Jan.
1977 , p. 83.
Building Types Study 500. "Forty years oi American architecture"-Apr. 1977, pp. 117-146. "The Building Types
Study as a not{oo-clouded crystal ball," by Charles K.
Hoyt-Apr. 1977, pp. 138-146. "Magic, nostalgia and a
hint of greatness in the workaday world of the Building
Types Study," by Charles W. Moore & Richard B.

Eroberg-Mar. 1977, pp. 131-134.

Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell, archts.; Stanford Shopping
Center, Palo Alto, Cal.-June 1977, pp.'105-108. Venetian Cardens, Stockton, Cal.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp.

Art Calleries. Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, Conn.,
Louis Kahn, archt. (with commentary by Vincent Scully,
Jr.)-June 1977, pp. 95-104.
Astle, Neil & Assocs., archts.; Ball house, Omaha, Neb.Mid-May 1977 , BTS, pp. 90-93.

Oliver-Apr.

mation," by Donald E. Ross: Part l, ,,What it does, what
its benef its are, how the economics fare"-Apr. 1977 , pp.

B
Backen, Arrigoni & Ross, Inc., archts.; Marin Tennis Club,
San Raphael, Cal.-Feb. 1977,8f5, pp. 128-130.
Ball house, Omaha, Neb.; Neil Astle & Assocs., archts.Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp. 90-93.
Barnes, Edward Larrabee, archt.; IBM World Trade Ameri-

cas/Far East Corporation Headquarters, Mt. Pleasant,
N.Y.-Jan. 1977, pp. 14'l-146.
Barnes, Edward Larrabee and Herbert S. Newman Assocs.,
archts.; Yale University Old Campus Renovation Phase
One: Farnam, Lawrence, Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New
Haven, Conn.-Mar. 1977 , pp. 93-10O.

Beach house, Eastern Long lsland, N.Y.; Hobart Eetts
Assocs., archts.-Mid-May 1977 , BfS, pp. 86-89.
Eest Products Company, Houston, Tex., Sacramento, Calif.,

Two Proposals for southern California; SITE, Inc.,
archts.-Mar. 1977, BTS, pp. 124-129.
Betts, Hobart Assocs., archts.; Beach house, Eastern Long
lsland, N.Y.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp.86-89.
Birkerts, Gunnar & Assocs., archts.; Dance Instructional Facility, Purchase, N.Y.-Feb. 1977, pp. 85-90. "Defining a
design methodology," by Cunnar Birkerts-Feb. 1977,
pp. 91 -94.
Bohlin & Powell, archts.; Coal Street Park and lce-A-Rama,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.-Feb. 1977 , BIS, pp. 124-127.
Boulevard Temple Methodist Home, Detroit, Mich.; Nathan
Levine & Assocs., Inc., archts.-May 1977, BIS, p. 136.
Breger, William Assocs., archts.; C.A.B.S. Nursing Home,
New York, N.Y.-May 1977, BfS, p. 134.
BP Oil Corporation, Marcus Hook, Pa.; HOK Assocs., Inc.,
archts.-June 1977, BfS, pp. 1 34-l 35.
Brown, Walter/Lawrence Jacobs, archts.; Lieto house, Westchester, N.Y.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp.78-81.
Bruder house, New River, Ariz.; William Bruder, archt.Mid-May 1977,8I5, pp. 104-105.
Bruder, William, archt.; Bruder house, New River, Ariz.Mid-May 1977,8I5, pp. 104-105.
Building Activity. "Dodge/Sweet's construction outlook,
1977: fist update. lt's looking bigger by the minute"Mar. 1977, pp. 63-65. "The five-year {orecast: is there

1977

, pp. 118-137.

120-121.
Burdines of Florida Department Store, Tampa, Fla.; Reyn-

olds, Smith
1 1

Altman, Robert, Denis Arden, Charles Sieger, archts.; Apogee 1, Coconut Crove, Miami, Fla.-Mid-May 1977 , BfS,
pp.112-113.
AlA. "Advertising and AIA ethics: For all the activity, no
early resolution is in sight," by Arthur T. Kornblut, Esq.May 1977, LP, p. 73. "Some random thoughts on ethics.
..

147-150; Part 2, "Energy optimization by computer"May 1977, pp.143-144. "Daylightingdesign aids emerge
as interest grows in the technique"-Jan. 1977, TNR, p.
152. First Bagley Parking Carage, Detroit, Mich. Albert
Kahn Assocs. Inc., archts.-June 1977, pp. 143-144.
"Modified lightgage steel units frame hospital's interstitial floors"-jan. 1927, TNR, p. 151. "A subtle layering
of architecture and light for maritime company offices in
San Francisco"-Fe6. 1977, pp. 131-136. "Unusual
hypar roof shelters zoo animals"-Jan. 1927, TNR, p.
1 54. "Visualizing the effect of earthquakes on the behavior of building structures," by Paul Weidlinger-May
1977, pp. 139-142. "What size solar heating system is
economical for a house?," by Donald Watson & Fred N.

& Hills, Inc., archts.-Mar. 1977, BfS, pp.

8-1 23.

Butternut Hill Condominiums, Waitsfield, Vt.; Design Five,
f nc., archts.-Mid -May 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 1 0-1 1 I .

c
C.A.B.S. Nursing Home, New York, N.Y.; William Breger
Assocs., archts.-May 1977, BTS, p. 134.
Campbell-Yost-Crube
Partners, archts.; Embarcadero

&

Condominiums, Newport, Ore.-Mid-May 1977, BfS,
pp.114-115.
Canada. Chiu house, Vancouver, B.C.; James Cheng,

archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 72-73. Metropolitan
Toronto Zoo, Toronto, Ont.; The Thom Partnership, Clifford & Lawrie. Crank & Boake, archts.-Jan. 1977, TNR,
p. '154. Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver, B.C.; Ar
thur Erickson Architects, archts.-May 1977, pp. 103110. Wolf house, Toronto, Ont.; Barton Myers, archt.Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 50-53.
Cardwell, Richard, archt.; Private residence, Puget Sound,
Wash.-Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 98-99.
Catholic Medical Center, Manchester, N.H.; Huygens &
Tappe Inc., archts.-Jan. 1977, TNR, p. 153.
Caudill Rowlett Scoft, archts.; Dade County High School,
Miami, Fla.-Jan. 1977, AB, pp.75-78.
Center for the Study of Contemporary Art/Joan Mi16 Foundation, Barcelona, Spain; Sert, Jackson & Assocs., archts.Mar. 1977, pp. 85-92.
Central Building, for the School of Art and Physical Education, Tsukuba University, lbaragi Prefecture, .lapan; Fumihiko Maki & Assocs., archts.-Apr. 1977, pp. "lO7-112.
Central Power House, Utica, N.Y.; Rogers, Eutler & Bergun,
archts.-June 1977, BIS, p. 142.
Chapell, Donald, archt.; Chapell house, Eastern Long lsland,
N.Y.-Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 7 6-77.
Chapell house, Eastern Long lsland, N.Y.; Donald Chapell,
archt.-Mid-May 1977 , Bf S, pp.76-77 .
Cheng, James, archt.; Chiu house, Vancouver, 8.C., Canada-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.72-73.
Chicago's Eureau of Architecture, Department of Public
Works, archts.; Navy Pier Restoration, Chicago, lll.-Mar.
1977, pp. 1O7-114.

Chiu house, Vancouver, 8.C., Canada; James
archt.-Mid-May

1

97 7,

BIS, pp.

7

Cheng,
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Coal Stre€t Park, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Bohlin

&

Powell,

archts.-Feb. 1977 , BTS, pp. 124-127.
Conklin & Rossant, archts.; Monument East Apartments, Baltimore, Md.-May 1977, BfS, pp. 128-129.
Construction Management. "Construction management, in
a Miami test, saves $1.5 million"-Jan.1977, AB, pp. 7578. "Creating a healthy financial climate for construction
requiies a delicate balance by the Administration and
Federal Reserve"-Apr. 1977, AB, p.73.
Copelin, Lee & Chen, archts.; Uptown Racquet Club, New
York, N.Y.-Feb. 1977 , Bf S, pp. 1 1 7-1 19.
Crest Apartments, St. Helens, Ore.; Robert Foote, archt.Mid-May 1977 , BrS, pp. 1 l6-'l 1 7.
Crissman & Solomon, archts.; Offices o{ Crissman & Solomon, Watertown, Mass.-lan. 1977, BfS, pp. 106-107.
Private residence, New York State-Mid-May 1977 , BfS,
pp.94-97.
Crowley Maritime Corporation Headquarters, San Francisco, Calif.; Robinson & Mills Architecture and Planning,
archts.-Feb. 1977 , AE, pp. 1 31-136.

D
Dade County High School, Miami, Fla.; Caudill Rowlett
Scott, archts.-Jan. '1977, AB, pp.75-78.
Dance Instructional Facility, Purchase, N.Y.; Gunnar Birkerts & Assocs., archts.-Feb. 1977, pp.85-90.

Desert house, Albuquerque, N.M.; Antoine Predock,
archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 60-61.
Design ConsortiumlTuber, lnc., archts.; Architect's Offices,
Minneapolis, Minn.-Jan. 1977, ATS, pp. 114-1 15.
Design Five, Inc., archts.; Butternut Hill Condominiums,
Waitsfield, Vt.-Mid-May 1977 , BrS, pp. 1 10-1 1 1 .
De Vido, Alfredo & John H. MacFadyen, archts.; Robin
Hood Dell West, Philadelphia, Pa.-Jan. 1977, pp. 129132.

Editorials. "An urban mayor offers some sensible strategies

in searching for a new urban policy," by Walter F.
Wagner, jr.-Mar. 1977, p. 13. "Maybe this year we can
get back to talking about design quality?," by Walter F.
Wagner, Jr.-Feb. 1977 , p. 1 3. "A new start for housing:
what we need most are new approaches," by Walter F.
Wagner, .lr.-Apr. 1 97 7, p. 1 3. "New year, new Administration, new hope, new concerns," by Walter F. Wagner,

Y.-Jan. 1977, p. 13. "Solar energy: some hopes and
some concerns," by Walter F. Wagner,

Jr.-June

1977 , p.

13. "Some random thoughts on ethics . . ," by Walter F.
Wagner, Jr.-May "1977 , p. '13.
ELS Design Croup and Arthur Cofton Moore Assocs.,
archts.; 1055 Thomas .lefferson Street, Ceorgetown,
Washington, D.C.-Feb. 1 977, pp. 95-1 O2.
Embarcadero Condominiums, Newport, Ore., CatnpbellYost-Crube & Partners, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp.
114-115.
Energy Conservation. "Daylighting design aids emerge as interest grows in the technique"-lan. 1977, TNR, p. 152.

"What size solar heating system is economical for a
house?," by Donald Watson & Fred N. Broberg-Mar.
1977, AE, pp. 131-134.
Erdos house, Northern Ohio; J. Lawrence Scott, archt.Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 62-63.
Erickson, Arthur, archts.; Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver, 8.C., Canada-May 1977, pp. 103-1 I 0.
Erie County Medical Center, Buffalo, N.Y.; Foit, Maharan,
Sloan & Schneider, archts.-Jan. 1927, TNR, p. 151.

Geddes Brecher Qualls Cunningham, archts.; Stockton State
College, Pomona, N.J.---lvlay 1977, pp. 95-1O2.
Gelardin Bruner Coft, archts.; Private residence, Weston,
Mass.-Mid-May 1977 , BIS, pp. 55-59.
Gibbs, Hugh & Donald Cibbs Architects and SLS-Environetics, archts.; Relta Steamship Company Offices, Long
Beach, Cal.-Jan. 1977 , BfS, pp. '122-125.
Civens Estates, Inc., Asheville, N.C.; William Morgan Architects, archts.-May 1977, BfS, p. 125.
Goecker Residence, The Sea Ranch, Cal.; Donald Jacob's,
archt.-Jan. 1977, pp. 147-150.
Cordon/Spencer, archts.; Squash 1, Mamaroneck, N.Y.)an. 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 08-1 09.
Cray house, Santa Barbara, Cal.; Warner & Cray, archts.Mid-May 1977,8T5, pp. l0O-103.
Cruen Assocs. of Los Angeles, archts.; United States Embassy Office Building, Tokyo, Japan-Apr. 1977 , pp. 1011 06.
Crundy Tower, Bristol, Pa.; Louis Sauer Assocs., archts.May 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 30-1 3 1 .
Cruzen & Partners, archts.; Palisade Nursing Home, New
York, N.Y.-May 1977, BTS, pp. 126-127.

H

Hampden Country Club, Hampden, Mass.; Paolo Riani
Assocs., archts.-Fet:. 1977, BTS, pp. 122-123.
Hartman-Cox Architects, archts.; National Park Service Stable, Washington, D.C.-Feb. 1977, BIS, pp. 120-121.
Private residence, Potomac, Md.-May 1977, pp. 119122.

Hennepin County Covernment Center, Minneapolis, Minn.;
.fohn Carl Warnecke & Assocs., archts.-Mar. 1977, pp.
101-106.
Hewlett-Packard Microelectronics Plant, Santa Rosa, Cal.;
John Carl Warnecke & Assocs., archts.-.lune 1977 , BTS,

pp.128-129.

HOK Assocs., lnc., archts.,; BP Oil Corporation, Marcus
Hook, Pa.-June 1977 , BIS, pp. 1 34-1 35. Saginaw Road
Development Plan, Midland, Mich.-.lune 1977 , BfS, pp.
1

34-1 35.

Hospitals. Catholic Medical Center, Manchester, N.H.;
Huygens & Tappe Inc., archts.-,ari. 1972, TNR, p. 153.
ErieCountyMedical Center, Buffalo, N.Y.; Foit, Maharan,
Sloan & Schneider, archts.-,an. 1927, TNR. p. 151. See
also Medical Facilities.
Houses. "Record Houses of 1977," Building Types Study
SO2-Mid-May, pp. 49-126. Arango house, Acapulco,
Mexico; John Lautner, archt.-Mid-May 1977,8f5, pp.
64-67. Ball house, Omaha, Neb.; Neil Astle & Assocs.,
archts.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 9o-93. Beach house,
Eastern LonB lsland, N.Y.; Hobart Betts Assocs., archts.Mid-May 1977,8I5, pp. 85-89. Bruder house, New River,
Ariz.; William Bruder, archt.-Mid-May 1977, 8TS, pp.
104-105. Chapell house, Eastern Long lsland, N.Y.; Don-

archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.76-77.Chiu
house, Vancouver, 8.C., Canada; James Cheng, archt.Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.72-73. Desert house, Albquerque, N.M.; Antoine Predock, archt.-Mid-May 1977,
BTS, pp. 60-6 1 . Erdos house, Northern Ohio; J. Lawrence
Scott, archt.-Mid-May 1977, 8TS, pp. 62-63. Goecker
Residence, The Sea Ranch, Cal.; Donald Jacobs, archt.lan.1977, pp. l4Z-150. Cray house, Santa Barbara, Cal.;
Warner & Gray, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 100afd Chapell,

F

5th Street Subway Station, Philadelphia, Pa.; Ueland &
Junker, archts.-J an. 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 O2-1 03.
First-Bagley Parking Carage, Detroit, Mich.; Albert Kahn
Assocs. f nc., archts.-June 1977, AE, pp. 143-144.
Fisher-Friedman Assocs., archts.; Whalers' Cove, Foster
City, Cal.-Mid-May 1977,8TS, pp. 124-l26.
Fleig, Jack, archt.; Leisure World Electronics, Baraboo,
Wisc.-lan. 1977, BfS, pp. 116-1 17.

Florida Christian Home Apartments, Jacksonville, Fla.;
Frredman/Clements/Rumpel, archts.-May 1977, BrS,
pp. 1 32-1 33.
Foit, Maharan, Sloan & Schneider, archts.; Erie County Medical Center, Buffalo, N.Y.-lan. 1977, TNR, p. 1 5l .
Foote, Robert, archt.; Crest Apartments, St. Helens, Ore.-

Mid-May 1977,8T5, pp. 116-1 17.
Foreign Architecture. See individual country.

Franzen Apartment, New York, N.Y.; Ulrich Franzen,
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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Hagmann, John & Robert Stern, archis.; Private Apartment,
Elkins Park, Pa.-Jan. 1977, BfS,pp. 1 10-1 13.

E
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archt.-Jan. 1977 , BfS, pp. 126-1 28.
Franzen, Ulrich, archt.; Franzen Apanment, New York,
N.Y.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 126-128.
Fread Sanctuary, Temple Eeth El, West Palm Beach, Fla.;
Alfred Browning Parker Architects, archts.-Feb. 1977,
pp.111-114.
Freedman/Clements/Rumpel, archts.; Florida Christian
Home Apartments, .lacksonville, Fla.-May 1977, BfS,
pp.132-133.

lune 1977

archts.-Mid-May 1977, AIS, pp. l05-'108. Private residence, Potomac, Md.; Hartman-Cox Architects, archts.May 1977, pp. 119-122. Private residence, Puget Sound,
Wash.; Richard Cardwell, archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS,
pp. 98.99. Private residence, southern Cal.; Paul Thoryk
& Assocs., archts.-Apr. 1977 , pp. 1 1 3- l 16. Private residence, Westchester, N.Y.; Richard Meier & Assocs.,
archts.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp. 68-71. Private residence, Weston, Mass.; Gelardin Bruner Cott, archts.Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp. 56-59. Residential remodeling
and addition, Chevy Chase, Md.; Hugh Newell Jacobsen,
archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 82-83. Two houses by
Charles Moore, contrasted: Private residence near New
York; Charles W. Moore Assocs., archts. (now Moore
Grover Harper, P.C.); Swan house, Long lsland, N.Y.;
Charles W. Moore Assocs. with Richard B. Oliver,
archts.*June 1977 , pp. 109-1 16. "What size solar heating system is economical for a house?," by Donald WaG
son & Fred N. Broberg-Mar. 1977, AE, pp. 131-134.

Wolf house, Toronto, Ont., Canada; Barton

Myers,

archt.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 5O-53.
Housing & Apartments. "Housing the Aging," Building
Types Study 501-May 1977, pp. 123-138. "Record
Houses of 1977," Building Types Study 502-Mid-May
1977 , pp. 49-126. " An urban mayor offers some sensible
strategies in searching for a new urban policy," Editorial
by Wafter F. Wagner, Jr.-Mar. 1977, p. 13. Apogee 1,
Coconut Crove, Miami, Fla.; Robert Altman, Denis
Arden, Charles Sieger, archts.-Mid.May 1972, BTS, pp.
112-1 13. Butternut Hill Condominiums, Waitsfield, Vt.;
Design Five, Inc., archts.-Mid -May 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 I O1ll. Crest Apartments, St. Helens, Ore.; Robert Foote,
archt.-Mid-May 1977 , AIS, pp. 1 16-1 1 7. Embarcadero
Condominiums, Newport, Ore.; Campbel l-Yost-Crube &
Partners, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 1l4-1 15.

Florida Christian Home Apartments, lacksonville, Fla.;
Freedman/Clements/Rumpel, archts.-May 1977, BfS,
pp. 132-133. Franzen Apartment, New York, N.Y.; Ulrich
Franzen, archt.-Ja. 1977, 8TS, pp. 126-128. The
Civens Estates, Inc., Asheville, N.C.; William Morgan Architects, archts.-May 1977, BTS, p. 125. Crundy Tower,
Bristol, Pa.; Louis Sauer Assocs., archts.-May 1977,8I5,

pp. 130-131. The Landings, near Buffalo, N.Y.; Morse &
Harvey, archts.*Mid-May 1977 , Bf S, pp. 1 1 8-1 1 9. Monument East Apartments, Baltimore, Md.; Conklin & Rossant, archts.-May 1977, BTS, pp. 128-129. "A new start
for housing: what we need most are new approaches,"
Editorial by Walter F. Wagner, Jr.-Apr. 1977, p. 13.Palisade Nursing Home, New York; N.Y.; Cruzen & Partners,
archts.-May 1977 , BIS, pp. 126-127 . Private Apartment,
Elkins Park, Pa.; Robert Stern & John Hagmann, archts.-

tan.1977, BTS, pp. 110-113. Private Apartments, New
York, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.Feb. 1977 , pp. 1 03-1 05. Sunrise Apartments, Sacramento,
Cal.; Sandy/Babcock, drchts.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp.
122-123. Venetian Cardens, Stockton, Cal.; Bull Field
Vofkmann Stockwell, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp.
12O-121. Whalers'Cove, Foster City, Cal.; FisherFriedman Assocs., archts.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 12a-126.
"What are concernd architects doing about the aging's
probfems?,"-May 1977, BfS, p. 135. "What do the real
clients, the aging, think about the current facilities?," by
Margaret Bemiss-May 1977, BfS, pp. 137-138. Yale
University Old Campus Renovation Phase One: Farnam,
Lawrence, Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New Haven, Conn.;
Edward Larrabee Barnes and Herbert S. Newmdn Assocs.,
archts.-Mar. 1977, pp. 93-1oo.
Hoyt, Charles K., "The Building Types Study as a not-tooclouded crystal ball"-Apr. 1977, BTS, pp. I 38-146.
Huygens & Tappe Inc., archts.; Catholic Medical Center,
Manchester, N.H.-Jan. 1977, TNR, p. 153.

I

'103. Lieto house, Westchester, N.Y.; Walter Brown/

lce-A-Rama, Wilkes-Bane, Pa.; Bohlin & Powell, archts.Feb. 1977, BfS, pp. 124-127.
Indusrrial Buildings. "lndustrial Buildings," Building Types
Study 503-June 1977, pp. 127-142. BP Oil Corporation,

Lawrence Jacobs, archts.-Mid-May 1977 | BfS, 78-81 .
Maxey house, Wayne County, Pa.; Lyman Perry, archt.Mid-May 1977 , BIS, pp.74-75. Private residence, Arlington, Va.; Arthur Cofton Moore Assocs., archts.-Mid-May
1977, BfS, pp. 84-85. Private residence, Long lsland,
N.Y.; Norman .laffe, archt.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 5455. Private residence, New York State; Crissman & Solomon, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 94-97. Private
residence, Northern Florida; William Morgan Architects,

Marcus Hook, Pa.; HOk Assocs., Inc., archts.-June
1977, BTS, pp. 134-135. Central Power House, Utica,
N.Y.; Rogers, Butler & Bergun, archts.-lune 1977, BfS,
o. 142. HewleR-Packard Microelectronics Plant, Santa
Rosa, Cal.; John Carl Warnecke & Assocs., archts.-June
1977 . BfS, pp. I 28-1 29. Printing Plant and Office for the
Logan Liader/The News Democrat, Russellville, Ky.;
Ryan, Cooke & Zuern Assocs., Inc.-June 1927, BTS, pp.
136-137. Saginaw Road Development Plan, Midland,

Mich.; HOK Assocs., Inc., archts.-.lune 1977, BfS, pp.
'l

34-1 35. Sears, Roebuck and Company National Catalog

Fashion Distribution Center, Elk Crove, lll.; Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, archts.-)une 1977, BTS, pp. 130-131.
Sterling Heights Public Service Facility, Sterling Heights,
Mich.; Straub, Van Dine, Dziurman Architects, archts.tune 1977, BTS, pp. 1 38-1 39. Western Headquarters, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc., Des Plaines, lll.; Pasanella
& Klein, archts.-lune 1977, BTS, pp. 140-'141. Windsor

at Sonoma Vineyards, Healdsburg, Cal.; Roland/Miller/Assocs., archts.-june 1977, BfS, pp. 132-

Winery

1 33.
lnteriors. "Record Interiors o( 1977," Building Types Study

497-lan.'1977, pp. 101-128. Architect's Offices, Minneapolis, Minn.; Design Consortium/Zuber, Inc.,
1977 , BTS, pp. 1 14-1 1 5. Crowley Maritime
Corf}oration Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal.; Robinson
& Mills Architecture and Planning, archts.-Feb. 1927,
AE, pp. 1 3 1 -1 36. 5th Street Subway Station, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Uefand & lunker, archts.-lan. 1977,8f5, pp. 102103. Franzen Apartment, New York, N.Y.; Ulrich Franzen, archt.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 126-128. Leisure World

archts.-lan.

Electronics, Baraboo, Wisc.; Jack Fleig, archt.-.lan.
1977, BfS, pp. 1 16-117. Offices of Crissman & Solomon,
Watertown, Mass.; Crissman & Solomon, archts.-lan.
1977, BfS, pp. 106-107. Plaza Club, Worcester County
National Bank, Worcester Plaza, Worcester, Mass.; Roche
Dinkeloo & Assocs., archts.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 104'105. Private Apartment, Elkins Park, Pa.; Robert Stern &
John Hagmann, archts.-Jan. 1977, BIS, pp.110-113.

The Providence Journal Publishing Company, Providence, R.l.; Warren Platner Assocs., archts.-Jan. 1977,
BTS, pp. 118-121. Relta Steamship Company Offices,
Lohg Beach, Cal.; Hugh Cibbs & Donald Gibbs Architects
and SLS-Environetics, archts.-lan. 1977, BIS, pp. 122125. Squash 1, Mamaroneck, N.Y.; Cordon/Spencer,
archts.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 108-109. Yale University
Old Campus Renovation Phase One: Farnam, Lawrance,
Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New Haven, Conn.; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Herbert S. Newman Assocs., archts.Mat. 1977 , pp. 93-1 00.
IBM World Trade Americas/Far East Corporation Headquarters, Mt. Pleasant, N.Y.; Edward Larrabee Barnes,
arch.-Jan. 1977, pp. 141-146.

I
Jacobs, Donald, archt.; Crecker Residence, The Sea Ranch,
Cal.-Jan. 1977, pp. "147-150.

lacobsen, Hugh Newell, archt.; Residential remodeling and
addition, Chevy Chase, Md.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp.
82-83.
laffe, Norman, archt.; Private residence, Long lsland, N.Y.Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 54-55.
lapan. The Central Building, Ior the School of Art and Physical Education, Tsukuba University, lbaragi Prefecture; Fumihiko Maki & Assocs., archts.-Apr. 1977, pp.1O7-'112.
United States Embassy Office Building, Tokyo; Cruen
Assocs. o{ Los Angeles, archts.-Apr. 1977 , pp. 101-106.
John Hancock Tower, Boston, Mass.; l. M. Pei & Partners,
archts.-June 1977, pp. 117-126.

K
Kahn, Albert Assocs. Inc., archts.; First-Bagley Parking
Carage, Detroit, Mich.-June 1977, AE, pp. 143-144.
Kahn, Louis, archt.; Yale Center for British Art, New Haven,

Conn. (with commentary by Vincent Scully, lr.)-June
1977, pp.95-104.
Kliment, R. M. & Frances Halsband, archts.; Four projects:
private apartments, New York, N.Y.-Feb. 1977, pp.1O3105; Law offices, New York, N.Y.-Feb. 1977, pp. 106'107; Woodstock Sidewalk District, Woodstock, N.Y.Feb. 1977 , pp. I 08-1 1 0.

t
Landings (The), near Buffalo, N.Y.; Morse & Harvey,
archts.-Mid-May 1977 , BTS, pp. 1 I 8-1 19.
Lautner, John, archt.; Arango house, Acapulco, MexicoMid-May 1977 , BIS, pp. 64-67.
Law Offices, New York, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.-Feb. 1977, pp. 106-107.
Legal Perspectives. "Advertising and AIA ethics: For all the

activity, no early resolution is in sight," by Arthur T.
Kornbf ut, Esq.-May 1977, p. 73. "A basic guide to pi!
falls in foreign contracts," by Philip F. Purcell-lune

1977, p.69. Document A201: "ln spite of the controversy, A201 basically reaffirms traditional practices," by
Arthur T. Kornblut, Esq.-Part 1, Mar. 1977, pp. 55-57;

"Document A201 strives to clarify-not change-the
roles of architect, contractor and owner," by Arthur T.
Kornblut, Esq.-Part 2, Apt. 1977 , pp 67-69. "Puning the

Works, City of Chicago, Bureau oi Architecture,

Haven, Conn.-Mar. 1977, pp. 93-100.

issue of professional liability into p€rsp€ctive," by Arthur
T. Kornblul, Esq.-Feb. 1977, p. 57.
Leisure World Electronics, Baraboo, Wisc.; Jack Fleig,

archt.-lan. 1977, BIS, pp. 116-117.
Levine, Nathan & Assocs., Inc., archts.; Boulevard Temple
'l
Methodist Home, Detroit, Mich.-M ay 1977 , BTS, p. 36.
Brown/Lawrence
N.Y.;
Walter
Lieto house, Westchester,
lacobs, archts.-Mid-May 1977 , BTS, pp. 78-81 '
Lighting. Crowley Maritime Corporation Headquarters, San
Francisco, Cal.; Robinson & Mills Architecture and Planning, archts.-Feb . 1977 , AE, pp. 1 31 -1 36.

M
MacFadyen, John H. & Alfredo De Vido, archts.; Robin
Hood Dell West, Philadelphia, Pa.-lan. 1977, pp. 129132.
Maki, Fumihiko & Assocs., archts.; Cenral Building, for the
School of Art and Physical Education, Tsukuba University,
lbaragi Prefecture, Japan-Apr. 1 97 7, pp. 1 07 -1 1 2.
Marin Tennis Club, San Raphael, Cal.; Backen, Arrigoni &
Ross, f nc., archts.-Feb. 1977 , Bf S, pp. 128-1 30.
Maxey house, Wayne County, Pa.; Lyman Perry, archt.Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.74-75.

Medical Facilities. "Housing the Aging," Building

Types

501-May 1977, pp. 123-'138. Boulevard Temple
Methodist Home, Detroit, Mich.; Nathan Levine &
Study

Assocs., Inc., archts.-May 1977, BfS, p. 136. C.A.B.S.
Nursing Home, New York, N.Y.; William Breger Assocs.,
archts.-May 1977, BIS, p. 134. Florida Christian Home
Apartments, Jacksonville, Fla.; Freedman/Clements/Ruinpel, archts.-May 1977, BfS, pp. '132-133. The Civens
Estates, Inc., Asheville, N.C.; William MorSan Architects,
archts.-May 1977,8f5, p. 125. Palisade NursingHome,
New York, N.Y.; Cruzen & Partners, archts.-May 1977,
BTS, pp. 126-127. "What are concerned architects doing
about the aging's problemsz.,"-May 1977, BIS, p. 135.
"What do the real clients, the aging, think about the cutr
rent faci l ities?," by Margaret Bemiss-May 1 97 7, BT S, pp.
137-138. See also Hosoitals.
Meier, Richard & Assocs., archts.; Private residence, Westchester, N.Y.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 68-71.
Metropolitan Toronto Zoo, Toronto, Canada; The Thom
Partnership, Clifford & Lawrie, Crank & Boake, archts.lan. 1977 , TN R, p. 1 54.

Mexico. Arango house, Acapulco; John Lautner, archt.Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 64-67.
Mir6, Joan Foundation/Center for the Study oi Contemporary Art, Barcelona, Spain; Sert, .lackson & Assocs.,
archts.-Mar. 1977, pp. 85-92.
Monument East Apartments, Baltimore, Md.; Conklin & Rossant, archts.-May 1977 , BIS, pp. 128-129.
Moore, Arthur Cotton Assocs., archts.; Private residence, Ar
lington, Va.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 84-85.
Moore, Arthur Cotton Assocs. and ELS Design Croup,
archts.; 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, Ceorgetown,
Washington, D.C.-Feb. 1 977, pp. 95-1 O2.
Moore, Charles W. Assocs., archts. (now Moore Crover
Harper, P.C.); Two houses, contrasted: private residence
near New York; Swan House, Long lsland, N.Y. (with
Richard B. Oliver)-lune 1977 , pp. 109-1 16.
Moore, Charles W. & Richard B. Oliver, "Magic, nostalgia
and a hint of greatness in the workaday world of the Building Types Study"-Apr. 1977 , BfS, pp. 1 1 8-1 37.

Morgan, William Architects, archts.; The Givens

Estates,

lnc., Asheville, N.C.-May 1977 ,8I5, p. 'l 25. Private residence, Northern Florida-Mid-May 1977,8f5, pp. 1061 08. Morse & Harvey, archts.; The Landings, near Buffalo,
N.Y.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp.'l'18-1 19.
Museums. Center for the Study of Contemporary Art/loan

Mi16 Foundation, Earcelona, Spain; Sert, Jackson &
Assocs., archts.-Mar. 1977, pp. 85-92. Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver, 8.C., Canada; Arthur Erickson Ar
chitects, archts.-May 1977 , pp. '103-1 10.
Myers, Barton, archt.; Wolf house, Toronto, Ont., CanadaMid-May 1977 , BrS, pp. 50-53.

N

o
Office Buildings. IBM World Trade Americas/Far East Corporation Headquarters, Mt. Pleasant, N.Y.; Edward Larrabee Barnes, archt.-lan. 1977, pp. 141-146. lohn Hancock Tower. Boslon, Mass.; L M. Pei & Partners, archts.)une 1977. pp. 117-126. 1055 Thomas lefferson Strret,
Ceorgetown, Washington, D.C.; ELS DesiSn Group and
Arthur Cofton Moore Assocs., archts.-Feb. 1977, pp 95'
'102. United States Embassy Office Building, Tokyo,
Japan; Cruen Assocs. of Los Angeles, archts.-Apr' 1977,
pp. 101-106. World Trade Center Observation Deck,
South Tower, World Trade Center, New York, N.Y.; Warren Platner Assocs., archts.-May 1977, p. 118.
Offices. Architect's Offices, Minneapolis, Minn.; Design
Consortium/Zuber, Inc., archts.-lan. 1977, BTS, pp.
'l 14-115. Crowley Maritime Corporation Headquarters,
San Francisco, Cal.; Robinson & Mills Architecture and
Planning, archts.-Feb. 1977, AE, pp. 131-136. Law Offices, New York, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband,
archts.-Feb. 1977, pp. 106-107. Offices of Crissman &
Solomon, Watertown, Mass.; Crissman & Solomon,
archts.-Jan. 1977, BIS, pp. 106-107. The Providence
Journal Publishing Company, Providence, R.l.; Warren

'l
Platner Assocs., archts.-lan. 1977,8f5, pp. 18-121.
Relta Steamship Company Offices, Long Beach, Cal.;
Hugh Cibbs & Donald Cibbs Architects and SLS-Environetics, archts.-lan . 1977 , Bf S, pp. 122-125.
Oliver, Richard B. & Charles W. Moore, "Magic, nostalSia
and a hint of greatness in the workaday world of the Build'l
ing Types Study"-Apr. 1977 , BfS, pp. 18-1 37.
W.
Moore
Assocs. (now
Oliver, Richard B. with Charles
Moore Grover Harper, P.C.) archts.; Swan house, Long
f

sland, N.Y.-June 1977 , pp. 109-1 I 6.
P

Palisade Nursing Home, New York, N.Y.; Cruzen &
Partners, archts.-May 1977, BfS, pp. 126-127.
Parker, Alfred Browning Architects, archts.; Fread Sanctuary, Temple Beth El, West Palm Beach, Fla.-Fet:. 1977,

pp. l l

'l

-1 14.

Parking. First-Bagley Parking Carage, Detroit, Mich.; Alberl
Kahn Assocs. Inc., archts.-June 1977, AE, pp. 143-144.
Pasanella & Klein, archts.; Western Headquarters, Joseph E.
Seagram & Sons, Inc.-June l977,BTS. pp. 140:141.
Pei, l. M. & Partners, archts.; John Hancock Tower, Boston,
Mass.-June 1977. pp. 117-126.
Performing Arts Buildings. Robin Hood Dell Wesr, phila-

delphia, Pa.; John H. MacFadyen & Alfredo De Vido,
archts.-Jan. 1977, pp. 129-132.
Perry, Lyman, archt.; Maxey house, Wayne County, Pa.Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp.74-75.
Planning. "An urban mayor offers some sensible strategies
in searching for a new urban policy," Editorial by Walter
F. Wagner,.lr.-Mar. 1977, p. 13. Woodstock Sidewalk
District, Woodstock, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.-Fe6. 1977 , pp. 108- l I 0.
Platner, Warren Assocs,, archts.; The Providence Journal
Publishing Company, Providence, R.l.-Jan. 1977, BIS,
pp. 118-'121. Windows on rhe World and The Club at the
World Trade Center, North Tower, World Trade Center,
New York, N.Y.-May 1977, pp. 11 'l-118. World Trade
Center Observation Deck, South Tower, World Trade
Center, New York, N.Y.-May 1977, p. 118.
Plaza Club, Worcester County National Bank, Worcester

Plaza, Worcester, Mass.; Roche Dinkeloo & Assocs.,
archts.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 104-105.
Portman, John, archt., "An architecture for people and not
ior things"-Jan. 1977 , pp. 1 33-140.
Predock, Antoine, archt.; Desert house, Albuquerque,

N.M.-Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 60-61,
Printing Plant and Office for the Logan Leader/The News
Democrat, Russellville, Ky.; Ryan, Cooke & Zuern
Assocs., lnc.-June 1977 , BIS, pp. 136-137.
Providence Journal Publishing Company, Providence, R.l.;
Warren Platner Assocs., archts.-lan. 1922, BTS, pp. 1 18121

National Park Service Stable, Washinglon, D.C.; HartmanCox Architects, archts.-Feb. 1977, BfS, pp. 12O-121 .
Navy Pier Restoration, Chicago, lll.; Department of Public

archts.-

Mat. 1977 , pp. 1 07-1 1 4.
Newman, Herbert S. Assocs. and Edward Larrabee Barnes,
archts.; Yale University Old Campus Renovation Phase
One: Farnam, Lawrance, Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New

.

Public Buildings. Hennepin County Covernment Center,
Minneapolis, Minn.; John Carl Warnecke & Assocs.,
archts.-Mar. 1977 , pp. 101 -106.
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R
Recreational Facilities. "Building for Sport," Building Types
Study 498-Feb. 1977, pp. 115-130. Coal Street Park,

Wilkes-Barre,'Pa.; Bohlin & Powell, archts.-Feb. 1977,
BTS, pp. 124-127. Hampden County Club, Hampden,
Mass.; Paolo Riani Assocs., archts.-Feb. 1977, BTS, pp.
122-123. lce-A-Rama, Wilkes-Bane, Pa.; Bohlin &
Powell, archts.-Fe6. 1977, BTS, pp. 124-127. Marin
Tennis Club, San Raphael, Cal.; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross,
Inc., archts.-Feb.1977, BfS, pp. 128-130. Metropolitan
Toronto Zoo, Toronto, Ont., Canada; the Thom Partnership, Clifford & Lawrie, Crank & Boake, archts.-Jan.
1977, TNR, p. 154. National Park Service Stable, Washington, D.C.; Hartman-Cox Architects, archts.-Feb.
'1977, BfS, pp. 'l2O-121. Navy Pier Restoration, Chicago,
lll.; Department of Public Works, City of Chicago, Bureau
ol Architecture, archts.-Mar. 1977 , pp. 107-1 1 4. Squash
1, Mamaroneck, N.Y.; Cordon/Spencer, archts.-Jan.
1977, BIS, pp. 108-109. Uptown Racquet Club, New
York, N.Y.; Copelin, Lee & Chen, archts.-Feb. 1977,
BTS,pp.1lZ-119.
Religious Buildings. Fread Sanctuary, Temple Beth El, West
Palm Beach, Fla.; Alfred Browning Parker Architects,
archts.-Feb. 1977,pp. 1I1-1 14.
Relta Steamship Company Offices, Long Beach, Cal.; Hugh
Cibbs & Donald Cibbs Architects and SLS-Environetics,
archts.-Jan. 1977, BfS, pp. 122-125.

Renovations

&

Restorations. Architect's Offices, Min-

neapolis, Minn.; Design Consortium/Zuber, Inc.,
archts.-Jan.

1977 , BTS, pp. 1 14-1 1 5. 5th Street Subway
Station, Philadelphia, Pa.; Ueland & Junker, archts.-.lan.
1977, BfS, pp. 102-103. Franzen Apartment, New York,
N.Y.; Ulrich Franzen, archt.-tan. 1977, BTS, pp. 126128. Law Offices, New York, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment &
Frances Halsband, archts.-Feb. 1977 , pp. 106-1 07. Lei-

sure World Electronics, Baraboo, Wisc.; .lack Fleig,
archt.-f an. 1977, BfS, pp. I l6-1 17. Navy Pier Restoration, Chicago, lll.; Department of Public Works, City of
Chicago, Bureau oi Architecture, archts.-Mar. 1977, pp.
1O7-114, Offices of Crissman & Solomon, Watertown,
Mass.; Crissman & Solomon, archts.-Jan. '1977, BTS,pp.
106-107. Private apartments, New York, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.-Feb. 1977, pp. 1031 05. Private residence, New York State; Crissman & Solomon, archts.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. 94-97. The Provi-

dence Journal Publishing Company, Providence, R.l.;
Warren Platner Assocs., archts.-Jan. 1977, BTS, pp. 1 1 8121 . Relta Steamship Company Offices, Long Beach, Cal.;
Hugh Gibbs & Donald Cibbs Architects and SlS-Environetics, archts.-Jan. 1977, BTS, pp. 122-125. Residential
remodeling and addition, Chevy Chase, Md.; Hugh
Newell Jacobsen, archt.-Mid-May 1977, BIS, pp. 82-83.
Squash/1, Mamaroneck, N.Y.; Cordon/Spencer, archts.lan- 1977, BTS, pp. 108-109. Woodstock Sidewalk District, Woodstock, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.-Feb. 1977, pp. lO8-l10. Yale University
Old Campus Renovation Phase One: Farnam, Lawrance,
Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New Haven, Conn.; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Herbert S. Newman Assocs., archts.-

Mar.1977, pp.93-100.
Restaurants. Plaza Club, Worcester County National Bank,
Worcester Plaza, Worcester, Mass.; Roche Dinkeloo &

Assocs., archts.-lan. 1977, BTS, pp. 104-105. 1055
Thomas Jefferson Street, Ceorgetown, Washington, D.C.;
ELS Design Croup and Arthur Cotton Moore Assocs.,
archts.-Feb. 1977 , pp. 95-102. Windows on the World
and The Club at the World Trade Center. North Tower,
World Trade Center, New York, N.Y.; Warren Platner

archts.-May 1977 , pp. 1 1 1-1 18.
& Hills, Inc., archts.; Burdines of Florida
Deparlment Store, Tampa, Fla.-Mar. 1977, BfS, pp.

Assocs.,

Reynolds, Smith
1 1

8-1 23.

Riani, Paolo Assocs., archts.; Hampden Country Club,
Hampden, Mass.-Feb. 1977, BfS, pp. 122-123.
Robin Hood Dell West, Philadelphia, Pa.; .lohn H. MacFadyen & Alfredo De Vido, archts.-Jan. 1977, pp. 129-

132.
Robinson & Mills Architecture and Planning, archts.; Crowley Maritime Corporation Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal.-Feb. 1977,AE, pp. 131-136.
Roche Dinkeloo & Assocs., archts.; Plaza CIub, Worcester
County National Bank, Worcester Plaza, Worcester,
Mdss.-Jan. 1977,8f5, pp. 104-105.
Rogers, Butler & Bergun, archts.; Central Power House,
Utica, N.Y.-June 1977, BfS, p. 1a2.
Roland/Miller/Assocs., archts.; Windsor Winery at Sonoma

Vineyards, Healdsburg, Cal.-.lune 1977,
pp. 1 32-1 33.
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Roofing. "Unusual hypar roof shelters zoo animals"-lan.
1977, TNR, p. ls4.
Ryan, Cooke & Zuern Assocs., Inc., archts.; Printing Plant
and Office for the Logan Leader/The News Democrat,
Rusself ville, Ky.-June 1977 , Bf S, pp. 1 36-137.

s
Saginaw Road Development Plan, Midland, Mich.; HOK
Assocs., Inc., archts.-June 1977,8f5, pp. 134-135.
Sandy/Babcock, archts.; Sunrise Apartments, Sacramento,
Cal.-Mid-May 1977, BTS, pp. '122-123.
Sauer, Louis Assocs., archts.; Grundy Tower, Bristol, Pa.May 1977, BTS, pp. 130-131.
Schools. Dade County High School, Miami, Fla.; Caudill
Rowlett Scott, archts.-Jan. 1977, AB, pp.75-78.
Scott, J. Lawrence, archt.; Erdos house, Northern OhioMid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 62-63.
Sears, Roebuck and Company National Catalog Fashion
Distribution Center, Elk Grove, lll.; Skidmore, Owings &
Merri I l, archts.-j une 1 97 7, BTS, pp. 1 30-1 3 1 .
Sert, Jackson & Assocs., archts.; Center for the Study of Contemporary Art/Joan Mir6 Foundation, Barcelona, SpainMar. 1977 , pp. 85-92.
Shopping Centers. Stanford Shopping Center, Palo, Alto,
Cal.; Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell, archts.-june 1977.
pp. 1 05-1 08.
SITE, Inc., archts.; Best Products Company, Houston, Tex.;
Sacramento, Calif.; Two proposals for southern Cali{ornia-Mar. '1977, BfS, pp. 124-129. "How Best Products
profits from SITE, lnc.'s designs," by Edwin Slipek-Mar.
1977 , BrS, pp. 1 29-1 30.
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, archts.; Sears, Roebuck and
Company National Catalog Fashion Distribution Center,
Elk Crove, lll.-lune 1977 , Bf S, pp. l3O-1 3l .
SlS-Environetics and Hugh Cibbs & Donald Gibbs Architects, archts.; Relta Steamship Company Offices, Long
Beach, Cal.-Jan. 1977, BTS, pp. 122-125.
Smith, Hinchman & Crylls Assocs., Inc., archts.; "Regulatory codes: one firm's check list {or industrial projects,"
by Joseph E. Compton-June '1977 , AA, pp. 65-67.
Solar Energy. "Solar energy: some hopes and some concerns," Editorial by Walter F. Wagner, lr.-lune 1977, p.
13. "What size solar heating system is economical for a
house?," by Donald Watson & Fred N. Broberg-Mar.
1977, AE, pp. 131-134.
Spain. Center for the Study of Contemporary Art/Joan Mir6
Foundation, Barcelona; Sert, .lackson & Assocs., archts.-

Mat.1977, pp.85-92.
Squash/1, Mamaroneck, N.Y.; Cordon/Spencer, archts.la . "1977 , BTS, pp. 1 08- l 09.
Stanford Shopping Center, Palo Alto, Cal.; Bull Field Volkmann Stockwel l, archts.-June 1 97 7, pp. 1 05-1 08.
State University of New York College, Dance Instructional

Facility, Purchase, N.Y.; Cunnar Birkerts

&

Assocs.,

archts.-Feb. 1 97 7, pp. 85-9O.
Steel. FirstBagley Parking Carage, Detroit, Mich.; Albert
Kahn Assocs. Inc., archts.-lune 1977, AE, pp. 143-144.
"Modified lighrgage steel units frame hospital's interstitial
floors"-Jan. 1922, TNR, p. 151.
Sterling Heights Public Service Facility, Sterling Heights,
Mich.; Straub, Van Dine, Dziurman Architects, archts.lune 1977, BTS, pp. 1 38-1 39.
Stern, Robert & John Hagmann, archts.; Private Apartment,
Elkins Park, Pa.-Jan. 1977 , BIS, pp. 1 10-1 I 3.
Stockton State College, Pomona, N.J.; Ceddes Brecher
Quaf ls Cunningham, archts.-May 1977, pp.95-102.
Stores & Shops. "Bringing in the Business," Building Types
Study 499-Mar. 1977 , pp. 1 1 5-1 30. Best Products Company, Houston, Tex.; SITE, Inc., archts.-Mar.1977,8f5,
pp. 124-125. Best Products Company, Sacramento, Cali{.;
SITE, Inc., archts.-Mar. 1977, BfS, pp. 126-127. Besl
Products Company, Two proposals for southern California; SITE, lnc., archts.-Mat. 1977, BfS, pp. 128-129.
Burdines of Florida Department Store, Tampa, Fla.; Reyn-

& Hills, Inc., archts.-Mar. 1977, BIS, pp.
"How Best Products profits from SITE, lnc.'s designs," by Edwin Slipek-Mar.1977, BTS, pp. 129-130.
Leisure World Electronics, Baraboo, Wisc.; Jack Fleig,
archt.-Jan. 1977 , Bf S, pp. 1 1 6-1 1 7. I 055 Thomas jefferson Street, Ceorgetown, Washington, D.C.; ELS Design
olds, Smith
1 1

8- 1 23.

Croup and Arthur Cotton Moore Assocs., archts.-Feb.
1977, pp.95-102.
Straub, Van Dine, Dziurman Architects, archts.; Sterling
Heights Public Service Facility, Sterling Heights, Mich.*
lune 1977, BTS, pp. 1 38-1 39.
Sunrise Apartments, Sacramento, Cal.; Sandy/Babcock,
archts.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 122-123.
Swan house, Long lsland, N.Y.; Charles W. Moore Assocs.

(now Moore Crover Harper; P.C.) with Richard B. Oliver,
archts.-.lune 1977 , pp. 109-1 16.

T
Temple Beth El, Fread Sanctuary, West Palm Beach, Fla.;
Alfred Browning Parker Architects, archts.-Feb. 1977,
pp.111-114.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, Georgetown, Washington,
D.C.; ELS Design Croup and Arthur Cotton Mmre
Assocs., archts.-Feb. 1977 , pp. 95-102.
Thom Partnership, Clifford & Lawrie, Crank & Boake,
archts.; Metropolitan Toronto Zoo, Toronto, Canada)an. 1977, TNR, p. 54.
1

Thoryk, Paul

d Assocs., archts.; Private residence, southern

Cal.-Apr. 1977,pp.

113-1 16.

Transportation. 5th Street Subway Station, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Ueland &.lunker, archts.-Jan-'1977, BTS, pp. 102-103.
Tsukuba University, Central Building, for the School of Art
and Physical Education, lbaragi Prefecture, lapan; Fumihiko Maki & Assocs., archts.-Apr. 1977 , pp. 107-112.

U
Ueland & Junker, archts.; sth Street Subway Station, Philadelphia, Pa.-Jan. 1977, BTS, pp. 102-103.
United States Embassy Office Building, Tokyo, Japan; Cruen
Assocs. of Los Angeles, archts.-Apr. 1977 , pp. 101 -106.
University & College Buildings. Central Building, for the
School of Art and Physical Education, Tsukuba University,

lbaragi Prefecture, Japan; Fumihiko Maki & Assocs.,
archts.-Apr. 1977 , pp. 1O7-112. State University of New
York College, Dance Instructional Facility, Purchase,
N.Y.; Cunnar Birkerts & Assocs., archts.-Fetl 1977, pp.

85-90. Stockton State College, Pomona, N.J.; Ceddes
Brecher Qualls Cunningham, archts.-May 1977 , pp. 95-

'102. Yale Center for Eritish Art, New Haven, Conn.; Louis
Kahn, archt. (with commentary by Vincent Scully, lr.))une1977 , pp. 95-104. Yale University Old Campus Renovation Phase One: Farnam, Lawrance, Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New Haven, Conn.; Edward Larrabee Barnes
and Herbert S. Newman Assocs., archts.-Mar. 1977, pp.
93-1 00.
Uptown Racquet Club, New York, N.Y.; Copelin, Lee &
Chen, archts.-Feb. 1977, BfS, pp. 117-119.

V
Venetian Gardens, Stockton, Cal.; Bull Field Volkmann
Stockwef l, archts.-Mid-May 1 97 7, BI S, pp. 1 20-1 2 1 .

w
Warnecke, John Carl & Assocs., archts.; Hennepin County
Covernment Center, Minneapolis, Minn.-Mar. 1977 , pp.
Microelectronics Plant, Santa
1 01 -'l 06. Hewlett-Packard
Rosa, Cal.-June 1977, BTS, pp. 128-129.
Warner & Gray, archts.; Cray house, Santa Barbara, Cal.Mid-May 1977,8I5, pp. 100-103.
Western Headquarters, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc., Des
Plaines, lll.; Pasanella & Klein, archts.-June 1977, BTS,

pp. '140-141 .
Whalers' Cove, Foster City, Cal.; Fisher-Friedman Assocs.,
archts.-Mid-May 1977, BfS, pp. 124-126.
Windows on the World and The Club at the World Trade
Center, North Tower, World Trade Center, New York,
N.Y.; Warren Platner Assocs, archts.-May 1977, pp.
111-118.

Windsor Winery at Sonoma Vineyards, Healdsburg, Cal.;
Roland/Miller/Assocs., archts.-June 1977, BTS, pp. 1321

33.

Wolf house, Toronto, Ont., Canada; Barton Myers, archt.Mid-May 1977, BrS, pp. 50-53.
Woodstock Sidewalk District, Woodstock, N.Y.; R. M. Kliment & Frances Halsband, archts.-Feb. 1977, pp. 1O81

10.

World Trade Center Observation Deck, South Tower, World
Trade Center, New York, N.Y.; Warren Platner Assocs.,
archts.-May 1977, p. 118.

Y
Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, Conn.; Louis Kahn,

archt. (with commentary by Vincent Scully, .lr.)-June
1977, pp.95-104.
Yale University Old Campus Renovation Phase One: Farnam, Lawrance, Welch, Vanderbilt Halls, New Haven,
Conn.; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Herbert S. Newman
Assocs.,

archts.-Mar.

1977 , pp. 93-100.
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beoutiful beginning of the neyv Conwed'Designer Series.

Conwed set out to creote performonce

ceilings with exceptionol oesthetic quolities.

Ve sought the ideos ond opinions of orchi-

tects, designers ond interior decorotors.
The result is Auroro ceiling tile. lt's the beginning of the new Conwed Designer Series ceilings designed for designers.

Its controlled deep-eroded poftern, ond
worrn ivory color complements ony com-

merciol decor. The poffern is proportioned to

occommodote vorying ceiling scoles...moking Auroro tile pleosing ot ony height in rooms

of ony size.
Of course, Auroro tile is more thon just o

pretty foce. lt olso offers high performonce
with dimensionol stobility ond good ocous-

ticol control. Avoiloble U.L. Time-Design FireRoted, too.
Conwed hos been moking quolity ceiling
products for over holf o century. Now we're
moking them more beoutiful thon ever. For

more lnformotion on Auroro Ceilings, write

Conwed Corporotion, 332 Minnesoto Street,
5t. Poul, Minnesoto 55101.

Innovotive producfs for better environments.
For more data, circle

|

2l on inquiry

card

